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Abstract

The term quantum parallelism is commonly used to refer to a property of quantum

computations where an algorithm can act simultaneously on a superposition of states.

However, this is not the only aspect of parallelism in quantum computing. Analogously

to the classical computing model, every algorithm consists of elementary quantum

operations and the application of them could be parallelised itself. This kind of

parallelism is explored in this thesis in the one way quantum computing (1WQC) and

the quantum circuit model.

In the quantum circuit model we explore arithmetic circuits and circuit complexity

theory. Two new arithmetic circuits for quantum computers are introduced in this

work: an adder and a multiply-adder. The latter is especially interesting because its

depth (i.e. the number of parallel steps required to finish the computation) is smaller

than for any known classical circuit when applied sequentially. From the complexity

theoretical perspective we concentrate on the classes QAC0 and QAC0[2], the quantum

counterparts of AC0 and AC0[2]. The class AC0 comprises of constant depth circuits with

unbounded fan-in AND and OR gates and AC0[2] is obtained when unbounded fan-in

parity gates are added to AC0 circuits. We prove that QAC0 circuits with two layers

of multi-qubit gates cannot compute parity exactly. This is a step towards proving

QAC0 6= QAC0[2], a relation known to hold for AC0 and AC0[2].

In 1WQC, computation is done through measurements on an entangled state called

the resource state. Two well known parallelisation methods exist in this model:

signal shifting and finding the maximally delayed general flow. The first one uses

the measurement calculus formalism to rewrite the dependencies of an existing

computation, whereas the second technique exploits the geometry of the resource state

to find the optimal ordering of measurements. We prove that the aforementioned

methods result in same depth computations when the input and output sizes are equal.

Through showing this equivalence we reveal new properties of 1WQC computations

and design a new algorithm for the above mentioned parallelisations.
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Introduction

The quantum computing model has two concepts of parallelism. First, quantum

computations can act on a superposition of states, modifying all of them simultaneously.

This effect has for example been used in the famous Shor’s [2] and Grover’s [3]

algorithms and does not exist in classical computers. Second, the parallelism

achieved through the application of multiple quantum gates simultaneously. This

corresponds to the classical approach of parallelisation and has been studied in both

the circuit [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and one way quantum computing (1WQC) model [9, 10, 11].

The latter kind of parallelism, which is the focus of this work, is important in at least

two aspects. First, parallel computations could be executed faster (that is the main

motivation for parallelising), thus reducing the time that quantum states need to be

coherent for. Second, the quantum model could allow the implementation of some

algorithms in a more parallel manner than is possible classically, thus computations

could possibly run faster on parallel quantum computers. This has motivated the search

for new parallel quantum algorithms [12] and parallelisation methods [9, 10, 11]. The

problem addressed in this work is twofold: do there exist any arithmetic operations

benefitting from quantum parallelism, and how much can we expect to parallelise

computations in the quantum model?

The first part of this thesis presents a new quantum arithmetic circuit, which is

more parallel than any of its known classical counterparts. The later chapters try

to establish limits on parallelism in quantum computing by first clarifying that two

common methods in 1WQC model produce equivalent results (Part II) and proving a

lower bound on the parallel circuits computing parity (Part III).

This work introduces two new quantum Fourier transform (QFT) based arithmetic

circuits. The first of these circuits, the QFT multiply-accumulator (QMAC), is

introduced in Chapter 2 and has been published in the Journal of Quantum Information

processing [1]. A multiply-accumulator (MAC) is a circuit performing the operation

z = z+xy on numbers and is an important operation in modern digital signal processors;
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thus accelerating this operation has significant practical uses. Our QMAC is the first

published quantum MAC circuit and the first basic quantum arithmetic circuit that

exhibits a lower depth than any of its classical counterparts. The defining feature of the

QMAC is its depth on sequential application, which is asymptotically smaller than in

any previously known classical or quantum MAC. This property makes the QMAC not

only a suitable candidate for a MAC unit in future quantum processors, but it could

be beneficial to implement it as an accelerator or co-processor in classical computers.

The second arithmetic circuit, the QFT adder presented in Chapter 3, has not yet been

published. It was initially left out of the QMAC paper [1] since it does not exhibit

an asymptotically lower depth than its classical counterparts, as the QMAC does.

However, later analysis showed that in sequential application its implementation could

have as much as 24 times smaller depth than any other quantum adder. Therefore,

possible future developments of quantum processors should consider the use of the QFT

adder.

In August 2013, the QMAC was presented to the physicists at the Centre for Quantum

Photonics in the University of Bristol. There was interest in the QMAC and questions

about simplifying the circuit for implementation with the technology available to their

group. Their interest and questions motivated the inclusion of Chapter 4, which

contains modifications that could simplify the experimental realisation of a QMAC.

One request from the Bristol group was the simplified circuit schema of a QMAC with

an explicit proof that it would perform the multiply-accumulation of a two-bit integer.

This circuit is included towards the end of Chapter 4 and could be used as a starting

point for experimentalists wishing to implement the QMAC.

The second part of the thesis focuses on parallelisation methods in the one way

quantum computing (1WQC) model. Computations in the 1WQC model are performed

by doing measurements on entangled qubits. These measurement outcomes are in

general probabilistic, but can be used to correct subsequent measurements to obtain

computations performing unitary operations [13]. The main result of Part II states

that two well known parallelisation techniques in 1WQC result in equal depth when

applied to computations translated from quantum circuits. These two methods

work on distinct representations of measurement based computation: one on the

measurement patterns [14] and the other on the flows [15] and general flows [16]

of the underlying graph. The description of flows and of the 1WQC is included in

Chapter 6, signal shifting is covered separately in Chapter 7. First of those methods,

signal shifting [14], comprises of a set of rewriting rules for measurement patterns.

The second technique, finding the maximally delayed general flow [9], uses only the

structure of the graph representation of 1WQC to provide a low depth dependency

2
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structure for the measurements. Through the construction of the proof, many new

properties of 1WQC which could be used in future research of flows and signal shifting

have been discovered. One of the main techniques from the proof has already been

successfully applied to construct a translation method from 1WQC to quantum circuits

which does not increase the number of qubits in the computation [17]. In the course of

constructing the main proof, a new algorithm for signal shifting and finding maximally

delayed general flows is created. This new algorithm works on computations derived

from quantum circuits and requires O(n2) operations to complete. This is smaller than

the operations required for the best previously known algorithms for signal shifting and

finding the maximally delayed general flow, O(n6) [14] and O(n2) [9] correspondingly.

The work in Part II is available on arXiv.org [18] and has been submitted to the Journal

of Quantum Information and Computation.

The final part of this thesis focuses on quantum circuit complexity. Proving lower

bounds in complexity theory for general circuits is very hard, hence numerous circuit

families with various restrictions have been created. One of those restrictions limits the

depth of the circuits. Depth restricted circuits can also be seen as parallel circuits, since

the number of gates and bits/qubits allowed is polynomial in input, i.e. a larger number

of resources can be used to simultaneously perform a computation in fewer sequential

steps. The only lower bound known in quantum parallel complexity is between the

classes QNC0 and QAC0. The class QNC0 consists of constant depth quantum circuits

containing only quantum gates that act on a constant number of qubits. The class

QAC0 is the quantum equivalent to the classical AC0 class: constant depth Boolean

circuits with unbounded fan-in AND, OR and NOT gates. Unbounded fan-in means

that the gates can have an arbitrary number of inputs. The inequality QNC0 6= QAC0

holds because circuits in the QNC0 class cannot compute functions that depend on all

the input qubits [6].

Although not many lower bounds have been found, research in quantum circuit

complexity has revealed surprising differences in the relations between quantum circuit

classes and their classical counterparts. First, the quantum circuit classes QAC0[n]

and QAC0[m] have been proven to be equal for every m and n [5], whereas in classical

circuit complexity AC0[p] 6= AC0[q] for distinct primes p and q [19, 20]. QAC0[m] is the

quantum counterpart to the AC0[m] class, which is the class AC0 with the addition of

Mod m gates acting on any number of inputs. Second, the relation AC0[p] ⊂ TC0 [21]

(where p is a prime) between the classical classes does not hold for their quantum

counterparts, where QTC0 ⊆ QAC0[m] (for every m) [7, 22]. Here TC0 notes constant

depth threshold circuits, i.e. circuits with unbounded threshold gates and QTC0 is its

quantum counterpart where quantum threshold gates are used. Since in [7] it was

3
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also established that TC0 ⊆ QAC[m]0, these results show that the quantum parallel

complexity classes QAC0[m] are strictly more powerful than their classical counterparts.

We present two new results in low depth quantum circuit complexity theory. These

two results are a step towards proving the inequality of two quantum circuit classes:

QAC0 and QAC0[2]. Admittedly, the initial goal was to prove this inequality in this

thesis, but this was not possible under the time constraints imposed by this PhD. The

relation AC0 6= AC0[2] is known to hold for classical circuits [23]. The approach in

proving that QAC0 6= QAC0[2] is to show that computing the parity of input qubits,

possible in QAC0[2], cannot be done in QAC0. It has already been shown that this is

impossible exactly and cleanly if the number of auxiliary qubits in the circuit is less

than the input size [8]. However, before this work nothing was known for the case when

the number of auxiliary qubits is polynomial in the input size. First, we prove that QAC

circuits with one multi-qubit gate layer cannot compute parity even probabilistically.

Second, we show that when the number of multi-qubit gate layers is two, parity cannot

be computed exactly and cleanly. During these two proofs, a number of properties for

QAC circuits are discovered. These could be useful in proving the inequality of the

QAC0 and QAC0[2] classes.

There exist computational problems that exhibit more parallelism in the quantum than

classical computing mode. This thesis expands the number of problems benefiting from

quantum computers by introducing a new parallel quantum arithmetic circuit (Part I),

while establishing boundaries through proving the equivalence of two parallelisation

methods (Part II) and giving a new lower bound of the parity function (Part III).

4



Part I

Quantum Arithmetic Circuits
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Quantum computing has the potential to dramatically change the nature of computing,

but has mostly been a theoretical subject partly due to the difficulties in building

physical quantum circuits. However, recent progress has enabled the first, albeit small,

quantum devices to be constructed, for example utilising photonics [24]. These devices

are not complete quantum computers, but consist of simple quantum circuits capable

of processing information to solve specific problems. These devices can be made in

silicon [24] which could lead to their integration with conventional microelectronics.

How would such a hybrid of conventional and quantum microprocessor be used? Co-

processor architectures have been developed in the past but perhaps the most promising

context would be to consider the quantum device as an accelerator.

There are several examples of modern heterogeneous computer architectures. For

example, Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) have been used extensively in the field

of scientific numerical computing to accelerate specific aspects of these calculations,

where some suitably defined kernel, i.e. the core of the computation, is offloaded

from the CPU and executed faster on the GPU. Another analogy can be drawn

with field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) where particular computational patterns

in software can be instantiated in hardware using the reprogrammable logic of these

devices, see for example [25, 26]. Rather than accelerating an entire kernel as would

be required for a GPU, a quantum device could be employed to accelerate a specific

computational pattern. Moreover, as this device would function as an accelerator,

a complete quantum computer would not be required. Furthermore, the effects of

quantum decoherence which destroys quantum information can be mitigated because

such quantum circuits need only to be in an entangled state for a brief period compared

to a full quantum computer.

The main result of this chapter is a quantum multiply-adder (QMAC) circuit, which

could potentially be implemented as a quantum accelerator for classical computers. It

is the first quantum multiply-adder design and, more importantly, the first quantum

arithmetic circuit that has a smaller depth than its classical counterparts. This is

achieved through the use of the Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) and entangled

quantum states combined with the ability to easily copy classical bits. This new

quantum-classical hybrid circuit is presented in Chapter 2. A MAC is an important

hardware module, i.e. electronic sub-circuit, in digital signal processors (DSPs), which

are used, for example, in audio and video processing, encryption, pattern recognition,

etc [27]. Since DSPs have a very wide area of application, improving the performance

of MACs would be immensely useful. There exist two types of DSPs: fixed point and

floating point DSPs. The integer QMAC introduced in this work can be adapted for

fixed point arithmetics and could thus be used instead of classical MAC circuits in fixed

6



point DSPs.

This part starts with a brief introduction to classical and quantum arithmetic circuits

in Chapter 1 and contains some basic concepts and definitions referred to throughout

this thesis (not just from Part I). After the introduction of the QMAC circuit in

Chapter 2, the same techniques are applied in Chapter 3 to create a parallel quantum

adder, corresponding to a highly parallel Draper adder [28]. Chapter 4 contains

implementation optimisations applicable to both the QMAC and the new adder,

followed by the discussion about the results and impact of the new arithmetic circuits

in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 Classical Circuits

The classical arithmetic circuits in this work are represented as Boolean circuits.

Definition 1.1 (Boolean circuit [29]). A Boolean circuit is a directed graph with a set

of source nodes called the inputs, and one or more sink nodes called the outputs. Each

internal node, or “gate,” is labelled AND, OR, NOT, and produces the corresponding

function of its inputs. This graph is acyclic, meaning that there are no loops -

information flows in one direction from the inputs to the outputs.

In our work we also allow the use of the XOR gate in the Boolean circuits, since the

gate set consisting of consisting of NOT, AND, OR, and XOR is the usual gate set

used in the literature on arithmetic circuits. We use a · b for representing the AND of

two bits, a + b for the OR, a ⊕ b for the XOR, and ¬ for the NOT. The XOR an be

replaced with two AND, one OR, and one NOT gate (Equation 1.1), thus the number

of gates in our circuits is at most four times smaller than when using a gate set without

the XOR.

a⊕ b = (a+ b) · ¬(a · b) (1.1)

Some estimates on the number of gates used in circuits require rounding of values. We

use dne to denote the value of n rounded up to the nearest integer and bnc the value of n

rounded down to the nearest integer. The fan-in of a gate is its number of inputs [30].

Logic gates usually have a constant fan-in, i.e. they act on a fixed (usually small)

number of bits. This number is often, as in this thesis, chosen to be 2. The fan-out of

a circuit is the number of outputs a gate has [30]. This value is usually considered to

8



1.1. Classical Circuits

XOR

AND
OR

XOR

AND

AND

AND

x1

x2

x3 x4

x5

o1

o2

Figure 1.1: An example illustrating the concept of depth in Boolean circuits. The longest
directed paths from inputs to outputs is highlighted in bold. In this example, there exist two
longest paths (from x2 to o2 and from x3 to o2). The length of the path is the number of gates
it passes through. In this circuit the longest path, and thus the depth, of this circuit is 4.

be unbounded, i.e. there can be any number of outputs. The main parameter we use

in comparing parallelism in classical and quantum circuits is the depth of the circuit.

Definition 1.2 (The depth of a Boolean circuit [31]). The depth of a Boolean circuit

is the longest directed path from an input to the output.

An example illustrating the depth of a Boolean circuit is in Figure 1.1. Each circuit can

only process inputs of a specific size, but often it is useful to estimate how the circuits’

parameters like number of gates or depth depend on the input size. This can be done

by using circuit families.

Definition 1.3 (Circuit families [31]). Let T : N → N be a function. A T (n)-size

(depth) circuit family is a sequence {Cn}n∈N of Boolean circuits, where Cn has n inputs

and a single output, and its (depth) size is |Cn| ≤ T (n) for every n.

Throughout this thesis, if it is mentioned that there exists a O(n) depth (or size, etc.)

circuit solving a problem, it is implicitly meant that there exists a family of O(n) depth

(or size, etc.) circuits.

Obviously the time it takes to execute any circuit depends very much on the

implementation but it is proportional to the depth of the circuit. In addition to the

number of gates on the longest path, there are many other parameters that contribute

to the execution time of a digital circuit: wiring, fan-out, etc. The depth is thus not

the most accurate measure of performance, but it is an implementation independent

way to compare the performance of various circuits. This is especially desirable when

comparing classical circuits with quantum circuits, since there has not yet emerged a

quantum architecture from where the execution times of different components could be

taken. The classical arithmetic circuits presented here are often represented as digital

circuits, where the term delay [30] is used instead of depth to represent the performance

9



1.1. Classical Circuits

of a circuit. There, each type of gate is assigned a fixed gate delay and the overall delay

of the circuit is the longest delay from inputs to outputs. This work uses the simpler

notion of depth, because it is the concept used in circuit complexity theory, which is

the focus of Part III.

1.1.1 Numerical Representation

Although the arithmetic circuits presented in this thesis are shown to work for unsigned

integers, they can be generalised to signed fixed point numbers. Unsigned integers

are used since this simplifies the notation. The adaption to use signed fixed point

numbers does not require any changes to the circuits as will be explained in the following

sections. The concepts following can be found in most of the textbooks on digital signal

processing or on computer arithmetic circuits [27, 30, 32, 33].

Fixed Point Representation

There are two main representations for real numbers in digital circits: the floating

point and the fixed point representations [27, 30, 32, 33]. This thesis uses the fixed point

representation since it is not clear if and how the new arithmetic circuits designed in the

later chapters can be adapted to floating point representation. Although the floating

point representation has superior precision and ease of use when programming, the

fixed point system is still widely used. The main advantages of fixed point arithmetic

circuits are its simple and cost efficient implementation and performance compared

to the floating point systems. When large value ranges are not needed, fixed point

representation is often suitable and provides a speed-up over floating points [30].

Thus, many Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) still use fixed point systems (for example

the Texas Instruments TMS320C64xx [34] and the Analog Devices Blackfin [35] DSP

families).

In this work the binary representation of integers is used. In a conventional number

system every k-digit number x can be written as [30, 32]

k∑

i=1

wixi, (1.2)

where xi is the i-th digit of x and wi is the weight associated with the digit. In the

binary system wi is always a power of two and xi ∈ {0, 1}. Generally, a number can

have both an integer and a fractional part. In the fixed point system this can be

10



1.1. Classical Circuits

achieved by interpreting the m rightmost digits as the integer part and k−m leftmost

digits as the fractional part. These two parts are separated by the radix point (.).

For example in the number z9z8z7z6z5.z4z3z2z1 the 4 rightmost digits comprise the

fractional part and the digits z5 to z9 make up the integer part. In general the fixed

point representation of a k digit number z with an m-digit fractional part is written

as zk · · · zm−2zm−1.zm · · · z2z1. The weights of the bits in the integer part are always

non-negative powers of two and the weights of the fractional parts are negative powers

of two. The value of a k-bit fixed point number with m bit fractional part is therefore

k∑

i=1

2i−1−mxi. (1.3)

As an example, the binary number z9z8z7z6z5.z4z3z2z1 can be written as

z92
4 + z82

3 + z72
2 + z62

1 + z52
0 + z42

−1 + z32
−2 + z22

−3 + z12
−4. (1.4)

The fixed point numbers are stored as integers, with the position of the radix point

stored separately. To add or subtract two fixed point integers with the radix point at

the same position, it is enough to add or subtract the underlying integers and keep the

radix point at the same location. To multiply two fixed point integers with the radix

point at the same position, the underlying integers can be multiplied together and the

radix point will be positioned to twice as many digits from the right as it was before.

This way it is also easy to obtain the new fixed point value with the radix point at the

same position as the multiplicands: namely the last digits can be just discarded or not

even computed. This allows us to use the arithmetic circuits presented in this thesis on

integers without having to consider whether the integers represent fixed point numbers

or not. The downside of using the fixed point representation is the loss of precision.

Namely, when multiplying two fixed-point numbers, the result can have as many bits

as the sum of the number of bits in the multiplicands. To fit the result in a fixed size

register of the size of the inputs, some of the bits might have to be be discarded. In

the worst case, half of the bits need to be discarded resulting in a significant loss of

precision.

Two’s Complement Representation

It is possible to perform arithmetic operations on signed integers (and thus also on

signed fixed point values as explained in the previous section) as if they were all

positive and just interpret the numbers as having a sign. This greatly simplifies the
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1.1. Classical Circuits

implementation of digital arithmetic circuits by eliminating the need for considering

signs independently. One way of achieving this is to use the two’s complement

representation, which is also the most common representation for signed integers

in modern computers. In two’s complement representation, the negative number is

represented by [30]:

1. taking the binary representation of its positive counterpart,

2. flipping the bits of the positive counterpart,

3. adding one to the result.

For example the two’s complement representation of a six bit number -13:

1. the binary representation of 13 is 001101,

2. flipping these bits results in 110010,

3. and finally, adding 1 to it gives the two’s complement representation of -13:

110011.

The sign of integers in the two’s complement representation is determined by the

leftmost bit: 0 for unsigned and 1 for signed. Adding negative numbers in this

representation does not require any overhead and subtraction can be performed by

adding the two’s complement of the positive number. An example showing how adding

a negative number results in a correct answer is shown in Figure 1.2. Multiplication

1 1 0 1 1 0 (carry)

0 1 0 1 1 0 (22)

+ 1 1 0 0 1 1 (-13)

0 0 1 0 0 1 (9)

Figure 1.2: Adding a negative number in the two’s complement representation using columnar
addition. The values in the carry row correspond to the carry from the added bits in the previous
column, i.e. the carry bit is 0 if the sum of the previous column above the line is 01 or 00, and
1 if the sum is 10 or 11.

works similarly, with the additional constraint that the result must fit in the number of

bits available, but this needs to be considered even when regular binary representation

is used. The intermediate results need only to hold as many bits as is in the result, the

rest can be discarded. An example of how multiplication in two’s complement notation

works is presented in Figure 1.3 as noted by d in the example below:

Thus addition and multiplication of signed two’s complement numbers can be done

using exactly the same method as for unsigned integers. Therefore, although unsigned
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0 0 0 0 1 1 (3)

× 1 1 1 0 1 1 (-5)

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0

d 1 0 0 0 0 0

d 1 1 0 0 0 1 (-15)

Figure 1.3: Multiplying two integers in the two’s complement representation. The
multiplication is done in two stages. First, the partial products are found by multiplying each
bit in the multiplier (-5) with the multiplicand (3). In the second stage, the partial products
are summed together. Here the result should be a 6-bit number, hence the 7th (leftmost) bit is
discarded.

integers are used in this thesis, the circuits would work for signed numbers in two’s

complement representation.

1.2 Quantum Circuits

We assume that the reader of this thesis is familiar with the basics of quantum

computing. A good overview can be found in the textbooks of Nielsen and Chuang [36],

and Kaye, Laflamme and Mosca [37]. Nevertheless, we provide a very brief introduction

to quantum circuits and highlight some of the definitions, concepts, terms and

techniques most often used in this thesis. We also give the four postulates of quantum

mechanics which define the underlying the mathematical framework required for this

thesis.

The analogue of the classical bit in quantum computing is the qubit. A qubit

corresponds to a two-dimensional quantum mechanical system.

Postulate 1.1 (State Space Postulate [37]). The state of a quantum system is described

by a unit vector in a Hilbert space H.

We can choose an orthonormal basis in the two-dimensional Hilbert space and label

the basis vectors as |0〉 and |1〉. Then the general state of a qubit is:

α|0〉+ β|1〉, (1.5)

where α and β are complex coefficients and |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The {|0〉, |1〉} basis for the

state of a qubit is called the computational basis. Physical systems can be combined
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1.2. Quantum Circuits

to form a larger composite system, the following postulate explains how these systems

can be described.

Postulate 1.2 (Composition of Systems Postulate [36]). The state space of a composite

physical system is the tensor product of the component physical systems. Moreover, if

we have systems numbered from i through n and the system number i is prepared in the

stat |ψi〉, then the joint state of the total system is |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψn〉.

As a shorthand the tensor product |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψn〉 is commonly written as

|ψ1ψ2〉 · · · |ψn〉, where ψi ∈ {0, 1}. An n-qubit state is thus a unit vector in the n-fold

tensor product space H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn. The 2n basis states of this space are the

n-fold tensor products of the states |0〉 and |1〉. With these basis states, a n-qubit state

|φ〉 is a 2n dimensional complex unit vector

|φ〉 =
∑

i∈{0,1}n
αi|i〉. (1.6)

Not all multi-qubit states can be written as tensor products of their components, the

ones that cannot be represented as products are entangled states.

Definition 1.4 (Entangled states [36]). A multi-qubit state is entangled if it cannot

be written as a product of its component states.

A quantum system whose state is known exactly is said to be in a pure state, otherwise

the system is said to be in a mixed state. A mixed state is described by a density

operator :

ρ =
∑

i

pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, (1.7)

where pi is the probability that the system is in the pure state |ψi〉. The density

operator of a pure state |ψ〉 is defined as

ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|. (1.8)

To be able to perform computations with qubits, we need to be able to change their

state. The following postulate describes, how the state of qubits changes over time.

Postulate 1.3 (Evolution Postulate [37]). The time-evolution of a closed quantum

system is described by a unitary operator. That is, for any evolution of the closed

system there exists a unitary operator U such that if the initial state of the system is
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1.2. Quantum Circuits

|ψ〉, then after the evolution the state of the system will be

|ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉. (1.9)

Thus one way to change the state of a quantum state is to apply a unitary operator to

it. Another operation that can change the state of qubits is the measurement, which

also gives us the way to observe quantum systems.

Postulate 1.4 (Measurement Postulate [36]). Quantum measurements are described by

a collection {Mm} of measurement operators. These are operators acting on the state

space of the system being measured. The index m refers to the measurement outcomes

that may result in the experiment. If the state space of the system is |ψ〉 immediately

before the measurement, then the probability that result m occurs is given by

p(m) = 〈ψ|M †mMm|ψ〉, (1.10)

and the state of the system after the measurement is

Mm|ψ〉√
〈ψ|M †mMm|ψ〉

. (1.11)

The measurement operators satisfy the completeness equation,

∑

m

M †mMm = I. (1.12)

An important measurement, used in this thesis, is the computational basis measure-

ment, defined by measurement operators M0 = |0〉〈0|, M1 = |1〉〈1|. It is easy to

see, that performing a computational basis measurement on a general quantum state

α|0〉 + β|1〉 results in 0 with probability |α|2 and in 1 with probability |β|2. All

measurements in this work are computational basis measurements unless they are

explicitly defined.

In the quantum circuit model the qubits are represented as horizontal wires and the

unitary operators are represented as gates acting on a number of wires [37]. A generic

quantum circuit can be seen in Figure 1.4. Unless explicitly stated, the circuits used

in this thesis are only allowed to contain one and two qubit gates. Computations

represented by quantum circuits are executed by applying quantum gates from left

to right until all the gates have been applied. Due to the following principle, all the

quantum wires at the end of the computation will be assumed to be measured in this
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1.2. Quantum Circuits

thesis.

Principle 1.1 (Principle of implicit measurement [36]). Without loss of generality, any

unterminated quantum wires (qubits which are not measured) at the end of a quantum

circuit may be assumed to be measured.

|q2i
|q1i

|q3i
|q4i |o4i

|o3i
|o2i
|o1i

Figure 1.4: A generic quantum circuit. Each horizontal line represents a “wire”. Each wire
represents a qubit in the computation performed by the quantum circuit. |q1〉, |q2〉, |q3〉, and
|q4〉 are the initial states of the qubits represented by the wires. |o1〉, |o2〉, |o3〉, |o4〉 are the
output states of those qubits. The rectangles on the wires represent quantum gates. Gates can
be applied to any number of wires.

Assume that applying a gate to the qubits in the circuit takes one discrete time step,

and that gates acting on distinct qubits can be applied in parallel. Then we can divide

quantum circuits to a number of layers, so that executing each layer takes exactly one

time step. This allows us to define the central concept thesis: the depth of a quantum

circuit. The definition used throughout this work is adapted from [4] by removing the

restriction on using only one and two qubit gates, thereby allowing to compute the

depth of circuits containing unbounded gates in Part III.

Definition 1.5 (Quantum circuit depth, adapted from [4]). A one layer circuit is

a unitary operator consisting of a tensor product of gates where each gate couples a

disjoint set of gates. A quantum circuit of depth d is a unitary operator written as a

product of d one layer circuits.

An example of how the depth of a circuit can be found is shown in Figure 1.5. Parallel

circuit complexity teory uses asymptotic complexity of the circuit depth, instead

of execution time to compare algorithms. Rather than comparing exact execution

times, the number of parallel steps required to finish the computation is used. This

simplification allows to compare algorithms without the need to consider the underlying

architecture (by architecture we mean the technology used to implement the quantum

gates, i.e. photonics, ion traps, etc.). As long as the execution time of a quantum gate

does not depend on the input size, the exact execution time will differ by at most a

constant factor from the depth of the circuit. Note that although the asymptotic circuit

depth does not depend on the architecture, it depends on the computational model, i.e.

whether the computation is represented in the adiabatic, circuit, 1WQC, or any other
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|q2i
|q1i

|q3i
|q4i |o4i

|o3i
|o2i
|o1i

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Figure 1.5: An example of how the depth of a quantum circuit can be calculated by dividing
the circuit into layers. The depth of this particular circuit is 7.

model. This dependency on the model is due to translating an algorithm to a different

models, which can change the depth of the computation. For example, it is known

how to translate computations from circuit model to 1WQC without increasing the

depth [10], but it is not know how to perform the opposite depth preserving translation

in the general case (see Part II for more detailed description of depth in 1WQC).

Often, instead of computing the depth of a single circuit, a uniform family of quantum

circuits is used to estimate a it function of the number of input qubits. The definition

is very similar to the definition of Boolean circuit families in Definition 1.3.

Definition 1.6 (Quantum circuit families [6]). A quantum circuit family is a sequence

{Cn}n∈N of quantum circuits, where each Cn has n inputs. We say that {Cn} is uniform

if there is a classical polynomial-time algorithm that outputs Cn on input 0n.

For example, if we say that a quantum circuit has logarithmic depth, then we mean

that the number of discrete time steps it takes to evaluate the circuit increases

logarithmically corresponding to the problem size, and the depth of the circuit is

O(log n).

Implementing a specific quantum circuit exactly is not always possible with a finite

set of gates. It not necessary in practice to compute a circuit exactly, it is enough to

approximate it to some specific accuracy.

Definition 1.7 (Approximate unitary operators). A unitary operator V approximates

another unitary operator U with with error E(U, V ), if

E(U, V ) = max ‖(U − V )|ψ〉‖. (1.13)

An operator U can be approximated to arbitrary precision if for every ε > 0 there exists

another unitary V such that E(U, V ) < ε.
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Figure 1.6: Some of the most common one and two-qubit quantum gates.

Every computation realisable by quantum circuits can be implemented approximately

by using only a small set of different gates. We call such set a universal set of gates.
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Definition 1.8 (Universal set of gates [37]). A set of gates is said to be universal, if

for any integer n ≥ 1, any n-qubit unitary operator can be approximated to arbitrary

accuracy by a quantum circuit using gates from that set.

Some of the most common one and two-qubit quantum gates are presented in Figure 1.6.

Most of the gates used in this work are present in this figure. The remaining gates are

either introduced immediately before they are used or are defined in Section 1.2.1. The

gates in Figure 1.6 can be used to create multiple distinct universal sets of gates, for

example {Z(π8 ), H,CNOT} [36] and {J(π8 ), H,∧Z} [38].

Many of the circuits presented in this work are hybrid circuits, i.e. circuits which

contain both classical and quantum bits and gates. Sometimes we also need to represent

multiple qubits or bits compactly in the figure. The notation used to display all this

information is shown in Figure 1.7.

| iy

| iy

Single bit (alternative)
Multiple bits

Single qubit (alternative)
Multiple qubits

Measurement of a qubit

Output bitInput qubit

| iy Single bit Single qubit

Figure 1.7: The notation used to distinguish between qubits and bits and multiple instances
of them. Double lines for bits are only used when there is the possibility ambiguity in the
figures, otherwise single lines are used for both bits and qubits. Likewise, the alternative single
qubit lines with a single dash are used to avoid confusion over whether multiple qubits or a
single qubit is meant.

Given a 1-qubit quantum gate U , the corresponding 2-qubit controlled-U gate, denoted

as ∧U , performs the following operation [36, 37]:

∧U |0〉|ψ〉 = |0〉|ψ〉, (1.14)

∧U |1〉|ψ〉 = |1〉U |ψ〉. (1.15)

The qubit that controls the application of U is called the control qubit and the qubit

on which U acts is called the target qubit. It is possible to replace a controlled quantum

gate at the end of a quantum circuit with a measurement of the control qubit in the

computational basis followed by the application of U to the target qubit if and only

if the measurement outcome is |1〉 [36, 37]. This is due to the principle of deferred

measurement.
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Principle 1.2 (Principle of deferred measurement [36]). Measurements can always be

moved from an intermediate stage of a quantum circuit to the end of the circuit. If the

measurement results are used at any stage of the circuit then the classically controlled

operations can be replaced by conditional quantum operations.

The principle of deferred measurement is illustrated in Figure 1.8. This useful property

of controlled gates is used in Chapter 4 to reduce the number of two-qubit gates in our

quantum multiply adder circuit and in Chapter 12 to analyse the probabilities of the

target qubit being modified.

U U

Figure 1.8: A controlled U gate at the end of a circuit can be replaced with a measurement
and a single-qubit gate.

The following trivial lemma is included since it is often used in both Part I and III of

this thesis.

Lemma 1.1. Quantum gates commuting with the measurement of the output qubit can

be removed from the circuit without affecting the measurement outcome of output qubit.

Proof. Let U be any quantum gate commuting with the measurement of the output

qubit o. Since U commutes with the measurement of o we can measure o and then

apply U . Obviously the application of U cannot influence the already measured value,

hence we can remove it from the circuit without affecting the measurement outcome

on o.

1.2.1 Unbounded Quantum Gates

In some instances gates that act on an unlimited number of qubits are used, these

quantum gates are called unbounded quantum gates.

Definition 1.9 (Unbounded quantum gates). A quantum gate U is unbounded if it

can act on unlimited number of qubits.

Unbounded quantum gates are used in quantum circuit complexity (See Part III) where

adding an unbounded gate to the set of gates allowed in a circuit can increase the

number of solvable problems in a complexity class. The unbounded quantum gates are
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also used in regular quantum circuits as a shorthand to denote their decomposition to

two-qubit and single-qubit gates, i.e. instead of writing out the full decomposition the

symbol of an unbounded gate is used. In what follows, the definitions of the unbounded

quantum gates used throughout this thesis are given.

Definition 1.10 (The unbounded Toffoli gate [8]). The unbounded Toffoli gate T is

the unitary operator implementing the following map

T |x1, x2, . . . , xn, b〉 = |x1, x2, . . . , xn, b⊕
n∏

i=1

xi〉. (1.16)

The symbol representing the unbounded Toffoli gates in quantum circuits is shown in

Figure 1.11(a).

Definition 1.11 (The unbounded ∧Z gate [8]). The unbounded ∧Z (controlled-Z) gate

is the unitary operator implementing the following map

∧Z|x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 = (−1)
∏n
i=1 xi |x1, x2, . . . , xn〉. (1.17)

The symbol representing the unbounded ∧Z gates in quantum circuits is shown in

Figure 1.11(b).

The unbounded Toffoli gates can be turned into ∧Z gates by applying Hadamard gates

to to the target bit of the Toffoli gate [8] as is shown in Figure 1.9.

HH

Figure 1.9: The ∧Z gate can be turned to a Toffoli gate with two Hadamard gates and vice
versa [8].

Definition 1.12 (The unbounded fan-out gate [8]). The unbounded fan-out gate F is

the unitary operator implementing the following map

F |b, x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 = |b⊕ x1, b⊕ x2, . . . , b⊕ xn〉. (1.18)

The symbol representing the unbounded fan-out gates in quantum circuits is shown in
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1.2. Quantum Circuits

Figure 1.11(c).

Definition 1.13 (The unbounded parity gate [8]). The unbounded parity gate P is the

unitary operator implementing the following map

P |x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 = |x1, x2, . . . , xn, b⊕
n⊕

i=1

xi〉. (1.19)

The symbol representing the unbounded parity gates in quantum circuits is shown in

Figure 1.11(d).

The unbounded parity gate can be turned into an unbounded fan-out gate via layers

of Hadamard gates before and after the gate [5] as is shown in Figure 1.10.

HH

HH

HH

HH

2

Figure 1.10: The parity gate can be turned to a fan-out gate with two Hadamard layers and
vice versa [5].

The quantum MODq gate is a generalisation of the unbounded quantum parity gate.

Definition 1.14 (The unbounded MODq gate [5]). The unbounded MODq gate is the

unitary operator implementing the following map

MODq|x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 = |x1, x2, . . . , xn, b⊕Modq(x1, x2, . . . , xn)〉, (1.20)

where Modq(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = 1 if and only if
∑n

i=1 xi 6≡ 0 mod q.

1.2.2 Translating Boolean circuits to quantum circuits

Boolean circuits can be translated to quantum circuits on a gate-by-gate basis. This can

be done by replacing the Boolean gates with quantum gates, which on computational

basis input will output a single qubit computational basis state corresponding to the
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(a) The unbounded Toffoli gate

|x1i

|x2i

|xni

|x1i

|x2i

(�1)
Qn

i=1 xi |xni
(b) The unbounded ∧Z gate. The phase change
resulting by the application of the ∧Z gate can be
written before any of the n qubits, since it is not
associated with any particular qubit but with the
state |11 · · · 1〉.

|bi

|x1i

|x2i

|xni

|bi

|b � x1i

|b � x2i

|b � xni

(c) The unbounded fan-out gate

2|bi

|x1i

|x2i

|xni

|x1i

|x2i

|xni

|b �
nM

i=1

xii

(d) The unbounded Parity gate

Figure 1.11: The four unbounded gates used in this thesis.

output of the Boolean gate. First, the NOT gate is translated to a Pauli X gate since:

X|0〉 = |1〉 (1.21)

X|1〉 = |0〉 (1.22)

Second, the AND gate is replaced with a Toffoli gate and the input to the target bit is

fixed to |0〉 as shown in Figure 1.12(b). Third, the OR gate is replaced with one Toffoli

and four Pauli X gates as shown in Figure 1.12(c). Finally, we must consider the fan-

out in classical circuits. Since copying of qubits is not possible in general [36], this is not

a trivial operation as in Boolean circuits. Note that the intermediate states of a gate by

gate translation of a Boolean circuit will be computational basis states if the input is a

computational basis state, i.e. the input to the quantum circuit correspond to classical

bit-strings. It is possible to copy the value of qubits if they are in a computational basis

state, which is the case of a translation from Boolean circuits. Namely, the unbounded

fan-out-gate (Definition 1.12 and Figure 1.11(c)) copies the state of the control qubit

(b in Figure 1.11(c)) to target qubits (x1 to xn in Figure 1.11(c)) if they are initialised

to |0〉 [5]. Thus, every Boolean circuit has a corresponding quantum circuit. The

unbounded fan-out gates can be removed from the quantum translation of a Boolean
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|c � (a · b)i

|bi

|ai

|ci

|ai

|bi

(a) The Toffoli gate. The qubits a and b
are called control qubits and the c is called
the target qubit.s

|bi

|ai |ai

|bi

|0i |a · bi
(b) The Toffoli gate can be used to
compute the AND of |a〉 and |b〉 by setting
the target bit to |0〉.

|bi

|ai |ai

|bi

|1i |a + bi

X

X X

X

(c) Using Pauli X gates and the De Morgan’s laws the Toffoli gate can be used to compute the
OR gate.

s

Figure 1.12: Using the Toffoli gate to replace classical Boolean gates.

circuit by replacing them with O(log n) depth sub-circuits (where n is the number of

qubits the unbounded gate acts on) consisting of two-qubit CONT gates [4].

1.2.3 The Quantum Fourier Transform

The quantum Fourier transform (QFT) is the quantum analogue of the discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) algorithm. For a given dimension n, the DFT is a linear function

mapping the vector (a0, a1, . . . aN−1) in CN to the vector (b0, b1, . . . , bN−1), where

bx =
1√
N

N−1∑

y=0

e
2πixy
N ay. (1.23)

Let {|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |N−1〉} be an orthonormal basis ofH⊗2n . QFT is the unitary operator

that maps the n qubit quantum state
∑2n−1

x=0 ax|x〉 to the state
∑2n−1

x=0 bx|x〉, where

the amplitudes bx are the DFT values from equation 1.23. The QFT of a k-qubit
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computational basis state |z〉 has the following useful representation [36]:

QFT |z〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.z1 |1〉)

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.z2z1 |1〉)

⊗ · · · (1.24)

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.zk···z2z1 |1〉).

The circuit computing the QFT is given in Figure 1.13. Throughout this thesis we use

the following notation for the individual qubits in the quantum state resulting from the

application of QFT on a computational basis state:

|QFT (z)〉b =
1√
2

(
|0〉+ e2πi0.zb···z2z1 |1〉

)
. (1.25)

The QFT in Figure 1.13 will be used as a sub-circuit in the quantum arithmetic circuits,

Rk�1

Rk

H

|z1i

|z2i Rk�2

R2Rk�1

|zki

|zk�1i |QFT (x)i2

|QFT (x)i1

|QFT (x)ik�1

|QFT (x)ik

H

H

H

R2

Figure 1.13: The quantum circuit computing the QFT of up to a permutation of the output
qubits, i.e. the output qubits need to be rearranged by reversing their order. This circuit is the
QFT circuit presented in textbooks [36, 37] and has O(k) depth [12], which is conjectured to
be the best possible depth for the exact QFT [4]

thus the parameters of the circuit are given in the following lemma:

Lemma 1.2. The QFT of k qubits in Figure 1.13 requires k qubits, k single-qubit gates,

and (k2 − k)/2 two qubit gates.

Proof. The circuit acts only on the input qubits, without requiring any auxiliary qubits;

hence the number of qubits needed is k. The only single-qubit gates are the Hadamard

gates, of which there is exactly one applied to each qubit; thus the number of one qubit

gates is k. It can be seen from Figure 1.13 that every qubit zi is the control qubit for

exactly i− 1 two qubit controlled Rj gates. Thus the total number of two qubit gates
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is

k∑

i=1

i− 1 = k(k − 1)/2 = (k2 − k)/2. (1.26)

As a summary, the parameters of the circuit in Figure 1.13 are following:

• Depth: 2k − 1 [12] (Conjectured to be the best depth for the exact QFT [4]),

• Qubits required: k (Lemma 1.2),

• Single-qubit gates: k (Lemma 1.2),

• Two qubit gates: (k2 − k)/2 (Lemma 1.2),

• Total gates: k + (k2 − k)/2 = (k2 + k)/2.

As can be seen from equation 1.24, the result of applying QFT on a k-qubit

computational basis state can be written as a tensor product of k qubits; thus QFT

acting on a computational basis state does not create any entanglement. Indeed,

the quantum algorithms utilising QFT to obtain quantum speedup use the QFT on

entangled states (Shor’s factorising algorithm being one of them [2]). This allows the

transformation of 2k complex values in the amplitudes of a quantum state by using

only k qubits — something not feasible classically. This might leave the impression

that the QFT could be used to perform extremely fast DFT, but this is not the case.

The transformations are done on the amplitudes and in general it is not possible to

measure all the amplitudes of a quantum state.

1.3 Arithmetic Circuits

There are two basic arithmetic circuits relevant to this thesis: the adder and the

multiplier. These can be combined to to create a more complex circuit, the multiply-

accumulator, as will be shown in Section 1.3.3. There exists many different classical

arithmetic circuits for both adders and multipliers, each of them having its own

advantages and disadvantages. Many good textbooks exist describing them [27, 30,

32, 33], thus a review of all of them is not included in this thesis. Included are the

descriptions of some of the more parallel arithmetic circuits, with the purpose to give

an overview of the existing quantum and classical circuits and to provide a comparison

with the arithmetic circuits designed in the later chapters.
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1.3.1 Adders

The focus of this work is parallelism and this is reflected in the adders reviewed in

this section, these are the ripple-carry adder, the carry-lookahead adder, the carry-

save adder, and the Draper adder [28]. The full definitions of these adders is given in

following subsections. The ripple-carry adder is included since it is one of the simplest

adders and although not exhibiting much parallelism, it is worthwhile to include it

since the first quantum adder proposed was a ripple-carry adder [39]. The carry-

lookahead adder on the other hand is the most parallel classical adder with depth

O(log n) and has also a quantum counterpart [40]. The third adder, the carry-save

adder, differs from most classical adders by using a redundant representation. This

makes this adder particularly efficient in calculating sums of multiple numbers, allowing

sequential addition of numbers in constant depth, but requiring a final O(log n) addition

using a non-redundant adder. The final adder reviewed, the Draper adder [28], does

not have a classical counterpart, since it acts on the amplitudes of a quantum state in a

superposition. Although initially not exhibiting much parallelism, a new parallel adder

based on the Draper adder, exhibiting similar depth to the carry-save adder is created

in Chapter 3. Before reviewing the aforementioned adders, it is necessary to describe

the basic building blocks in classical arithmetic circuits — the half and full adder.

Half and Full Adders

The basic construction blocks of classical adders are the half adder and full adder.

These adders add together two and three input bits respectively.

Definition 1.15 (Half adder [30]). A half adder is a Boolean circuit which performs

the addition of two one bit input numbers. Given two input bits X and Y the output

bits S (Sum) and C (Carry) of the half adder are

S = X + Y, (1.27)

C = X · Y. (1.28)

Since the maximum result of adding two one bit numbers is 2, with binary represen-

tation 10, the half adder needs two output bits. A circuit depicting the half adder

is shown together with its truth table in Figure 1.14. The circuits used in this work

are the common constructions used in textbooks [27, 30, 32, 33], but there exists more

than one way to implement the half and full adders. The full adder adds three input

bits, but since sum of three bits can be at most 3, with binary representation 11, it is
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enough to have two outputs.

Definition 1.16 (Full adder [30]). A full adder is a Boolean circuit which performs the

addition of three one bit input numbers. Given three input bits X, Y , Cin the output

bits S and Cout of the full adder are

S = A⊕X ⊕ Cin, (1.29)

Cout = (X · Y ) + Cin(X ⊕ Y ). (1.30)

A Boolean circuit for the full adder is shown together with its truth table in Figure 1.14.

Since multiple inputs are mapped to the same output values, neither the full nor the

half adder is a unitary operator and therefore cannot be directly translated to quantum

operators. The unitary counterparts of half and full adder require 3 and 4 qubits

correspondingly. The truth table and quantum circuit of the full adder is shown in

Figure 1.16.

Definition 1.17 (Quantum full adder [41]). The quantum full adder is the unitary

operator mapping a computational basis input state to an output state according to the

truth table in Figure 1.16(a).

Analogously to the half and full adders, which are the main building blocks for

classical arithmetic circuits, the quantum full adder is often used to construct quantum

arithmetic circuits, but the quantum half adder is rarely used. There exist multiple

different decompositions of the quantum full adder, two of which are used in this thesis.

The first, allowing only one and two-qubit gates and the other allowing additionally

three qubit Toffoli gates. The latter was presented in [41] and is the lowest depth

decomposition into one, two, and three qubit gates known at the time of writing this

work. Since many of the circuits presented in this work use only one and two-qubit

gates, the full adder decomposition into two-qubit gates is given in the next lemma.

Lemma 1.3 (Quantum full adder decomposition). The quantum full adder can be

X Y S C

0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

1 1 0 1

(a)

S

CX

Y
XOR

AND

(b)

Figure 1.14: The truth table (a) and Boolean circuit (b) of the half adder. [30]
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X Y Cin S Cout
0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 1

(a)

Cout

Cin

S

X

Y
XOR

AND
OR

XOR

AND

(b)

Figure 1.15: The truth table (a) and Boolean circuit (b) of the full adder. [30]

implemented using:

1. Two Toffoli gates, two CNOT gates, and depth 4 [41].

2. Twelve two-qubit gates and depth 12.

Proof. The first of these decompositions is due to [41] and is shown in Figure 1.16(b).

The second decomposition is obtained by replacing the Toffoli gates in Figure 1.16(b)

with the Toffoli decomposition from [42], depicted in Figure 1.17. This Toffoli

decomposition has the lowest known depth and gate count, which are both 5. Since

the full adder in Figure 1.16(b) consists of two CNOT and two Toffoli gates applied in

a sequence, both the depth and the number of two-qubit gates in the decomposed full

adder is 2 · 1 + 2 · 5 = 12.

As a comparison, the depth and size of classical full and half adders used in this thesis

is stated below. These are formulated as lemmas to emphasise the properties of the

half and full adders used in this thesis.

Lemma 1.4 (Half adder decomposition). There exists a depth one Boolean circuit for

a half adder consisting of two Boolean gates.

Proof. The depth and size of the half adder circuit, obvious from Figure 1.14(b) taken

from [30], satisfy this lemma.

Lemma 1.5 (Full adder decomposition). There exists a depth three Boolean circuit for

a full adder consisting of five Boolean gates.

Proof. The depth and size of the half adder circuit, obvious from Figure 1.15(b) taken

from [30], satisfy this lemma.
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Input Output

X Y Cin C ′out X Y S Cout
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

(a)

|Couti

|Cini

|Xi

|Y i

|0i

|Si

|Xi

|Y i

(b)

Figure 1.16: The truth table (a) and quantum circuit (b) of the quantum full adder. It can
be seen from the truth table that when the fourth qubit (|C ′out〉) is initialised to |0〉, its final
value |Cout〉 will correspond to the Cout bit in a classical full adder. Setting |C ′out〉 to |1〉 will
flip this output value.

Note that by translating a full adder to a quantum adder, the depth and two-qubit gate

count will increase. This is one of the reasons why some of the quantum arithmetic

circuits encountered later have a larger depth and size than their classical counterparts.

V V † V

Figure 1.17: The decomposition of the Toffoli gate into two-qubit gates [42].
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Ripple-Carry Adder

One of the simplest adders is the ripple-carry adder shown on Figure 1.18. A k-bit

ripple-carry adder (allowing to add two k-bit integers) consists of an initial half adder

followed by k − 1 sequentially applied full adders [30]. The total number of gates used

can be estimated by adding together the Boolean gates in the full adders and half

adder.

Lemma 1.6. The ripple-carry adder for two k-bit integers can be constructed by using

5k − 3 Boolean gates.

Proof. The ripple-carry adder consists of k− 1 full adders and one half adder, whereby

the number of gates in a half adder is two (Lemma 1.4) and in a full adder is five

(Lemma 1.5). Thus the total number of gates is 5(k − 1) + 2 = 5k − 3.

Full adder Full adder Half adder

x1 y1

s1

c1c2

s2

x2 y2ykxk

sk

ck

ck�1

Figure 1.18: The ripple-carry adder [30]. The full and half adders need to be applied
sequentially from right to left.

The parameters for the ripple-carry adder are following:

• Depth: 2k − 1 [30],

• Gates: 5k − 3 (Lemma 1.6).

Since the ripple-carry adder does not require any fan-out, it is one of the most natural

adders to be translated into the quantum circuit model (fan-out is not possible in the

quantum circuit model) and indeed, the first proposed quantum adder was a ripple-

carry adder [39]. Since the unitary operators used as the replacement for the classical

full adder required an auxiliary qubit, the initial quantum ripple-carry adder needed

k auxiliary qubits. This adder was improved by Cuccaro et.al. [43] to use just one

auxiliary qubit. Their adder has the following parameters:

• Depth: 2k − 1 [43],

• Qubits required: 2k + 2 [43],
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• CNOT gates: 5k − 3 [43],

• Toffoli gates: 2k − 1 [43],

• Total gates: (5k − 3) + (2k − 1) = 7k − 4.

Note that in their paper Cuccaro et.al. did not estimate then number of quantum

NOT gates (X gates), thus these figures also exclude them. Both the depth of the

quantum ripple-carry adder and the number of qubits used is almost equal to the

classical ripple-carry adder as can be seen in Table 1.1. Nevertheless, the quantum

Table 1.1: Comparison of classical and quantum ripple-carry adders.

Depth Total Gates Qubits

Classical 2k − 1 5k − 3 -

Quantum 2k − 1 7k − 4 2k − 1

ripple-carry adder allows quantum states to be added in superpositions and thus

can be used as a subroutine in quantum algorithms. For example, it can be used

to construct the quantum modular exponentiation circuits required for the Shor’s

factorizing algorithm. [39]

Carry-Lookahead Adder

In the ripple-carry adder, every full adder (after the first one) needs to wait for the

output carry bit from the previous full adder, thus limiting the depth of the circuit

to Ω(k). Carry-lookahead adders address this problem by computing the carry bits

before they are needed in the full adders. There are various designs to do this. Some

adders compute blocks of carries simultaneously, and chain up the carry-lookahead

blocks similarly to the ripple-carry adder, others use unbounded fan-in to compute the

carry values. The carry-lookahead adder with constant fan-in, which has the lowest

depth is the Kogge-Stone adder [44]. In the rest of the thesis when a carry-lookahead

adder is used, the Koegg-Stone adder is implicitly meant unless otherwise mentioned.

From the truth table of the full adder (Figure 1.15(a)) the relation shown in Table 1.2

between the input bits and the Cout can be seen.

When X 6= Y the Cout will always equal Cin and the carry is then propagated. When

X = Y = 0 the incoming carry gets killed and if X = Y = 1 a new carry is generated

regardless of Cin. Consider an interval [i, j]. A bit G[i, j] is used to mark whether

this interval generates a carry, and a bit P [i, j] to mark if it propagates a carry. Here
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Table 1.2: The value of Cout in a carry-lookahead adder.

.

X Y Cout
0 0 0

0 1 Cin
1 0 Cin
1 1 1

the interval is used in an unconventional way, where the end is specified first and the

beginning last. This notation is used so that the beginning and end of the intervals

would correspond to how we interpret bits of a binary number, where the rightmost is

the first bit and the leftmost the k-th bit. Based on the above observation the carry

and propagate bits for the interval [i, i] can be computed as follows

G[i, i] = Xi · Yi (1.31)

P [i, i] = Xi ⊕ Yi (1.32)

Given two carry intervals [i, j] and [j − 1, k], the combined interval [i, k]

• generates a carry if and only if either [i, j] generates a carry or [j−1, k] generates

and [i, j] propagates a carry, i.e.

G[i, k] = G[i, j] +G[j − 1, k] · P [i, j]; (1.33)

• propagates a carry if and only if both [i, j] and [j − 1, k] propagate, i.e.

P [i, k] = P [i, j] · P [j − 1, k]. (1.34)

The value of G[i, 1] is 1 if and only if there will be a carry generated that reaches bit i

in the interval [i, 1], i.e. it is the carry bit required to compute the bit i in the sum of

two numbers. Using a tree structure it is possible to compute the value G[i, 1] in dlog ie
depth. When combining this tree with the generation of the G[i, i] and P [i, i] bits and

final addition of the carry and sum bits gives the Koegg-Stone adder, of which an 8-bit

example is depicted in Figure 1.19.

The first quantum carry-lookahead adder was designed in [45], but their adder had

depth O(k) while using unbounded Toffoli gates. Although having smaller depth than

the quantum ripple-carry adder when the constants in the depth are taken into account,

this depth benefit would be obtainable only if unbounded fan-out gates could be easily

implementable. Usually, only constant size (and thus fan-out) gates are allowed in
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i AND

XO
R

xi yi xi yi

G[i, i] P [i, i]

(a)

AN
D

O
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P [i, j]

P [i, k]G[i, k]

G[i, j] G[j � 1, k]

P [j � 1, k]

(b)

XO
R

xi yi

i XO
R

G[i, 1]

Si

(c)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

(d)

Figure 1.19: The 8-bit Kogge-Stone adder (d) with its various components shown in (a), (b),
and (c)
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quantum circuits, and if constant size gates would be used instead of the unbounded

fan-out gates in [45], the depth would increase to O(k log k). A logarithmic depth

carry-lookahead adder design, based on the Kogge-Stone adder, was proposed in [40].

In addition to considerably smaller depth, this adder used only constant sized gates,

which is in general a desirable feature of quantum circuits. Table 1.3 gives a summary

of the properties of the quantum and classical carry-lookahead adders.

Carry-Save Adder

When multiple numbers need to be added together, the adder most suitable for the task

is the carry-save adder [46], which uses redundancy to add two numbers in constant

depth. The principle of the carry-save adder is to compute the sum and carry generated

by adding every two corresponding bit, but instead of propagating the carry, it is saved

until the next addition is performed. Obviously this system is redundant, since the

result consists of k sum bits and k carry bits. When the next number is added, the

carry from the last addition is propagated to the next position by adding it with the

new sum bits. The operation of the carry-save addition is illustrated in Figure 1.20.

As can be seen from Figure 1.20, the carry-save adders have constant depth since they

consist of full adders, which are applied in parallel. Thus the sequence of n carry-save

adders has depth O(n).

After the numbers are added together, a final conventional adder must be used to

convert the result from the redundant representation to a non-redundant by adding the

two resulting numbers (the carry bits and the sum bits). This could be done with carry-

save adders, but this requires k applications of the adder for the rightmost carry bit to

propagate to the left. A better solution is to use an O(log n) depth adder, such as the

Kogge-Stone adder, resulting in a total depth of O(n+ log k) when adding n numbers

of k-bits. Since a final non-redundant adder is needed when using carry-save adders,

Table 1.3: Comparison of classical and quantum carry-lookahead adders. Here it is assumed
that k is a power of two.

Classical Quantum

Depth 2 log k + 2 2 log k + 2

CNOT Gates - 3k − 1

Toffoli Gates - 2k − 3 log k − 3

Total Gates 5k log k + 3k + 5 5k − 3 log k − 4

Qubits - 4k − log k
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CSA
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Full adderFull adderFull adder

x1,1x1,2xk,1xk,2 x2,1x2,2

Full adder Full adder Full adder

s1,1s2,1sk,1ck,1 c2,1 c1,1

0

0

00

Full adder Full adder Full adder

0

xk,3 x2,3 x1,3

s1,2s2,2sk,2ck,2 c2,2 c1,2

x1,nx2,nxk,n

sk,n�1 s2,n�1 s1,n�1c1,n�1c2,n�1ck,n�1

c1,n�2s2,n�2 s1,n�2sk,n�2 ck�1,n�2

Figure 1.20: The application of n carry-save adders of k-bits in a sequence (CSA is used to
denote a carry-save adder). To get the final result an additional non redundant adder, like the
carry-lookahead adder, needs to be used to add the carry and sum outputs of the last carry-save
adder.

this adder is not suitable to use when only two numbers are added. On the other hand,

it will give a considerable improvement in computational depth when multiple numbers

are added in a sequence, thus the carry-save adder is the most commonly used adder

in multipliers.

Interestingly, it is possible to add n numbers of k bits in depth O(log n log k) using

k-bit adders. This can be done by arranging the adders for two numbers (with O(log k)

depth) into a O(log n) depth tree and thereby summing the numbers recursively. This

solution, although having low depth, is unpractical since to compute the sums in the

first layer of the tree, O(n) adders are needed. The number of available adders in

modern electronic circuits is a fixed, and usually a small, constant and does not scale

with the problem size. Thus in this work we consider the case where there is only a

constant number of available adders. This number is usually one in the analysis, since

adding a constant number of adders would reduce the overall depth only by a constant,

when adding n numbers.

A straightforward translation (by making the classical circuit reversible and cleaning
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1.3. Arithmetic Circuits

Table 1.4: Comparison of classical and quantum carry-save adders. The values for the classical
adder are taken from circuits presented in [30] and the quantum adder parameters are taken
the quantum carry-save adder presented in [41]. We used Lemma 1.3 to estimate the number
of two qubit-gates, whereas the original circuit consisted of 2k quantum full adders. Since the
decomposition of Lemma 1.3 does not contain any single-qubit gates, neither does the quantum
carry-save adder.

Classical Quantum

Depth 3 24

Single-Qubit Gates - -

Two-Qubit Gates - 24k

Total Gates 5k 24k

Qubits - 4k

up the auxiliary qubits) from the classical to quantum carry-save adder was shown

in [41]. The parameters of the resulting quantum circuit are compared with the classical

couterparts in Table 1.4. Since in the quantum circuit model the registers are cleaned

by applying the inverse of the quantum full adders at the end of the computation,

every full adder in the classical carry-save adder has two corresponding quantum full

adders in its quantum counterpart. This is one of the contributors to the larger depth

and number of gates in the quantum circuit — one quantum full adder consists of 12

sequential two-qubit gates and acts on four qubits.

The Draper Adder

QFT

phase 
shift

Input register

Input/Output register |xi QFT † |x + yiQFT |xi QFT |x + yi

|yi |yi

Figure 1.21: The Draper adder.

Most of the quantum arithmetic circuits do not contain anything inherently quantum.

They consist of reversible Boolean gates [39, 41, 45, 47, 43, 40, 48, 49, 50], usually

Toffoli and CNOT gates, and therefore would work without modifications for classical

reversible computations. Hence it is unlikely that studying these circuits would reveal

any differences between the classical and quantum computing models. To explore

the dissimilarities between the two models and find lower depth circuits some sort

of “quantumness” has to be used in the construction of the quantum circuits. The only

known arithmetic circuit that does this is the Draper adder [28]. The structure of the
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1.3. Arithmetic Circuits

Draper adder is shown in Figure 1.21, from where it can be seen that adding two k-bit

integers x and y modulo k has the following steps:

1. The integers are stored in two k-qubit quantum registers.

2. QFT is applied to the second register.

3. A phase shift sub-circuit, shown in Figure 1.22, is applied to the two registers.

4. QFT† is applied to the second register.

5. The second register is measured in the computational basis given as the output.

...

... ...

R1 R2 Rk�1 Rk

R1 Rk�2 Rk�1

R1 R2

R1

...
...

...

...
|y1i
|y2i

|yk�1i
|yki

|QFT (x)ik |QFT (x + y)ik

|QFT (x + y)ik�1|QFT (x)ik�1

|QFT (x)i2 |QFT (x + y)i2

|QFT (x)i1 |QFT (x + y)i1

|y1i
|y2i

|yk�1i
|yki

Figure 1.22: The phase shift block of a k-qubit Draper adder.

After the first QFT, the second quantum register is in state

QFT |x〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.x1 |1〉)

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.x2x1 |1〉)

⊗ · · ·

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.xk···x2x1 |1〉). (1.35)
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1.3. Arithmetic Circuits

Thus applying the phase shift block in Figure 1.22 results in the state

1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.x1+0.y1)|1〉)

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.x2y1+0.y2y1)|1〉)

⊗ · · ·

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.xk···x2x1+0.yk···y2y1)|1〉), (1.36)

which can be rewritten as

1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.(x+y)1 |1〉)

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.(x+y)2(x+y)1 |1〉)

⊗ · · ·

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.(x+y)k···(x+y)2(x+y)1 |1〉) = QFT |x+ y〉. (1.37)

Finally, undoing the QFT by applying the adjoint results in |x+ y〉.

The Draper adder utilises quantum effects to perform the addition: the integers are

stored and manipulated in the relative phases of the quantum state — something that

is not possible classically, since bits cannot be in a superposition. One could of course

simulate the Draper adder hoping it might reveal a new classical addition algorithm.

It is possible to use integers for storing and modifying the required powers of e like

the Draper adder does on the amplitudes. Note that in this case the simulation of the

last bit of the Draper requires the computation of x + y, the final value of the circuit

itself, removing the need to simulate the Draper adder at all and providing no new and

insightful classical algorithm.

As can be seen from Table 1.5, the depth of the Draper adder is larger than for the

classical adders reviewed so far (although smaller than the depth of the quantum ripple-

carry adder). The Draper adder needs 2k qubits for its two quantum registers and has

Table 1.5: The resources required to implement a k-qubit Draper adder.

Depth Single-Qubit
Gates

Double-Qubit
Gates

Total Gates Qubits

5k − 2 2k (3k2 − k)/2 3(k2 − k)/2 2k
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1.3. Arithmetic Circuits

depth 5k − 2 (the QFT and QFT † have 2k − 1 depth and the phase shift block has

depth k). The total number of gates used is 3(k2 + k)/2 (the QFT , QFT †, and the

phase shift block consisting of (k2 + k)/2 gates each) out of which 2k are Hadamard

gates and (3k2 − k)/2 are control-phase gates.

1.3.2 Multipliers

The main operation in classical multiplier circuits is addition. To multiply two k-bit

numbers (possibly in the two’s complement representation) x and y, first the partial

products xy1, xy2, . . . , xyk are produced. The main difference between multipliers lies in

when and how these are computed and added together. In our work we are interested

in parallel multipliers, which have the lowest depth. In these multipliers the partial

products can be found in parallel with one step using AND gates. The most well-known

parallel multipliers are the Wallace-tree [51] and Dadda-tree [52] based multipliers. The

aforementioned multipliers have O(log n) depth, which puts the multiplication into

complexity class NC1 and is the smallest depth possible without using unbounded fan-

in gates (see Part III of this thesis for an overview of low depth complexity classes). An

high-level diagram of the Wallace and Dadda multipliers for 12 bit integers is shown in

Figure 1.23.

Since the Dadda and Wallace multipliers use the carry-save adder to add together the

partial products, they need a non-redundant adder (carry-lookahead adder for example)

to perform the final addition. The Wallace multiplier differs from the Dadda multiplier

by the partial sum bits added together at each step. The Wallace multiplier adds

together as many bits as possible, whereby the Dadda multiplier minimises the use

of half adders. For example, consider the addition of three partial sums, obtained in

multiplication of x6x5x4x3x2x1 with y3y2y1:

x6y1 x5y1 x4y1 x3y1 x2y1 x1y1

x6y2 x5y2 x4y2 x3y2 x2y2 x1y2

+ x6y3 x5y3 x4y3 x3y3 x2y3 x1y3

(1.38)

Note that since in the final step a non-redundant adder needs to sum the resulting two

partial sums, it is not needed that the sum of the bits x2y1 and x1y2 are computed

in the example above, this could be left for the last adder. In general, the full adder

has three inputs and two outputs, thus adding three bits reduces the number of bits

needed to add in the following steps by one. On the other hand, when two bits are

added using the half adder, the number of output bits is still two. Hence to minimise
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CSA CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CLA

xy1xy2xy3xy4xy5xy6

xy

xy7xy8xy9xy10xy11xy12

12 inputs

8 inputs

6 inputs

4 inputs

3 inputs

2 inputs

Result

Figure 1.23: A high-level overview of the Wallace and Dadda multiplier for 12 bit integers.
On each level, the number of inputs to the carry-save adders will decrease by a factor of 1.5.
The final adder needs to be a non-redundant adder like the carry-lookahead adder.
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1.3. Arithmetic Circuits

the gate count it is beneficial to use as few half-adders as possible, as is done in the

Dadda multiplier. The Table 1.6 summarises the parameters of the Dadda multiplier,

was chosen over the Wallace multiplier because its lower gate count.

Table 1.6: The resources required to implement a k-qubit Dadda multiplier. The estimates
on the number of half and full adders is taken from [53].

Depth Full Adders Half Adders Total Gates

Partial Products 1 - - k2

Intermediate CSAs 3dlog1.5 k/2e k2 − 4k + 3 k − 1 5k2 − 22k + 13

Final CLA 2 log k + 2 - - 5k log k+3k+5

Total 3dlog1.5 k/2e+
2 log k + 3

2k − 4 15k − 8 6k2−5k log k−
19k + 18

Several quantum multiplication circuits have been proposed, most of which are

reversible counterparts to classical circuits: sequential multipliers using the ripple-

carry adder [39, 54] (depth O(k2)), array multiplier [55] (depth O(k log k)), the Booth

multiplier [56] (depth O(log2 k)). The only multiplier having no classical counterpart is

the sequential multiplier utilising using the Draper adder [57]. Out of the currently

published quantum multipliers, the lowest depth one is the Booth multiplier with

depth O(log2 k) [56], which is larger than the O(log k) depth of the classical Dadda

and Wallace adders.

1.3.3 Multiply-Adders

Table 1.7: The depth and gate count of the MAC depicted in Figure 1.24. We assume that the
MAC is reused for every application, hence the gate count does not increase per application.

Depth Gates

Multiplication (Dadda) 3dlog1.5 k/2e+ 1 6k2 + 22k + 13

Addition (CSA) 2 5k

Final Addition (CLA) 2 log k + 2 5k log k+3k+5

Total for n applications 3n(dlog1.5 k/2e+ 1) +
2 log k + 2

6k2+5k log k+
30k + 18

A multiply-adder, a.k.a. multiply-accumulator (MAC) performs the multiplication of
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1.3. Arithmetic Circuits

two integers x and y and adds the result to a register z, i.e. it performs the operation

z = z + xy. (1.39)

The MAC is usually implemented using a multiplier and an adder, thus its characteris-

tics depend on the chosen multiplier and adder. Depthwise, using the Dadda multiplier

and carry-save adder will give the best result — carry-save adder in particular since

the MAC is usually applied in a sequence to many numbers. If the Dadda adder is used

in a MAC where the addition to the output register is done with a carry-save adder,

it is possible omit the final carry-lookahead adder since the result of the multiplication

would be used as an input to a carry-save adder. Instead of the carry-lookahead adder

we could use a second carry-save adder in adding the product to the output register as

shown in figure 1.24. Of course a final non-redundant adder must be used to transform

the output to the usual binary representation. Taking this into account, the properties

of a low depth MAC are presented in Table 1.7.

Although quantum arithmetic logic units (ALUs) have been proposed in several

papers [58, 59, 60, 61], none of them analyse if the addition and multiplication could

be merged into a single, more efficient multiply-add operation. Thus this work presents

the first quantum MAC.
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Dadda multiplier

Addition to 
the output register

CSA CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

xy1xy2xy3xy4xy5xy6xy7xy8xy9xy10xy11xy12

CSA

CSAOutput
registers

CLA

Final result

Figure 1.24: A high-level overview of a MAC using the Dadda multiplier for multiplication
and the carry-save adder to add to the output register. Note that it is possible to delay the
conversion to a non-reduntant representation until all the MACs have been applied as is done
here.
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Chapter 2

The QFT Multiply-Adder

We start this chapter by introducing a unitary operator which, when combined with the

QFT, can be used to compute the action of a classical integer MAC: z = z+y ·x, where

z, y, x ∈ Z. This, like any unitary operator, can be decomposed into one and two-qubit

gates. The decomposition presented in this section is particularly useful, since it allows

for the construction of a highly parallel quantum circuit. For application on multiple

numbers, this new circuit has lower depth than any known classical MAC. For the

sake of notational simplicity, only unsigned integers are considered but the presented

circuits work with signed integers if the two’s complement representation is used and

can be adapted to work with fixed point arithmetic as shown in Section 1.1.1.

2.1 The QMAC Circuit

Let Mj(y, x) be a single-qubit unitary operator defined as follows:

Mj(y, x)|0〉 → |0〉, (2.1)

Mj(y, x)|1〉 → e2iπ0.yj ···y1·x|1〉, (2.2)

where x, y ∈ Z are k-bit integers. The effect of applying Mj(y, x) to a state which has

the first j bits of a k-bit integer z encoded in its relative phase is

Mj(y, x)
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.zj ···z2z1 |1〉) =
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.zj ···z2z1+0.yj ···y2y1·x)|1〉). (2.3)

The above equation shows that the action of Mj(y, x) is similar to applying a MAC

operator to the binary fraction encoded in the relative phase, i.e. it multiplies the
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2.1. The QMAC Circuit

binary fraction 0.yj · · · y2y1 with x and adds it to 0.zj · · · z2z1. Furthermore, we define

the k qubit quantum operator M(y, x)

M(y, x) = M1(y, x)⊗M2(y, x)⊗ · · · ⊗Mk(y, x). (2.4)

The application of M(y, x) to QFT |z〉 will result in the state

M(y, x)QFT |z〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z1+0.y1·x)|1〉) (2.5)

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2z1+0.y2y1·x)|1〉)

⊗ · · ·

⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.zk···z2z1+0.yk···y2y1·x)|1〉) = QFT |z + y · x〉.

Applying the QFT † operator to the result and measuring the result in the computa-

tional basis gives the output z+y ·x, which is also the result of a classical MAC applied

to x, y, z. Thus M(y, x) can be seen as a quantum operator on a quantum Fourier

transformed state corresponding to a classical MAC. Note that for any l ≤ k the l-th

qubit of M(y, x)QFT |z〉 will be in the form

1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.zl···z2z1+0.yl···y2y1·x)|1〉) =
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(m.wl···w2w1)|1〉), (2.6)

where m ∈ Z and w ∈ {0, 1}l. Since

e2πi(m.wl···w2w1) = e2πi(m+0.wl···w2w1) = e2πi0.wl···w2w1 (2.7)

and l ≤ k all the bits of the result z+y ·x after the k-th will be lost, which corresponds

to computation modulo 2k − 1.

Any realistic quantum device would have to be built using quantum gates which act

on a limited number of qubits (i.e. the number of qubits the gates act on should be

fixed to a small constant), thus the M(y, x) operator needs to be decomposed into one-

and two-qubit quantum gates. To obtain a performance that surpasses classical MACs

the M(y, x) operation will be constructed in a way that allows every gate in its circuit

to be applied in one simultaneous step. The following gates are used in the circuit

construction:
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2.1. The QMAC Circuit

Rj =


1 0

0 e
2iπ

2j


 , CNOT =




1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0



, (2.8)

where Rj is a phase shift gate and CNOT is the controlled NOT gate. Note that the

operator Rj has the following properties:

∀j ∈ Z < 1 Rj = I, (2.9)

R2m

j =


1 0

0 e
2iπ2m

2j


 =


1 0

0 e
2iπ

2j−m


 = Rj−m. (2.10)

The j-qubit fan-out operator Fj which maps |a〉|b1〉 · · · |bj−1〉 → |a〉|b1⊕a〉 · · · |bj−1⊕a〉.
It is trivial to see that F † = F . The operator Qj(y) = Rj·y1 · · ·R2·yj−1R1·yj is used

as a sub-circuit in the M(y, x) construction. The effect of Qj(y) on the one qubit

computational basis is:

Qj(y)|0〉 → |0〉, (2.11)

Qj(y)|1〉 → e2πi·0.yj ···y2y1 |1〉. (2.12)

Note that since ym, where m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , j}, is a binary value and R0 = R0
l = I for

every l ∈ Z, the operator Qj(y) can be written as follows:

Qj(y) = Ry1j · · ·R
yj−1

2 R
yj
1 . (2.13)

Furthermore, from the equalities 2.9 and 2.10 it follows that:

Qj(y)2
m

= Ry1·2
m

j · · ·Ryj−1·2m
2 R

yj ·2m
1

= Ry1j−m · · ·R
yj−1

2−mR
yj
1−m

= Qj−m(y). (2.14)

The above equation implies that Qj−m = I if j−m < 1, therefore the Mj(y, x) operator
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2.1. The QMAC Circuit

can be written as:

Mj(y, x)|1〉 = e2πi·0.yj ···y1·x|1〉
= e2πi·0.yj ···y1·(x1·2

0+x2·21+···+xk·2k−1)|1〉
= Qj(y)xk·2

k−1 · · ·Qj(y)x2·2
1

Qj(y)x1·2
0 |1〉

= Qj−k+1(y)xk · · ·Qj−1(y)x2Qj(y)x1 |1〉
= Q1(y)xj · · ·Qj−1(y)x2Qj(y)x1 |1〉 (2.15)

Mj(y, x)|0〉 = Q1(y)xj · · ·Qj−1(y)x2Qj(y)x1 |0〉 = |0〉. (2.16)

The decomposition of Mj(y, x) into Qj(y) (Eq. 2.15 and 2.16) operators and Qj(y) into

Rj operators (Eq. 2.13) will be used to construct a parallel quantum circuit for M(y, x).

Note that the descriptions of M(y, x), Mj(y, x), and Qj(y) contain the arguments x

and y. This is undesired for implementations of a circuit, since a circuit cannot in

general change depending on the input. In the design below, this problem is resolved

by using the bits of the arguments as controls for quantum gates, i.e. the value of

classical bits is used to determine if a particular quantum gate should be applied or

not. First, the parallel hybrid circuit for the operator Qj(y) is constructed. Since

R0
j = I and R1

j = Rj , the effect of an input bit ym in Eq. 2.13, where m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , j},
is to control the application of the gate Rj+1−m. Thus the quantum circuit of Qj(y)

can be constructed using only single-qubit Rj gates controlled by classical bits ym. All

of the Rj gates in Qj(y) can be applied in parallel using auxiliary qubits and the Fj

gate [4]. Thus the parallel hybrid circuit FjQjFj of Qj(y) can be constructed as shown

in Figure 2.1. Note that we move y out of the argument of the operator and use a fixed

circuit for every y — the y will be the input to the circuit.

Qj

Fj Fj

R2

Rj

...

R1

... ...

Qj(y)| i

|0i

|0i|0i

|0i

| i

y
yj

y1

yj�1

Figure 2.1: The parallel version of the operator Qj(y). The Fj blocks can be applied in
O(log j) steps [4]. |ψ〉 is an arbitary 1 qubit state. See Figure 1.7 for circuit notation.

Since Qj(y)0 = Qj(0) = I and xi is a binary value, Mj can be written as Mj(y, x) =

Q1(y ·xj) · · ·Qj−1(y ·x2)Qj(y ·x1). The values of both y and x are classical bit-strings,
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hence the operation y · xi can be performed classically in one parallel computational

step using an AND operator between xi and every bit of y. Since Mj(y, x) can be

decomposed into diagonal operators Qj(y), there exists a parallel hybrid circuit where

all the Qj(y) operators are applied simultaneously [4]. In this circuit’s construction

the sub-circuit Qj is used as seen in Figure 2.2. Since M(y, x) is a tensor product of

Fj(j+1)/2Fj(j+1)/2 MjMj

Qj
AND

AND

AND

Fj Fj

Fj�1 Fj�1

F1 F1

Fj Fj| i

y
x yx1

yx2

yxj

y

y

y

x1

x2

xj

Mj(y, x)| i

Fj(j+1)/2Fj(j+1)/2

Qj�1

Q1

Figure 2.2: The parallel hybrid circuit of the Mj(y, x) operator.

the operators Mj(y, x), where j ∈ {1, · · · k}, the circuit of M(y, x) can be created by

simply applying an appropriate Mj sub-circuit to each of the input qubits as shown in

Figure 2.3. The circuit FMF in the aforementioned figure corresponds to the operator

M(y, x) and together with the QFT comprises the quantum MAC circuit.

2.2 Analysis of the Circuit

The main result of this work concerns the depth of the QMAC circuit in the case of

sequential application. When the circuit FMF in Figure 2.3 is applied repeatedly,

then the only F gates having a non-trivial effect will be at the beginning and the

end of the computation. This is due to the fact that FF = FF † = I and thus

MF F

M1

y
x

y

y

y

x

x

x

| 1i

| 2i

| ki (M(y, x)| i)k

(M(y, x)| i)2

(M(y, x)| i)1
M2

Mk
Fk(k+1)/2

F3

F1

Fk(k+1)/2

F3

F1

Figure 2.3: The parallel hybrid circuit of the M(y, x) operator.
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Initialisation

QFT
M ...

...
QFT †

F M F

x1 xn yny1

|0i |0i
|zi |z0i

M

x2 y2

Finalisation

Multiply-addition × n

Figure 2.4: The hybrid quantum circuit computing the MAC operation n times in a sequence
with multiplicand pairs (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn), where z, xi, yi ∈ Z. Here z′ = z +

∑n
i=1 xi · yi.

(FMF )(FMF ) = FMMF . Combining the circuit in Figure 2.3 with the QFT and

using it to perform the multiply-addition operation of n integers results in the circuit

depicted in Figure 2.4. We divide the circuit into three parts:

• The initialisation consisting of the QFT and the initial fan-out.

• The multiply-addition consisting of the sub-circuit M and which is reapplied for

every pair of integers needed to be multiply-accumulated.

• The finalisation part consisting of the final QFT † and the final fan-out.

We analyse each of these parts separately, starting with the multiply-addition. As

can be seen from the figure, the overall depth will depend on the depth of M , which

according to the next lemma is constant.

Lemma 2.1. The quantum circuit M has depth 2 and requires (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 each

of AND gates, classically controlled phase shift gates, qubits.

Proof. It can be seen from Figure 2.3 that the depth of the M circuit has to be equal to

the maximum depth of any Mj sub-circuits, where j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By substituting the

Qj circuits in Mj , shown in Figure 2.2, with the one described in Figure 2.1, a circuit

with one layer of classical AND gates and one layer of single-qubit Rm gates can be

constructed. Thus the combined depth of any Mj and hence the M , circuit is 2.

Let size(C) be the size of a quantum circuit C, i.e. the number of one- and two-qubit

quantum gates in the decomposition of C. Every Mj sub-circuit in M corresponds to

one Mj(y, x) operator in the definition of M(y, x). Furthermore, every Ql sub-circuit in

Mj corresponds to a Ql(y) operator in the definition of Mj(y, x) (Eq. 2.15 and 2.16) and

each Rm gate in Ql corresponds to a Rm operator in the definition of Ql(y) (Eq. 2.13).
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2.2. Analysis of the Circuit

It can be seen from Eq. 2.13 that size(Ql) = l and the size of the circuit M is therefore

size(M) =
k∑

j=1

size(Mj) =
k∑

j=1

j∑

l=1

size(Ql) (2.17)

=
k∑

j=1

j∑

l=1

l =
k∑

j=1

j(j + 1)

2
=
k3 + 3k2 + 2k

6
. (2.18)

The Rm gates are the only quantum gates in this decomposition and controlled by a

classical bit. This classical bit needs to be computed via an AND gate as can be seen

in Figure 2.2, thus we need an additional (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 AND gates. Every one of

the Rm gates acts on a distinct qubit and there is no need for qubits without a gate

acting on it, thus the number of qubits equals the number of quantum gates in M .

When determining the depth of a circuit, gates of variable size, such as the F gate have

to be decomposed into one- and two-qubit quantum gates. An Fm gate can be written

as an O(logm) depth circuit consisting of only CNOT gates, where m is the number

of qubits Fm acts upon. From Figure 2.3 it can be seen that the number of qubits F

acts upon, is equal to the number of qubits M acts upon. This in turn is equal to the

number of quantum gates in M since according to Lemma 2.2 there is only one layer

of quantum gates. Thus the depth of the initialisation and finalisation parts depends

on the number of gates in M as is proven in the next lemma.

Lemma 2.2. The initialisation and finalisation sub-circuits in Figure 2.4 both have

depth 2k + dlog(k2 + k − 2)e − 2 and require

• (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 qubits,

• (k3 + 3k2 − 4k)/6 CNOT gates,

• k Hadamard gates,

• (k2 − k)/2 two-qubit control-phase shift gates.

Proof. First, the finalisation circuit is the conjugate transpose of the initialisation

circuit and can be created by reversing the gate order of the latter and replacing every

gate with its conjugate transpose. Hence the gate counts, depth and qubit requirement

of these two sub-circuits is the same. The fan-out gate acting on a qubit j needs to be

able to fan-out the state such that every phase shift gate in Mj can act on a distinct

qubit. The fan-out circuit is comprised of CNOT gates and needs one CNOT gate

per phase shift gate in M to achieve this, minus k since the k values from the QFT

already have the correct state, i.e. size(F ) = size(M) − k = (k3 + 3k2 − 4k)/6. The
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2.2. Analysis of the Circuit

depth of the fan out circuit depends on the largest fan-out operation in the circuit,

which is F(k2+k)/2−1 for qubit k. This operator has a decomposition into CNOT gates

which has depth logarithmic in its size [4], i.e. dlog(k2 +k−2)e−1. The QFT contains

k Hadamard gates and (k2 − k)/2 controlled phase-shift gates and has depth 2k − 1

(Section 1.2.3) resulting in a total depth of

2k + dlog(k2 + k − 2)e − 2. (2.19)

The overall properties of a hybrid circuit performing nMAC operations on k-bit integers

can now be estimated.

Theorem 2.1. There exists a hybrid quantum circuit with depth 2n+ 4k+ 2dlog(k2 +

k − 2)e − 4 which performs n multiply additions of k-bit integers using

• (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 qubits,

• n(k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 AND gates,

• n(k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 classically controlled phase-shift gates,

• 2k Hadamard gates,

• (k3 + 6k2 − 7k)/3 two-qubit gates.

Proof. The circuit in Figure 2.4 consisting of the initialisation, finalisation and M

sub-circuits performs the n multiply additions of k-bit integers. We can add together

the requirements for each of these parts specified in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. The qubit

requirement is (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 — all of the used operations act on the same qubits,

none of them require any new ones. The Hadamard gates exist only in the initialisation

and finalisation parts, k in each. The initialisation and finalisation also contain the

only two-qubit quantum gates, (k3 + 3k2 − 4k)/6 + (k2 − k)/2 = (k3 + 6k2 − 7k)/6

each. The (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/6 AND and classically controlled phase-shift gates will be

required for each of the n multiply additions. The total depth will be the sum of the

initialisation and finalisation (2k + dlog(k2 + k − 2)e − 2 each) and n times the depth

of M : 2n+ 4k + 2dlog(k2 + k − 2)e − 4.

Since the MAC part of this circuit acts on quantum Fourier transformed states we shall

call this circuit the QFT multiply-accumulator (QMAC). In Table 2.1 we compare the

QMAC with a classical MAC which uses the carry-save adder for addition, Kogge-Stone

carry-lookahead adder for finalisation and the Dadda multiplier. We assume that the
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2.2. Analysis of the Circuit

Table 2.1: Comparison of the MAC and QMAC circuits. Note that the multiply-add part of
the circuits can be reused with each new input pair, thus the number of gates used would not
increase with n applications integers.

Depth of
adding n
integers

Classical
Gates

Quantum
Gates

Total
Gates

Qubits

MAC O(n log k) O(k2) - O(k2) -

QMAC O(n+ k) O(k3) O(k3) O(k3) O(k3)

Table 2.2: A detailed comparison of the MAC and QMAC circuits. Here we assume that k is
a power of two.

Depth of adding n integers Total Gates

MAC 3n(dlog1.5 k/2e+ 1) + 2 log k + 2 6k2 + 5k log k + 30k + 18

Initialisation - -

Multiply-add 3dlog1.5 k/2e+ 3 6k2 + 27k + 13

Finalisation 2 log k + 2 5k log k + 3k + 5

QMAC 2n+ 4k + 2 log(k2 + k − 2)− 4 k3 + 4k2 + k

Initialisation 2k + log (k2 + k − 2)− 2 (2k3 + 9k2 + k)/6

Multiply-add 2 (k3 + 3k2 + 2k)/3

Finalisation 2k + log (k2 + k − 2)− 2 (2k3 + 9k2 + k)/6

M circuit is reused for each input pair — a scenario which mimics the real world use

of MAC circuits. It can be seen, that the QMAC’s depth is O(log k) times smaller

as for the classical MAC. A more detailed breakdown of the compared parameters is

shown in Table 2.2. Note that the constants in the depth of the circuits depend on the

fan-in of the individual gates, which for quantum circuits is the number of qubits they

act on. For example, by allowing l qubit quantum gates, the decomposition of fan-out

described in [4] can be done with depth logl k. This would reduce the overall depth of

the QMAC circuit and in the case when non-constant fan-in gates of size n would be

allowed, the depth of the fan-out would be reduced to 1.
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2.2. Analysis of the Circuit

2.2.1 Pipelining: a classical alternative

One well known and widely used method of speeding up computations in digital

circuits is a temporal parallelisation (parallelising in time) method called pipelining,

as is explained in [30]. Consider a Boolean circuit of depth d, which produces a result

on each execution. The execution of this circuit would take d time steps, where a time

step is the application time of a gate in the circuit. The gates in a single layer are

applied only once and they would be idle for the rest of the d − 1 time steps of the

computation. Instead they can be utilised to process a new set of input values, coming

from the previous layer each step. This way the last layer of the circuit could produce

a new result every time step after it received its initial input and thus any circuit of

depth d can output a new result each time step after the first d steps. [30]

The use of pipelining allows a depth O(log k) MAC circuit for k-bit integers to multiply-

add n integer pairs in O(n + log k) time steps. The log k time steps are required for

the first result and the n remaining results will be produced in the O(n) remaining

time steps. This implies that a classical pipelined MAC can produce the output of

n MAC applications in less time steps than a QMAC (which has depth O(n + k)).

This is regardless of the fact that the depth of the QMAC circuit is smaller than the

O(n log k + log k) depth of a MAC as proven previously.

As a comparison, let us consider how to pipeline a QMAC. The sub-circuit used for

multiply-adding the inputs to the output register (shown in Figure 2.3) has depth two.

The first layer consisting of classical AND gates and the second of classically controlled

Rj gates. Thus the execution time of the QMAC can be reduced by at most two times

through pipelining, which is negligible compared to the theoretical benefits of pipelining

to a classical MAC, which was discussed above.

A pipelined circuit is more difficult to implement than a regular Boolean circuit due

to the need of synchronising the pipelined gates [30]. Since the QMAC does not need

pipelining, its implementation could be faster than that of a conventional MAC. This

comparison between a pipelined MAC and QMAC could be explored in a possible

continuation of this work. Even if the performance of QMAC would be inferior to

a MAC, there exists at least one utilisation of the QMAC where the use of classical

circuits would be impossible: quantum computers. Namely, the QMAC uses a quantum

register for output, which allows its use as a sub-circuit in quantum algorithms where

the product of two integers needs to be added to states in a superposition. Thus the

QMAC circuit has future applications regardless of its performance compared to its

classical counterparts.
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Chapter 3

The QFT Adder

The QMAC introduced in the previous section could be used as an adder by choosing

either x or y to be 1. Since one of the inputs is then constant, many of the gates will

not have any effect regardless of the other input value. Indeed, as will be shown in

this chapter it is possible to construct a QFT adder that requires O(k2) qubits and

O(k2) gates compared to the O(k3) qubits and O(k3) gates in the QMAC while having

roughly the same depth. Perhaps even more importantly, the size of entangled states

used in this circuit is O(k) compared to the O(k2) of the QMAC. In this construction,

the same techniques as utilised in Chapter 2 are used to construct a QFT adder. This

adder can be seen as a parallel out-of-place version of the Draper adder, optimised for

sequential addition. The required modifications have not been considered before and

result in a adder with distinct properties from the Draper adder — the QFT adder.

From the point of view of parallelism, the most important characteristic of the new

adder is the depth, which when applied to multiple numbers will be similar to the one

obtained by using the carry-save adder.
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3.1. The QFT Adder Circuit

3.1 The QFT Adder Circuit

FAF

y
y

y

y

|QFT (x)1i

|QFT (x)2i

|QFT (x)ki |QFT (x + y)ki

|QFT (x + y)2i

|QFT (x + y)1iQ1

Q2

Qk Fk

F2

F1

Fk

F2

F1

Figure 3.1: The parallelised Draper phase shift block. Note that by using the Qj subcircuits
we have replaced one quantum register with a classical one. See Figure 1.7 for circuit notation.

Consider the single-qubit quantum operator Qj(y) as defined in Equation 2.13 and the

circuit Qj in Figure 2.1 used to compute this operator. This is the operation performed

in the Draper adder phase shift block (Figure 1.22) on qubit j if the |y〉 register is a

computational basis state. Hence the phase shift gates in the Draper phase shift block

acting on any single qubit j could be replaced with the parallelised Qj(y) operators

shown in Figure 2.1. We will use A to denote the sub-circuit performing all these phase

shifts in the parallelised adder:

A = Q1 ⊗Q2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Ok. (3.1)

The resulting parallel Draper phase shift block is shown in Figure 3.1 and the whole

adder in Figure 3.2.

QFT
A

QFT †

F

|0i |0i

|x + yi

y

F
|xi

Figure 3.2: Step 1 of constructing the QFT adder: Replacing the quantum register |y〉 with
a classical register y and parallelising the phase shift block.

Note that by using the Qj(y) operations we have changed one of the input registers from

quantum to classical. This has two desirable side effects. First, the number of two-qubit

gates is reduced by replacing the two-qubit gates with single-qubit gates controlled by

classical input, which are simpler to implement than the two-qubit gates. Second, the
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3.1. The QFT Adder Circuit

use of classical bits means that unbounded fan-out can be used — something that would

not be possible for qubits. To add two k-bit integers x and y using the QFT adder,

one of the summands needs to be transformed using the QFT. That the same result

would be obtained by adding 0 + x+ y using the circuit in Figure 3.3.

QFT
A

QFT †

F F

|0i |0i

|0i |x + yi
A

x y

F F

Figure 3.3: Step 2 of constructing the QFT adder: changing the adder from and in-place
adder to an out-of-place adder.

Since the output register is distinct from the input registers, the adder in Figure 3.3

is an out-of-place version of the parallelised Draper adder in Figure 3.2. An important

consequence of starting with the output register in state |0〉 is that the circuit can be

further simplified. In particular, the state QFT |0〉 is equivalent to applying a single

Hadamard gate to each qubit in the state |0〉 (see Section 1.2.3), leading to the simplified

circuit in Figure 3.4.

H
A

QFT †

F F

|0i |0i

|0i |x + yi
A

x y

F F

Figure 3.4: Step 3 of constructing the QFT adder: replacing the QFT with a single layer of
Hadamard gates.

Finally, since FF = FF † = I it is possible to remove the fan-out operations between

the two phase shift blocks resulting in the final structure of the QFT adder shown in

Figure 3.5.

H
A

QFT †

F F

|0i |0i

|0i |x + yi
A

x y

Figure 3.5: Step 4 of constructing the QFT adder: removing the cancelling fan-out gates.

Before following with the analysis of the QFT adder we point out the main differences
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3.2. Analysis of the Circuit

of the QFT and Draper adder:

• The inputs to the QFT adder are bitstrings whereas the Draper adder has

quantum inputs and one of the input registers has to be quantum for the QFT

to be applicable.

• The QFT adder is an out-of-place adder, whereby the Draper adder is an in-place

adder.

• The QFT adders phase shift block is parallelised.

These differences are significant enough to result in distinct resource requirements and

depth in these two adders.

3.2 Analysis of the Circuit

In additional to analysing the parallelism in the new adder through the depth of the

circuit, the number of qubits and gates required and the size of the entangled states is

also examined. We start with the physical resources needed to implement the proposed

QFT adder, of which there are two main types: qubits to preserve and move the

information and quantum gates to modify it. The use of classical bits as inputs reduces

the number of qubits used, but to be able to parallelise the computation we need to

add extra qubits. Overall, the number of qubits is larger than in the Draper adder, as

is proven in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. The QFT adder for k-bit integers requires k(k + 1)/2 qubits.

Proof. The number of qubits that are used in the QFT adder depends on the phase

shift gates that are applied in the phase shift block — every one of these phase shift

gates needs to be applied to a distinct qubit. Otherwise it would not be possible to

apply them all in one step. The fan-outs are used to create the entanglement such

that the phase shift gates can be applied simultaneously and hence don’t introduce

any additional qubits. The final QFT † will only act on the k initial qubits after the

entanglement is removed by the final fan-out layer and will also not require extra qubits.

As can be seen from figure 2.1, there are exactly j phase shift gates applied for qubit j

in the QFT adder, each to a separate qubit. Thus the total number of required qubits

is

k∑

i=1

i =
k(k + 1)

2
. (3.2)
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3.2. Analysis of the Circuit

To perform any computations on the qubits, quantum gates must be applied to them.

Since two-qubit gates are usually much more difficult to implement than single-qubit

ones, the requirement of one, two, and classically controlled one qubit gates is pointed

out individually.

Lemma 3.2. The QFT adder requires 2k one qubit quantum gates, k(k+1)/2 classically

controlled one qubit quantum gates, and 3k(k − 1)/2 two-qubit quantum gates. These

gates are used in the initialisation, phase shift, and finalisation blocks as follows:

• Initialisation — k one qubit gates and k(k − 1)/2 two-qubit gates.

• Phase shift — k(k + 1) classically controlled one qubit gates.

• Finalisation — k one qubit gates and k(k − 1) two-qubit gates.

Proof. The initialisation step consists of a single layer of Hadamard gate followed by

the fan-out operation. The Hadamard gates being the only single-qubit gates and the

fan-out consisting of two-qubit CNOT gates. The number of Hadamard gates is equal

to k, the number of bits in the integers we are adding together. Each of the Hadamard

transformed qubits will then be fanned out using the CNOT gates for the simultaneous

application of phase shift gates. The number of CNOT gates used for the fan-out of

qubit j is equal to the number of phase shift gates in the operator Qj(y) minus one

(since one gate can be applied to the initial qubit):

k−1∑

i=1

i =
k(k − 1)

2
. (3.3)

The phase shift block in the QFT adder consists of gates Q1, Q2, . . . Qk (Figure 3.1),

consisting of 1, 2, . . . k phase shift gates respectively (Figure 2.1). Thus the number

of quantum gates in each of the two phase shift blocks, all of which are classically

controlled single-qubit gates, is

k∑

i=0

i =
k(k + 1)

2
. (3.4)

The finalisation block consists of the initialisation fan-out plus the final QFT † operator

to transform the result to the computational basis. As mentioned above, the fan-out

operator needs k(k − 1)/2 two-qubit gates. From Section 1.2.3, we know that QFT †
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3.2. Analysis of the Circuit

uses k Hadamard gates and k(k− 1)/2 two-qubit controlled phase shift gates. Thus in

total the finalisation block required k single-qubit and k(k − 1) two-qubit gates.

We have already estimated the number of gates and qubits required for the QFT

adder. Two-qubit gates can be used to create entanglement between qubits, which

is another important measure of quantum circuits. In many quantum computation

implementations it is difficult to create and/or keep entanglement. The parallelism of

the QFT adder helps to counter the problem of keeping entangled states coherent, by

allowing the computation to finish sooner.

Lemma 3.3. The largest entangled state in the QFT adder consists of k qubits.

Proof. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, no entanglement will be created between the

fanned out output qubits — there are no two-qubit gates acting between the distinct

fanned out parts. The only entangling operators are the fan-out operators Fj . Since

the largest number of qubits a fan-out operator in the QFT adder acts on is k, the

largest entangled state in the circuit consists of k qubits.

To compute the depth of the QFT adder, first the depth of the sub-circuit A needs to

be estimated.

Lemma 3.4. The depth of the phase shift block A in the QFT adder is 1.

Proof. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the phase shift operation consists of only

simultaneously applicable Qj(y) blocks. Since each of the Qj(y) blocks has depth

is 1 (Figure 2.1), the overall depth of A is also 1.

Lemma 3.5. The QFT adder can be used to add two k-bit integers in 2k+2dlog ke+2

depth.

Proof. As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the QFT adder for adding two k-bit integers

consists of one layer of Hadamard gates (depth 1), two fan-out operators (with the

largest one having dlog ke each), two phase-shift blocks (depth 1 each) and a final

QFT † circuit (depth 2k − 1). Thus the total depth will be

1 + 2dlog ke+ 2 + 2k − 1 = 2k + 2dlog ke+ 2. (3.5)

The depth required to compute the sum of two k-bit integers is O(k) for both Draper

adder and the new QFT adder. The depth of the Draper adder’s phase shift block is one
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3.2. Analysis of the Circuit

of the dominating terms in the overall depth. In the QFT adder the depth of the phase

shift block is 1 (Lemma 3.4) and the depth is dominated by the O(k) depth finalisation

step. When two QFT adders are applied in sequence, the last Fj gates of the first, and

the first Fj gates of the second adder will cancel out since FjFj = FjF
†
j = I. This

makes the QFT adder especially suitable for numerous sequential applications — each

subsequent application of the QFT adder increases the overall depth of the quantum

circuit by only 1. This is shown in Figure 3.6 and is formalised in the following theorem.

H
A ...

...
QFT †

F A F

yny1

|0i |0i
A

y2

|zi|0i

Figure 3.6: Applying the QFT adder n times in a sequence. Here z′ = z +
∑n

i=1 yi.

Theorem 3.1. The QFT adder can be used to construct an n + 2k + 2dlog ke depth

circuit for adding n integers of k bits.

Proof. As can be seen in Figure 3.6, the circuit for the n time application of the QFT

adder simplifies to one layer of Hadamard gates (depth 1), n phase shift blocks (each

having depth 1), an initial and final fan-out (the depth of the largest Fj being dlog ke
for both), and a final QFT † (depth 2k − 1) operation. Thus the total depth will be

1 + n+ 2dlog ke+ 2k − 1 = n+ 2k + 2dlog ke. (3.6)

Although the depth increases with the application of n QFT adders, since multiple

application of the QFT adder requires only the repetition of the phase shift block,

we do not need any extra qubits — the number of qubits used adding any number of

integers is always O(k2). Moreover, we could reuse the phase-shift block A and thus the

implementation size would only depend on k. Another adder having small depth when

adding multiple numbers is the carry-save adder. In Table 3.1 we compare the QFT

adder with the Draper and classical and quantum carry-save adders. From Table 3.1

we see that the QFT Adder does not have any benefit over the quantum carry-save

adder when adding n integers — It uses more qubits and gates (O(k) vs O(k2)) and

has a larger depth (O(n + log k) vs O(n + k)). When we look at the more detailed
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the QFT adder with carry-save and Draper adders. The acronym
CSA is used to denote a CSA in the table. The addition part of the circuits can be reused
with each new integer, thus the number of gates used would not increase with adding multiple
integers.

Depth of
adding n
integers

Single-
Qubit
Gates

Double
Qubit
Gates

Total
Gates

Qubits

CSA O(n+log k) - - O(k log k) -

Quantum CSA O(n+log k) - O(k) O(k) O(k)

Draper Adder O(kn) O(k) O(k2) O(k2) O(k)

QFT Adder O(n+ k) O(k2) O(k2) O(k2) O(k2)

breakdown of the circuits (Table 3.2) we see that there are reasons for choosing the

QFT adder over the quantum carry-save adder. Most importantly, Table 3.2 shows

the depth for each individual addition is considerably smaller in the QFT adder, even

if Toffoli gates are allowed in the circuit. In particular, when adding n integers, then

for each integer the depth required increases by 1 for the QFT adder, by 8 for the

quantum carry-save adder with Toffoli gates, and by 24 for quantum carry-save adder

with only one and two-qubit gates. The execution time of a circuit, and thus also the

time the quantum states need to be coherent, depends on the depth of the circuit,

hence it might in some implementations be beneficial to use the QFT adder. It should

also be noted that for the integer sizes used commonly in current processors (64 bit),

the QFT adder uses about four times more gates than the quantum carry-save adder

(8256 versus 2442). Although both of these numbers are too large to be implementable

using current technology, the four fold difference is not as large as it could be since the

constants in the quantum carry-save adder are rather large. In the end the choice of

adder will depend largely on the limitations set by the architecture, much like in the

current classical digital circuits.
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Table 3.2: A detailed breakdown of the properties of various adders when used on multiple
integers. CSA is used to denote a carry save adder and QCSA a quantum carry-save adder.
The QCSA (Toffoli) is the QSCA where Toffoli gates are allowed in addition to two-qubit gates.
The finalisation in the carry-save adder is performed by a carry-lookahead adder.

Depth of adding
n integers

Total Gates Qubits

CSA 3n+ 2 log k + 2 5k log k + 8k + 5 -

Initialisation - - -

Addition 3 5k -

Finalisation 2 log k + 2 5k log k + 3k + 5 -

QCSA 24n+ 2 log k + 2 37k−15 log k−16 6k − log k

Initialisation - - -

Addition 24 24k 4k

Finalisation 2 log k + 2 13k−15 log k−16 4k − log k

QCSA (Toffoli) 8n+ 2 log k + 2 13k − 3 log k − 4 6k − log k

Initialisation - - -

Addition 8 8k 4k

Finalisation 2 log k + 2 5k − 3 log k − 4 4k − log k

Draper Adder kn+ 3k − 1 3(k2 + k)/2 2k

Initialisation 2k − 1 (k2 + k)/2 2k

Addition k (k2 + k)/2 2k

Finalisation 2k − 1 (k2 + k)/2 2k

QFT Adder n+ 2k + 2 log k 2k2 + k (k2 + k)/2

Initialisation 1 + log k (k2 + k)/2 (k2 + k)/2

Addition 1 (k2 + k)/2 (k2 + k)/2

Finalisation 2k − 1 + log k k2 (k2 + k)/2
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Chapter 4

Implementing the QFT

Arithmetic Circuits

In this chapter we analyse the various implementation issues of the QFT arithmetic

circuits proposed in the previous two chapters and present optimisation that could

alleviate some of them. We do not consider any particular architecture, but instead

present a number of optimisations that can be applied to different parts of the QFT

Arithmetic circuits. Each of these optimisations has some disadvantages along with

the advantages and might not be always suitable to implement, thus they were not

included as part of the main QFT arithmetic circuits. The techniques themselves are

presented in Sections 4.1 through Section 4.3. After we introduce the implementation

optimisations, we’ll also show in Section 4.4 how these can be applied to the two-qubit

version of the QMAC circuit and give the fully optimised quantum circuit for it. The

two-qubit implementation is also the minimal proof of concept implementation that

utilises the parallelism of the QMAC.

Implementing quantum circuits is not easy for a number of various reasons. The QFT

arithmetic circuits have four major implementation concerns:

1. The size of the entangled states used.

2. The number of auxiliary qubits required.

3. The number of two-qubit gates required.

4. The number of different different phase shift gates.

Parallelising computations usually requires adding resources to be able to perform a

number of steps simultaneously. In the QFT arithmetic circuits, the parallelism is
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4.1. Initialisation

obtained by dispersing the data into entangled states and working on this new state.

Thus the entangled states are the core resources of the QFT arithmetic circuits. We can

reduce the size of the entangled states used, and therefore the amount of resources we

used for parallelisation, by sacrificing parallelism. Instead of applying all the phase shift

gates in one step, we could apply them in 2, 3, 4, etc. steps. By doing so we reduce the

number of qubits (and the size of entangled states) we need. It is easy to see, that for

k-bit QFT arithmetic circuits, executing the phase shift sub circuits in n steps reduces

the size of entangled states used to O(k/n) for the adder and O(k2/n) for the QMAC.

Since the auxiliary qubits are required only for these entangled states, the number of

total qubits in the circuit also changes to O(k2/n) and O(k3/n) correspondingly. Thus

it is possible to reduce the number of qubits and the size of entangled states in the

circuit by sacrificing parallelism.

Considering the number of two-qubit gates in the circuit, there exist optimisations that

allow us to remove some of them from the circuit. A crucial part of the QMAC circuit is

the QFT at the beginning and QFT† at end of the computation. Implementing a QFT is

not an easy task itself and might be a hinderance in implementing the proposed circuit.

The circuit of QFT requires two-qubit controlled Ri gates which like most two-qubit

quantum gates are more difficult to implement than single-qubit gates. However, the

QMAC circuit introduced in this work does not require a full QFT implementation.

In Section 4.1 we show how the initial QFT can be replaced with the creation of

Greenberger—Horne—Zeilinger (GHZ) states (usually a much simpler operation) and

in Section 4.2 we describe how the final QFT can be replaced with a semiclassical QFT.

By doing so we remove the need of two-qubit controlled Ri gates and thereby reduce

the total number of two-qubit gates in the circuit.

Although the two-qubit controlled Ri gates can be avoided, the QFT arithmetic circuits

still require Ri gates for i values in {1, 2, . . . , k}. Note that Ri+1Ri+1 = Ri. Hence if

the Rk gates are implementable, it is possible to decompose all the different Ri gates

into sequences of Rk gates. Unfortunately, this replacement sacrifices the depth of the

circuit and it is not certain that Rk gates are more easily implementable than Ri gates

for i < k.

4.1 Initialisation

Consider the initial QFT of the QFT arithmetic circuits in Figures 2.4 and 3.6. Instead

of setting the quantum input register to |z〉, its is advantageous to set the register to

to |0〉⊗k. Then computing the QFT |0〉⊗k and performing an M(z, 1) or A(z) operation
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4.1. Initialisation

will result in the states QFT |0 + z · 1〉 and QFT |0 + z〉 correspondingly. Hence, for

the initialisation it is enough to be able to compute QFT |0〉⊗k. This can be done by

applying a Hadamard gate to all of the k qubits since

QFT |0〉⊗k = 2k/2
2k−1∑

i=0

|i〉 = H⊗k|0〉⊗k, (4.1)

which is a much simpler to implement than a full QFT circuit. The only downside is

that this optimisation allows only to add to computational basis states. I.e the output

register cannot be in a superposition, as is possible without this optimisation. Having

the output register in a superposition might be desirable when the QMAC is used as a

sub-circuit in a larger algorithm. If it is known that the numbers are never added to a

superposition state, this optimisation should always be performed.

There might be an additional benefit in applying the above optimisation. The QFT

arithmetic circuits require relatively large entangled states. Considering what is

possible using current technology, creating entanglement is still a very difficult task.

One of the most well studied and often experimentally realised entangled state is the

GHZ state [62]. The GHZ state |GHZl〉 is a l qubit entangled quantum state

|GHZl〉 =
|0〉⊗l + |1〉⊗l√

2
. (4.2)

It is easy to see, that the initial state QFT |0〉⊗k followed by the fan-out operation in

the QFT arithmetic circuits creates k GHZ states. The state of the quantum registers

in the QFT adder after the initial fan-out is therefore

|GHZ1〉 ⊗ |GHZ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |GHZk〉, (4.3)

and the state of the quantum registers in the QMAC after the fan-out is

|GHZ1〉 ⊗ |GHZ3〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |GHZk(k+1)/2〉. (4.4)

There have been successful experiments in creating multi-qubit GHZ states. In

particular a 8 qubit GHZ has been was created using photonics [63] and 14 qubit

state with trapped ions [64]. Since GHZ states have been experimentally realised on

multiple architectures, the fact that GHZ states are the entangled states required in

the QFT arithmetic circuits could lend to the possibility of implementing these circuits

(or at least the initialisation part of them).
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4.2. The Semiclassical QFT

4.2 The Semiclassical QFT

Consider the QFT† at the end of the computation in the QFT Adder (Figure 3.6) and

QMAC (Figure 2.4). As was shown in [65] the QFT can be implemented semiclassically

using only measurements and single-qubit gates that depend on the classical outcomes

of these measurement. This simplification cannot be used in the most general case

where the output of the QFT would be used as input to another quantum circuit since

the measurements will destroy the quantum state. It can be used if the outcome of

the QFT arithmetic circuits is measured at the end of the computation or is always

a computational basis state. This allows for a much simple implementation of the

final QFT by removing the need for two-qubit quantum gates. The circuit of the

semiclassical QFT is depicted in Figure 4.1. Note that since the semiclassical QFT

R2

Rk�1

Rk

Rk�2

R2

H

|z1i

|z2i

Rk�1

|zki

|zk�1i H

H

H

c1

c2

ck

ck�1

Figure 4.1: The circuit of a semiclassical QFT. The outputs are classical bits ci, with P (ci =
1) = ‖〈1|QFT (z)〉i‖2. These classical bits control the application of the quantum phase shift
gates Ri. Contrary to the general QFT (Figure 1.13), the semiclassical QFT does not contain
any two-qubit quantum gates.

is just the general QFT where the two-qubit gates replaced with measurement and

classically controlled single-qubit gate, the depth of the semiclassical QFT is equal to

the depth of the general QFT. Thus, if the output of the QFT arithmetic circuits is a

computational basis state, the semiclassical QFT should be used instead of the general

QFT. For example, this would be the case if the optimisations ofae Section 4.1 were

applied.

4.3 The Final Fan-Out

The finalisation part of the QFT Arithmetic circuits can be optimised even further.

Namely, it is possible to replace the final fan-outs with measurements and controlled

NOT gates depending on these measurement outcomes similarly to the replacement
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4.4. The Optimised Two-Qubit QMAC

of QFT with semiclassical QFT described in the previous section. Since in this fan-

out optimisation the auxiliary qubits are measured, it is applicable only if the auxiliary

qubits would be discarded after the computation. This is a reasonable assumption since

creating a new |0〉 state for the auxiliary qubits might be more efficient than reusing

the existing one by cleaning it up using the fan-out. Thus this optimisation would be

desirable on most future implementations. Figure 4.2 depicts each intermediate step of

replacing the fan-out. We start with a regular fan-out circuit decomposed into two-qubit

CNOT gates 4.2(f). Each of these CNOT gates can be replaced with one ∧Z gate and

two Hadamard gates (Figure 4.2(b)). Since we are not interested in auxiliary qubits, we

can just discard them at the end of the computation without needing them to be cleaned

up to the |0〉 state. The final Hadamard gates can therefore be removed from the circuit

since, albeit being necessary for cleaning up the auxiliary, they don’t have any effect

on the measurement of the non-auxiliary qubit we are interested in (Figure 4.2(d)).

Now the ∧Z gates can be replaced with measurements and single-qubit gates based on

the outcome of this measurement as explained in Section 1.2. Since Z = Z†, we have

that Zx1Zx2 · · ·Zxi = Zx1⊕x2⊕···⊕xi , where x1, x2, . . . , xi ∈ {0, 1}, and can replace the

controlled-Z gates with just one Z gate controlled by the XOR of all the measurements

(Figure 4.2(f)). This optimisation will not increase the overall depth of the circuit, since

the XOR of k bits can be computed using a O(log n) tree of XOR gates with fan-in

two. This depth is the same as the the depth of the initial fan-out circuit [4].

4.4 The Optimised Two-Qubit QMAC

The full circuit of the two bit QMAC on Figure 4.3 is the smallest implementation that

could demonstrate the parallelism in QMAC. We have applied all the optimisations

described in this chapter, thus the circuit requires a pair of two-qubit gates to create

the initial GHZ state. Since this is a small circuit, we can verify its correctness by

computing the values of each output qubit. This verification is motivated by discussion

with experimentalists who were interested in implementing the two qubit QMAC (in

addition to the general proofs presented in the previous chapters). They were interested

in an explicit proof that the circuit after all these optimisations would compute the

MAC as claimed. This section could be of interest to other experimentalists considering

implementing the QMAC. The two classically controlled Z gates acting at the end of

the circuit on qubit 2 can be replaced by one Z gate controlled by the XOR of the

measurement outcomes of qubits 3 and 4 (Section 4.3). We used two Z gates to simplify

the verification.
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(a) A fan-out cir-
cuit.
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H H
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(b) Replacing the CNOT
gates with ∧Z and
Hadamard gates.
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(c) The Hadamard gates can
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the beginning and end of the
circuit.

H

H
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quantum gates with mea-
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(f) It is enough to have a
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Figure 4.2: Replacing the fan-out circuit with measurements and controlled single-qubit gates.
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4.4.1 Verifying the circuit

Following is the proof that the circuit in Figure 4.3 implements the multiply-addition

operation (MAC) of a pair of two-bit integers integers x and y. Note that after applying

the first Hadamard gates in Figure 4.3 the state of the output qubits is QFT |0〉. The

final output of the circuit should be a two bit number 0+x ·y. For generality we assume

that the state is instead initialised to

QFT |z〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.z1 |1〉)⊗ 1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.z2z1 |1〉), (4.5)

where z is a 2 bit integer and in Figure 4.3 the value of both z1 and z2 is 0. We

show that then the application of the QMAC and Finalisation parts of the circuit in

Figure 4.3 results in the application of a MAC, i.e. the first and second output bits will

be correspondingly

(z + x · y)1 = z1 ⊕ x1 · y1, (4.6)

(z + x · y)2 = z2 ⊕ z1 · x1 · y1 ⊕ x1 · y2 ⊕ x2 · y1. (4.7)

Lets first consider the operations on qubit 1.

HZy1x1
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.z1 |1〉) = H
1√
2

(|0〉+ (−1)y1·x1e2πi0.z1 |1〉) (4.8)

= H
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi0.z1e2πi0.y1·x1 |1〉)

= H
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z1+0.y1·x1)|1〉)

= H
1√
2

(|0〉+ eπi(z1+y1·x1)|1〉)

= H
1√
2

(|0〉+ eπi(z1⊕y1·x1)|1〉)

= H
1√
2

(|0〉+ (−1)z1⊕y1·x1 |1〉)

= ¬z1 ⊕ y1 · x1|0〉+ z1 ⊕ y1 · x1|1〉.

Measuring qubit 1 gives thus |1〉 if and only if z1⊕y1·x1 = 1, which is equal to (z + x · y)1
just as required. Now lets consider the operations on qubits 2, 3 and 4 which before

the QMAC block are in the state 1/
√

2(|000〉+ e2πi0.z2z1 |111〉). The QMAC block itself

is the operator P y1x1 ⊗ Zy2x1 ⊗ Zy1x2 , hence after the QMAC block the state is
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P y1x1 ⊗ Zy2x1 ⊗ Zy1x2 1√
2

(|000〉+ e2πi0.z2z1 |111〉) (4.9)

=
1√
2

(|000〉+ e2πi0.z2z1e2πi0.0y1·x1e2πi0.y2·x1e2πi0.y1·x2 |111〉)

=
1√
2

(|000〉+ e2πi0.z2z1e2πi0.y2y1·x1e2πi0.y1·x2 |111〉)

=
1√
2

(|000〉+ e2π(i0.z2z1+0.y2y1·x1+0.y1·x2)|111〉).

Let p = e2πi(0.z2z1+0.y2y1·x1+0.y1·x2), then the application of I ⊗ H ⊗ H before the

measurement of qubits 3 and 4 results in

I ⊗H ⊗H 1√
2

(|000〉+ p|111〉) (4.10)

=I ⊗ I ⊗H 1

2
(|000〉+ |010〉+ p|101〉 − p|111〉)

=
1

2
√

2
(|000〉+ |001〉+ |010〉+ |011〉+ p|100〉 − p|101〉 − p|110〉+ p|111〉).

When qubit 4 is measured and, based on the outcome, a Z gate is applied to the first

qubit, the resulting state will be

1

4
(|00〉+ |00〉+ |01〉+ |01〉+ p|10〉+ p|10〉 − p|11〉 − p|11〉) (4.11)

=
1

2
(|00〉+ |01〉+ p|10〉 − p|11〉).

Now measuring qubit 3 and based on the result applying a Z gate to the first qubit

results in the state

=
1

2
√

2
(|0〉+ |0〉+ p|1〉+ p|1〉) =

1√
2

(|0〉+ p|1〉). (4.12)

Finally the P † gate is applied depending on the result of the measurement on the first
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qubit (z1 + x1 · y1):

P †
z1⊕x1·y1 1√

2
(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2z1+0.y2y1·x1+0.y1·x2)|1〉) (4.13)

=
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2z1+0.y2y1·x1+0.y1·x2)e−2πi(0.0z1⊕0.0y1·x1)|1〉)

=
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2+0.y2·x1+0.y1·x2)e2πi(0.0z1+0.0y1·x1)e−2πi(0.0z1⊕0.0y1·x1)|1〉)

=
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2+0.y2·x1+0.y1·x2)e2πi0.z1·y1·x1e2πi(0.0z1⊕0.0y1·x1)e−2πi(0.0z1⊕0.0y1·x1)|1〉)

=
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2+0.y2·x1+0.y1·x2+0.z1·y1·x1)|1〉).

The application of the last gate of the circuit (a Hadamard gate) to qubit 2 in the

above state results in

H
1√
2

(|0〉+ e2πi(0.z2+0.y2·x1+0.y1·x2+0.z1·y1·x1)|1〉) (4.14)

=¬z2 ⊕ z1 · x1 · y1 ⊕ x1 · y2 ⊕ x2 · y1|0〉+ z2 ⊕ z1 · x1 · y1 ⊕ x1 · y2 ⊕ x2 · y1|1〉,

which when measured gives the outcome |1〉 exactly if and only if z2 ⊕ z1 · x1 · y1 ⊕ x1 ·
y2 ⊕ x2 · y1 = 1. Therefore the outcome of the measurement of qubit 2 corresponds to

the output of the second qubit of a MAC circuit (Equation 4.7) and thus the circuit in

Figure 4.3 is correct.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Results

We presented two new quantum arithmetic circuits utilising the QFT — the QMAC

(Section 2.1) and the QFT adder (Section 3.1). The former is the first MAC designed

for quantum computers and enables the application of n MAC operations on k-bit

integers in O(n + k) parallel steps (Theorem 2.1). Classically, the depth of a MAC

operation is O(n log k). This is the first time that an elementary arithmetic operation,

which is very widely used, could benefit from being executed on a quantum device.

However, it is possible to achieve the same theoretical performance classically using

pipelining as discussed in Section 2.2.1. How exactly the performance of the QMAC

compares with a pipelined MAC will depend on its implementation.

The QMAC circuit realises a very specific computational pattern, the MAC. This makes

it suitable for use as an execution unit in a hybrid CPU, DSP, or even as a separate

Quantum accelerator device. Moreover, the fact that implementing this circuit does

not require a full quantum computer makes it more likely to be realisable in the near

future. The small depth of the QMAC is a consequence of using the QFT, a highly

entangled quantum state and classical fan-out, that is, copying of bits. First, since the

MAC operation is performed on the QFT state, only diagonal gates are necessary. This

makes it possible to entangle the quantum register with auxiliary qubits in a way that

allows the simultaneous application of every single-qubit quantum gate. Second, the

states of a bit can be copied by using multiple output wires to more than two registers

for the next computational step. Thus the information propagates in one step to all

the quantum gates controlled by these bits. This can be interpreted as influencing the

state of an unbounded number of qubits with just one fan-out operation.

The QFT adder we introduced has the same structure than the QMAC — it consists

of initialisation and finalisation QFT and fan-out sub-circuits and an intermediate
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addition block, which can be repeated for addition of multiple numbers. The adder

has depth O(n+ k), as does the QMAC, when applied to n inputs and requires O(k2)

quantum gates (Theorem 2.1), but unlike the MAC operation there exists a classical

adder, the carry-save adder, that has a lower depth O(n + log k) (Section 1.3.1). The

quantum carry-save adder has depth O(n+log k) and requires O(k) gates [41] (see also

Section 1.3.1). At first, it seems that using the quantum carry-save adder is a better

choice compared to the QFT adder. However, since the constants in these estimates

are larger for the quantum carry-save adder (see Table 3.2), it can be beneficial to use

a QFT adder in some instances, for example, with small input sizes (including the 32

and 64 bits used in current processors). A comparison of the properties of the QFT

and carry-save adder (Table 3.2) reveals that in a sum of multiple integers, the depth of

QFT adder increases by 1 for each integer, whereas for the quantum carry-save adder

the increase in depth is 8 (if Toffoli gates are allowed) or 24 (if only two-qubit gates can

be used). Thus when the number of summed integers is large enough that the O(k) and

O(log k) terms in the total depth are negligible, the QFT adder would have roughly 24

times smaller depth than the quantum carry-save adder (or 8 times smaller if Toffoli

gates can be used).

For classical circuits, low depth is desirable for accelerating computations, but a higher

depth circuit is still relisable. For quantum circuits, the depth of the circuit affects

also its implementability due to decoherence, i.e. over time quantum states lose the

information stored in them. The benefit of low-depth circuits is that the operations

can be performed in parallel, thus reducing the total time required to execute the circuit

(compared to circuits with higher depth). Thus low depth parallel circuits, such as the

QMAC and QFT adder, can mitigate the loss of information due to decoherence since

the quantum states need to be coherent for a shorter time.

Future work is needed to study how and if the hybrid QFT arithmetic circuits could

be adopted to floating point operations, which are used in most of the time-intensive

computations. This would greatly increase the number of problems which would benefit

from quantum devices. Another direction would be to consider hybrid circuits for other

arithmetic operations, for example division, and examine at how the different circuits

can be combined together. The QMAC introduced in this paper has a lower depth than

a classical MAC only if it is applied in a sequence. Hence combining different quantum

arithmetic operators could result in an improved depth compared with classical circuits.

In addition of providing a comparison with existing classical circuits and other quantum

circuits we provided some guidelines how they could be optimised with the intent

of simplifying the decision of which adder or MAC to choose. The implementation
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optimisations presented is Chapter 4 (and summarised in Table 5.1) focus on removing

two-qubit gates from the QFT arithmetic circuits. Note that if GHZ states could

be created in constant depth, then the optimised QFT arithmetic circuits wouldn’t

need any two-qubit quantum gates. This is a very desirable property, since two-

qubit gates are considerably more difficult to implement than single-qubit ones. From

implementation point of view, there are still at least three possible obstacles in

implementing QFT arithmetic circuits of useful (32 or 64 bits) size. The most obvious

ones are the number of required qubits (QFT adder O(k2) an and QMAC O(k3)) and

the number of qubits needed to be entangled at a time: O(k) and O(k2) for the QFT

adder and QMAC respectively. In addition, implementing the single-qubit phase shift

gates might be an issue. Namely for k-bit QFT arithmetic circuits phase shift gates

performing phase shifts with k different magnitudes are required. On the other hand

approximating the phase gates (for example using the Solovay-Kitaev [66] or more

recent algorithms from [67, 68, 69]), would increase the depth of the circuits and nullify

the main benefit of our circuits. The choice of which arithmetic circuits to implement

will eventually depend on the architecture which is used to implement it.

One possible continuation of this work would is a collaboration with experimentalists

to implement the proof of concept circuit presented in Section 4.4. First, to explore the

possibility to implement the QFT arithmetic circuits for further larger implementations

in full quantum computers. Second, such experiment would give some initial, albeit

very rough, estimates about the possible performance of the QMAC allowing detailed

comparisons with classical circuits. It would give more isight into whether this quantum

circuit could outperform a classical pipelined MAC (see discussion on pipelining in

Section 2.2.1) and thus reveal its potential an accelerator in classical computers.
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Table 5.1: Summary of possible optimisations to the QFT Arithmetic circuits.

Initialisation using
Hadamard gates (Section 4.1)

Semiclassical QFT
(Section 4.2)

Measurements instead of
fan-out (Section 4.3)

Removed
Gates

QFT
adder

(k2 − k)/2 two qubit
controlled Ri gates.

(k2 − k)/2 two qubit
controlled Ri gates.

(k2 − k)/2 CNOT gates.

QMAC
(k2 − k)/2 two qubit
controlled Ri gates.

(k2 − k)/2 two qubit
controlled Ri gates.

(k3 − k)/6 CNOT gates.

Added
Gates

QFT
adder

-
(k2 − k) classically
controlled Ri gates.

(k2 − k)/2 Hadamard gates,
k classically controlled Z
gates, (k2 − k)/2 classical

XOR gates.

QMAC -
(k2 − k)/2 classically
controlled Ri gates.

(k3 − k)/6 Hadamard gates,
k classically controlled Z
gates, (k3 − k)/2 classical

XOR gates.

Change in depth Reduced by k. - -

Additional benefits The quantum register can be
initialised to a GHZ state.

- -

Limitations
The accumulation can only
be done only by adding to a

classical value.

The output is a
classical bit string.

The ancillae cannot be
reused.
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Part II

Measurement Based Quantum

Computing
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The quantum circuit model used in Part I is one of many models for quantum

computing. In this chapter we concentrate on a model where the computation is

driven by adaptive measurements of a quantum state. Such models of computation

are called the Measurement Based Quantum Computing (MBQC) models and in this

thesis we focus on the One Way Quantum Computing (1WQC) model described in

Chapter 6. From parallel computing perspective, this model is particularly interesting

since it has been proven to be more parallel than the circuit model [11] (this will

be explained in more detail in Part III). This has raised the question, whether it is

possible to utilise the parallelism in 1WQC to optimise computations in other classical

and quantum computation models. Indeed, the 1WQC model can be used to parallelise

quantum circuits through back-and-forth translation to it from the circuit model [10].

The main idea in this kind of parallelisation is to apply 1WQC specific optimisations to

the computation in the 1WQC model. Currently there exist two different optimisation

techniques that can be used: signal shifting [16] and finding the maximally delayed

gflow [9]. Until this work, the relationship between these two methods was unknown.

The main result of this part is the proof of equality in depth resulting in signal shifting

and finding the maximally delayed gflow, but in the process of obtaining this proof we

have found several important side results. First, to construct a flow corresponding to

a signal shifted measurement pattern, we created a new algorithm for signal shiftings

in Section 7.1.3. This new algorithm is more efficient in the number of steps required

than any previously known one. Second, by showing that signal shifting results in a

maximally delayed gflow we created a new method for finding maximally delayed gflows

of open graphs with flows using our new signal shifting algorithm. This new method of

finding maximally delayed gflows is again more efficient, in the number of elementary

steps required, than any previous algorithm that can be used for this purpose. Finally,

perhaps one of the most important contribution of this work is a number of new lemmas

and techniques regarding the structure of the signal shifted gflows. Although initially

used to prove our main theorem, they can be used to obtain new results about 1WQC as

has already been proven by [17], who have successfully applied the lemmas in Chapter 8

to create a new method of translating computations from 1WQC to the circuit model

in a way that does not increase neither the number of auxiliary qubits nor the depth

of the computation.
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Chapter 6

Preliminaries

In 1999 Chuang and Gottesman showed how quantum teleportation could be used to

implement arbitrary quantum gates [70]. This approach was further developed by other

researchers [71, 72, 73, 74], enabling one in principle to perform arbitrary computations

given a few primitives: preparation of maximally entangled systems of fixed, small

dimension; multi-qubit measurements on arbitrary set of qubits; and the possibility of

adapting the measurement bases depending on earlier measurement outcomes.

These models draw on measurements to implement the dynamics of a computation,

and as such are called measurement-based quantum computation (MBQC) models.

For an overview see the paper by Jozsa [75]. An MBQC model using only single-qubit

measurements on special types of entangled states, the so-called cluster states, was

proposed by Raussendorf and Briegel in 2001, which became known as the one-way

quantum computing (1WQC) model [13]. Although two-dimensional cluster states can

be used as a resource for universal quantum computation in the one-way model [76],

arbitrary graph states may, or may not, serve the same purpose; investigating which

kinds of entangled states are useful resources for MBQC is an active area of research [77,

78, 79, 80, 81].

We review the basic ideas behind the one way quantum computing, with special

attention to its description in terms of the formal language known as Measurement

Calculus [14], and the flow theorems [15, 16].
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6.1. The measurement calculus

6.1 The measurement calculus

A formal language describing the computations in the one-way model was developed

in [14]. In this framework every 1WQC algorithm (referred to as a measurement

pattern) consists of a finite sequence of five different types of commands: preparation,

entangling, measurement and two types of correction commands. These commands act

on a set of working qubits V , out of which some are identified as input and some as

output qubits, denoted by I and O correspondingly.

The preparation command Ni prepares a qubit i in the state |+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉) and

has to be applied to every non-input qubit before any other command. Since it always

has to be applied to the non-input qubits, it is common to omit these commands when

a pattern is written out. This is also done in this thesis, the Ni commands are always

implicit in the pattern.

The entangling command Ei,j corresponds to applying the unitary operator ∧Z to

qubits i and j, where

∧Z =




1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1



. (6.1)

Through the process of standardisation (Section 6.1.2) it is possible to rewrite any

measurement pattern such that all the entanglement commands are applied just after

the preparation commands. The preparation and entanglement commands together

define therefore the resources on which the computation is performed through the

application of the subsequent measurement pattern commands. These resources are

often represented as open graphs.

Definition 6.1 (open graph). An open graph is a triplet (G, I,O), where G = (V,E)

is an undirected graph, and I,O ⊆ V are respectively called input and output vertices.

The qubits of an 1WQC are represented as vertices of an open graph and the

entanglement commands as edges. An example of an open graph and description of

the notation used in their graphical representation is given in Figure 6.1.

The measurement command M θ
i corresponds to a measurement of qubit i in the basis

|±θ〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉± eiθ|1〉), with outcome si = 0 associated with |+θ〉, and outcome 1 with

|−θ〉. The measurement outcomes si are usually referred as signals.
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82

1 53

4 6

7
Output qubit

Input and output qubit

Input qubit

Measured qubit

Figure 6.1: An example open graph corresponding to the following measurement pattern:
E7,8E6,8E3,5E3,6E4,6E1,3E2,3E2,4N3N4N5N6N8. Note that a preparation command is not
applied to qubit 7, since it is both an input and an output qubit.

The final two types of commands are the correction commands. Corrections may be of

two types, either Pauli X or Pauli Z, and they may depend on any prior measurement

results through signals, denoted by s = ⊕j∈J⊂V sj (sj = 0 or 1 and the summation

is done modulo two). This dependency can be summarised as correction commands:

Xs
i and Zsi denoting Pauli X and Z corrections on qubit i which must be applied only

when the parity of the measurement outcomes on qubits j ∈ J ⊂ V equals one (as

Z0 = X0 = I). A characteristic of the 1WQC model is that the choice of measurement

bases may depend on earlier measurement outcomes. These dependent measurements

can be conveniently written as t[M
θ
i ]
s
, where

t[M
θ
i ]
s

= M θ
i X

s
i Z

t
i = M

(−1)sθ+tπ
i , (6.2)

where it is understood that the operations are performed in the order from right to left

in the sequence. The left (t) and right (s) dependencies of the measurement Mi are

called its Z and X dependencies, respectively.

The commands in a measurement pattern are always applied from right to left, such

that they satisfy the following definiteness conditions [14]:

• (D0) no command depends on an outcome not yet measured;

• (D1) no command acts on a qubit already measured;

• (D2) no command acts on a qubit not yet prepared, unless it is an input qubit;

• (D3) a qubit i is measured if and only if it is not an output qubit.
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6.1. The measurement calculus

6.1.1 An example measurement pattern

As an example, consider the pattern consisting of the qubits V = {1, 2}, I = {1}, O =

{2} and the sequence of commands:

Xs1
2 M

−θ
1 E1,2N

0
2 . (6.3)

This sequence of operations does the following: first it initialises the output qubit 2 in

the state |+〉; then it applies ∧Z on qubits 1 and 2; followed by a measurement of input

qubit 1 onto the basis {1/
√

2(|0〉 + e−iθ|1〉), 1/
√

2(|0〉 − e−iθ|1〉)}. If the result is the

latter vector then the one-bit outcome is s1 = 1 and there is a correction on the second

qubit (X1
2 = X2), otherwise no correction is necessary. The open graph corresponding

the the above sequence is given in Figure 6.2. A simple calculation shows that this

pattern implements the unitary Jθ on the state prepared in qubit 1, outputting the

result on qubit 2, where

Jθ ≡
1√
2


 1 eiθ

1 −eiθ


 . (6.4)

The simple sequence above is a convenient building block for more complicated

computations in the 1WQC model. This is because the set consisting of the single-

qubit operator Jθ (∀θ) together with the ∧Z operator acting on arbitrary pairs of

qubits can be shown to be a universal set of gates for quantum computation [82].

1 2

Figure 6.2: The open graph corresponding to the measurement pattern in equation 6.3.
We can conclude the following about the pattern by examining the graph: (1) the blue arrow
represents the command Xs1 ; (2) the edge between the two vertices the entanglement command
E1,2; (3) the square around the first qubit that it is an output qubit; qubit 1 coloured black
implies that it is measured (the angle −ω is not represented on the graph); (4) qubit 2 is left
uncoloured to show that it is an output qubit and hence needs to have the command N2 applied
to it at the beginning of a measurement pattern.

6.1.2 Rewriting patterns

The following rewrite rules ([14]) put the command sequence in the standard form,

where preparation is done first followed by the entanglement, measurements and
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6.2. Determinism in 1WQC

corrections:

EijX
s
i ⇒ Xs

i Z
s
jEij , (6.5)

EijZ
s
i ⇒ ZsiEij , (6.6)

t[M
θ
i ]
s
Xr
i ⇒ t[M

θ
i ]
s+r

, (6.7)

t[M
θ
i ]
s
Zri ⇒ r+t[M

θ
i ]
s
. (6.8)

This procedure is called standardisation and can directly change the dependency

structure commands, possibly reducing the computational depth, without breaking

the causality ordering [10]. There exist more extensive rewrite rules such as signal

shifting and Pauli optimisation [14], which could be used for parallelising measurement

patterns [10]. The former will be described in Section 7.1, where a new algorithm for

performing it is presented. The latter is out of the scope of this work; a description of

how it can be utilised in with signal shifting for parallelisation can be found in [10].

6.2 Determinism in 1WQC

Due to the probabilistic nature of quantum measurement, not every measurement

pattern implements a deterministic computation — a completely positive, trace-

preserving (cptp) map that sends pure states to pure states. We will refer to the

collection of possible measurement outcomes as a branch of the computation. In

this work, we consider deterministic patterns which satisfies three conditions: (1) the

probability of obtaining each branch is the same, called strong determinism; (2) for

any measurement angle we have determinism, called uniform determinism; and (3)

which are deterministic after each single measurement, called stepwise determinism.

We will call those patterns simply deterministic patterns. As explained earlier,

measurement patterns can act on resource states called open graphs. Similarly to

measurement patterns, which not always implement deterministic computations, there

exist open graphs which cannot be used for deterministic computation. Identification

and characterisation of the graphs that could be used has been done in [15, 16, 83].

Following sections summarise the results most relevant to this work.

6.2.1 Flow

Sufficient conditions (known as the flow) for open graphs which can be used for

deterministic computation were presented in [15]. Flow is the basis on which we

construct the signal shifted flow in Chapter 7 and is a central concept in this thesis. In
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6.2. Determinism in 1WQC

what follows, we denote non-input vertices as IC (complement of I in the graph) and

non-output vertices as OC (complement of O in the graph).

Definition 6.2 (Flow [15]). We say that an open graph (G, I,O) has flow if and only

if there exists a map f : OC → IC and a strict partial order ≺f over all vertices in the

graph such that for all i ∈ OC

• (F1) i ≺f f(i);

• (F2) if j ∈ N(f(i)), then j = i or i ≺f j, where N(v) is the neighbourhood of v;

• (F3) i ∈ N(f(i)).

An example of a graph with flow is shown in Figure 6.3(a). Given a flow (f,≺f ) of an

open graph (G, I,O) it is possible to write a deterministic measurement pattern on the

graph [15]:

P =

≺f∏

i∈OC

(
Xsi
f(i)Z

si
N(f(i))\{i}M

αi
i

)
EGNIC . (6.9)

Note that since this pattern represents a uniformly deterministic computation, it

implements a unitary operator irrespective of the measurement angles αi. From

equation 6.9 we see that a Z-correction on a vertex j depending on the measurement

outcome of another vertex i appears only if j is a neighbour of f(i). This is formally

stated in the next corollary, which we refer to in several places.

Corollary 6.1. If (G, I,O) is an open graph with a flow (f,≺f ), then there exists a

Z-correction from vertex i to another vertex j if and only if j ∈ N(f(i)) \ {i}.

The flow function f is a one-to-one function. The proof is trivial, but as this property

is extensively used in this work we will present it here.

Lemma 6.1. Let (f,≺f ) be a flow on an open graph (G, I,O). The function f is an

injective function, i.e. for every i ∈ OC , f(i) is unique.

Proof. Let us assume that for some i ∈ OC , f(i) is not unique, i.e. there exists j ∈ OC
such that i 6= j but f(i) = f(j). Then according to the flow definition:

j ∈ N(f(j)) = N(f(i))⇒ i ≺f j, (6.10)

i ∈ N(f(i)) = N(f(j))⇒ j ≺f i, (6.11)

and we arrive at a contradiction because i ≺f j and j ≺f i cannot be true at the same

time. Hence f(i) has to be unique.
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4

52

1

63

(a) An open graph with
flow and gflow.

3

2

4

5

1

6

(b) An open graph with
no flow and no gflow.

3

2

4

5

1

6

(c) An open graph with
gflow and no flow.

Figure 6.3: Examples of open graphs with flow (a), gflow (b) and without either (c). Blue
lines represent the flow/gflow functions and dashed lines group together measurements that can
be performed simultaneously according to the flow/gflow partial order.

6.2.2 General flow

Flow provides only a sufficient condition for determinism but one can generalise the

above definition to obtain a condition that is both necessary and sufficient. This

generalisation allows correcting sets with more than one element. In those cases, we

say that the graph has generalised flow (or simply gflow). In what follows we define

Odd(K) = {k , |NG(k) ∩K| = 1 mod 2} to be the set of vertices where each element

is connected with the set K by an odd number of edges.

Definition 6.3 (Generalised flow [16]). We say (G, I,O) has generalised flow if there

exists a map g : OC → 2I
C

(the set of all subsets of non-input qubits) and a partial

order ≺g over all vertices in the graph such that for all i ∈ OC ,

• (G1) if j ∈ g(i) then i ≺g j;

• (G2) if j ∈ Odd(g(i)) then j = i or i ≺g j;

• (G3) i ∈ Odd(g(i)).

The set g(i) is often referred to as the correcting set for qubit i. Flow is a special case

of gflow, where g(i) contains exactly one element. An example of a gflow is given in

Figure 6.3(c). Interestingly, adding one edge to the flow in Figure 6.3(a) as done in

Figure 6.3(b) can remove both the flow and gflow from the open graph, but adding

two edges as in Figure 6.3(c) will remove only the flow from the graph. Such graphical

representation of underlying entanglement and their link to flow and gflow is fully

explained in [84]. Similar to the flow scenario, a deterministic pattern P for an open
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6.2. Determinism in 1WQC

graph (G, I,O) can be derived given a gflow (g,≺g) on the graph:

P =

≺g∏

i∈OC

(
Xsi
g(i)Z

gi
Odd(s(i))M

αi
i

)
EGNIC . (6.12)

The gflow partial order leads to an arrangement of the vertices into layers (see below),

in which all the corresponding measurements can be performed simultaneously. The

number of layers corresponds to the number of parallel steps in which a computation

could be finished, known as the depth of the pattern.

Definition 6.4 (Depth of a gflow [9]). For a given open graph (G, I,O) and a gflow

(g,≺g) of (G, I,O), let

V
≺g
k =





max≺g(V (G)) if k = 0

max≺g(V (G) \ (∪i<kV ≺gi )) if k > 0

, (6.13)

where max (X)≺g = {u ∈ X s.t. ∀v ∈ X,¬(u ≺g v)} is the set of maximal elements of

X according to ≺g. The depth d≺g of the gflow is the smallest d such that V
≺g
d+1 = ∅,

(Vk)k=0...d≺g is a partition of V (G) into d≺g + 1 layers.

We define the layering function of a gflow based on the above distribution of vertices

into layers.

Definition 6.5 (Layering function). Given a gflow (g,≺g) on an open graph

(G, I,O) we define its layering function Lg : V (G) → N to be the natural number

k such that L(i) = k if and only if i ∈ V ≺gk .

There is another useful way to understand the depth of a gflow. A gflow can be

represented as a directed graph on top of an open graph as shown in Figure 6.3. The

longest path from inputs to outputs over those directed edges corresponds to the depth

of the gflow. In [9] it was shown, that a special type of gflow, called a maximally delayed

gflow, has minimal depth.

Definition 6.6 (Maximally delayed gflow [9]). For a given open graph (G, I,O) and

two given gflows (g,≺g) and (g′,≺g′) of (G, I,O), (g,≺g) is more delayed than (g′,≺g′)
if ∀k, | ∪i=0...k V

≺g
i | ≥ | ∪i=0...k V

≺g′
i | and there exists a k such that the inequality is

strict. A gflow (g,≺g) is maximally delayed if there exists no gflow of the same graph

that is more delayed.

Note that in [9] it was proven that the layering of the vertices imposed by a maximally

delayed gflow is always unique, however the gflow itself might not be unique. This is
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6.2. Determinism in 1WQC

an important property, which together with the following lemmas is exploited later in

linking gflow to other known structures of 1WQC.

Lemma 6.2 (Lemma 1 from [9]). If (g,≺) is a maximally delayed gflow of (G, I,O)

then V ≺0 = O.

Lemma 6.3 (Lemma 2 from [9]). If (g,≺) is a maximally delayed gflow of (G, I,O)

then (g̃,≺g̃) is a maximally delayed gflow of (G, I,O ∪ V ≺1 ) where g̃ is the restriction

of g to V (G) \ (V ≺1 ∪ V ≺0 ) and ≺g̃=≺ \V ≺1 × V ≺0 .

6.2.3 Focused flow

A simpler characterisation of stepwise strong determinism called focused gflow was

introduced in [83].

Definition 6.7 (Focused gflow [83]). g : OC → 2I
C

is a focused gflow of (G, I,O) if

• (FG1) g is extensive i.e. the transitive closure of the relation {(i, j) s.t. j ∈ g(i)}
is a partial order over V (G);

• (FG2) ∀i ∈ OC , Odd(g(i)) ∩OC = {i}.

Both flow and focused gflow have been shown to be unique for open graphs where input

size is equal to output size [85, 83]. One way of explaining the uniqueness of focused

gflow is through its relation with the flow. Namely, signal shifting a flow results in a

focused gflow as will be shown in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Signal shifted flow

The parallel power of 1WQC is proven to be equivalent to quantum circuits augmented

with unbounded fan-out [11]. This motivates us to use 1WQC as an automated tool

for circuit parallelisation, using the process of signal shifting explained in Section 7.1,

as it was first presented in [10]. Another way to obtain parallel 1WQC structure is

to use the open graph of the pattern to obtain the optimal gflow of the graph [9].

From this maximally delayed gflow, it is possible to create a measurement pattern

(using Formula 6.12 given in previous chapter). Our first main result is to show the

equivalence between these two seemingly very different techniques for the patterns

obtained from a quantum circuit, that is those with flow. More precisely we show how

the effect of performing signal shifting optimisation (that is the core idea in [10]) result

in a maximally delayed gflow. This is done by first creating a new type of flow from

the signal shifted measurement pattern (Section 7.2), proving that this new flow is

actually a gflow (Section 7.3) and proving its equivalence to maximally delayed gflow

in Chapter 8. This structural link sheds further light on the complicated structure of

maximally delayed gflow and permits us to find a new efficient algorithm for finding it

for the large class of patterns obtained from a circuit.

7.1 Signal shifting

7.1.1 The definition of signal shifting

We have already described how finding an optimal gflow could be used as an

optimisation tool for one way quantum computation. Next we will explain another

known depth reducing technique used for measurement patterns. The core of this
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procedure consists of three rewrite rules which manipulate the signals (see section 6.1)

of individual commands [14]:

t[M
α
i ]s ⇒ Sti [Mα

i ]s, (7.1)

t[M
α
j ]s St

′
i ⇒ St

′
i t[(t′+si)/si][M

α
j ]s, (7.2)

Xs
j S

t
i ⇒ Sti X

s[(t+si)/si]
j , (7.3)

Zsj S
t
i ⇒ Sti Z

s[(t+si)/si]
j , (7.4)

where Sti is the signal shifting command (adding t to si) and s[t/si] denotes the

substitution of si with t in s. We call the process of applying rewrite rules 7.1 - 7.4 to a

measurement pattern until none of them can be further applied signal shifting and the

obtained pattern a signal shifted pattern. This procedure is interesting in the context of

current work, since it can be utilised to parallelise measurement patterns and quantum

circuits. This is due to the work of Broadbent and Kashefi, who in [10] showed that

signal shifting will never increase the depth of a pattern, whereas it can decrease it.

7.1.2 Understanding signal shifting

As can be seen from Rules 7.1 - 7.4, signal shifting is a method for rewriting the X-

and Z-corrections of a measurement pattern. An example illustrating that is given

in Figure 7.1. Note that we do not have a way to represent the presence of a signal

command in the graph representation of a measurement pattern. Thus the graphs

of the pattern where the signal commands are not at the end of the computation

(Figures 7.1(b) and 7.1(d)) are not actually valid representations, but are included

to give a rough idea what happens to the graph during signal shifting. The whole

process of signal shifting can be interpreted in the following way: signal shifting takes a

signal from a Z-correction on a measured qubit i (Rule 7.1, Figures 7.1(b) and 7.1(d))

and adds it to the corrections that depend on the outcome of the measurement of i

(Rules 7.2 - 7.4, Figures 7.1(c) and 7.1(e)). When the signal is added to an X-correction

command, it won’t propagate any further. On the other hand, if the signal is added to

another Z-correction of a measured vertex, then Rule 7.1 can be applied again. This

process can be repeated until no Z-corrections are left on non-output vertices. Note,

that since Rule 7.1 can only be applied to measured qubits, the process of signal shifting

will have the effect of moving all the Z-corrections in the pattern to the output qubits.

This removal of the Z-corrections from the measured qubits is the reason why signal

shifting can be used to optimise measurement patterns. Note however, that not all

measurement patterns will have their depth reduced, as is shown in Figure 7.1.
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(a) The measurement pattern before signal
shifting.
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(b) Creating the signal command from qubit
3.
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(c) Moving the signal from qubit 3 to the end
of the pattern.
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(d) Creating the signal command from qubit
5.
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Layer 3 Layer 2 Layer 1 Layer 0
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5 Xs5+s3+s1
6 [M↵5
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4 [M↵3

3 ]Xs1
2 [M↵1

1 ]EGNIC

(e) Moving the signal from qubit 5 to the end of the
pattern.

Figure 7.1: Signal shifting a measurement pattern. In this particular example, the depth of
the computation will be reduced from 4 to 2 through signal shifting.
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(a) The measurement pattern before signal shifting.
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(b) Creating the signal command from qubit 3.
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(c) Moving the signal from qubit 3 to the end of the pattern.
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(d) Creating the signal command from qubit 4.
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3 ]s2 [M↵2
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1 ]EGNIC

(e) Moving the signal from qubit 4 to the end of the pattern.

Figure 7.2: An example of a measurement pattern where signal shifting will not reduce the
dept of the computation.
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There is one important observation to be made from the signal shifting examples in

Figures 7.1 and 7.2. If we define a function g : OC → 2I
C

as j ∈ g(i)⇔ ∃Xsi
j ∈ P , then

together with a partial order ≺g, where the partial order respects the measurement

order, it is easy to show that (g,≺g) is an optimal gflow. This raises the question,

wether for every signal shifted computation we can use the X-correction structure to

represent an optimal gflow. Note that if that would be true, signal shifting would result

in the same computational depth as finding the optimal gflow of the graph. We will

show in the following chapters that this is the case if we start with a measurement

pattern with flow where |I| = |O|. If |I| = |O| we can construct examples where the

signal shifting does not give rise to an optimal gflow.

7.1.3 An algorithm for signal shifting

As described above, using signal shifting the signals will move from measured vertices

to vertices which have a Z-correction from it, i.e. they move along a path created by the

Z-corrections. This leads to the description of propagation of signals in a measurement

pattern through the Z-path and Z-graph as defined below.

Definition 7.1 (Z-graph). Let M be a measurement pattern on an open graph

(G, I,O). The Z dependency graph (Z-graph) of M , denoted by GZ , is a directed

acyclic graph on the vertices of G, such that there exists a directed edge from i to j if

and only if there exists a correction command Zsij in M , i.e:

• V (GZ) = V (G),

• E(G) = {(i, j) | Zsij ∈M}.

Definition 7.2 (Z-path). Let M be a measurement pattern on an open graph (G, I,O)

and GZ its Z dependency graph. A path in GZ between two vertices v and u is called a

Z-path.

When we say that two vertices are connected, we always mean connected via an

edge. When paths between vertices are considered it will be noted explicitly to avoid

confusion. The above definitions allows us to state a simple observation about the

connectivity of a graph with flow.

Lemma 7.1. If (f,≺f ) is a flow on an open graph (G, I,O), and there exists a Z-path

from vertex i to vertex j, then the vertices i and f(j) cannot be connected.

Proof. The existence of a Z-path from i to j implies that i ≺f j. The Z dependency

graph is an acyclic graph, thus i 6= j. If i would be connected to f(j), then according
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to the flow property (F2):

i ∈ N(f(j)) ∧ i 6= j ⇒ j ≺f i. (7.5)

Now we have two contradicting strict partial order relations i ≺f j and j ≺f i.

Therefore i cannot be connected to f(j).

Recall that the addition of signals is done modulo 2, therefore, if an even number of

signals from a measured vertex i is added to a correction command on vertex j, the

signals will cancel out (since Z2 = X2 = I). Furthermore, it is evident from the rewrite

Rules of 7.1 - 7.4 that after signal shifting, the measurement result of vertex i will

create a new X-correction over vertex j if there exists an odd number of Z-paths from

i to a vertex k such that j is X-dependent k in the original pattern. Similarly a new

Z-correction from i to j will be created if there exists an odd number of Z-paths from

i to j. Either way, the number of Z-paths from a vertex i to another vertex j, denoted

as ζi(j), can be used to determine if the signal from i should be added to a correction.

We define ζi(i) to be 1 to simplify further calculations and definitions in this paper.

The importance of the number of Z-paths will manifest itself in subsequent sections,

where the relation between signal shifting and gflows is studied.

We define a new structure called the signal shifted flow (SSF), and show that it

satisfies the three gflow properties in Definition 6.3. Before constructing the SSF,

some definitions and lemmas are needed to justify our definition. We define the Z-

dependency neighbourhood of a vertex j to be the set of vertices from which j is receiving

a Z-correction. This set has an explicit form given as NZ(j) = {k ∈ OC |f(k) ∈
N(j)\{f(j)}}. This is due to the following facts: first, f(k) has to exist for all vertices

k ∈ OC because of the flow definition; second, since f(k) 6= f(j) the vertex k cannot

be equal to j. Because f(k) ∈ N(j) ⇒ j ∈ N(f(k)) and Corollary 6.1 there exists a

Z-correction from k to j. It is easy to see, that ζi(j) can be written as:

ζi(j) =
∑

k∈NZ(j)

ζi(k). (7.6)

There exists a Z-correction from every k ∈ NZ(j) to j. These Z-corrections can be

used to extend every such Z-path to k to reach j. If i is in the sum, then because

ζi(i) = 1 the correct number of Z-paths is obtained with equation 7.6.

All the properties proved so far allow us to present a new algorithm (Algorithm 1) for

performing the signal shifting rules over pattern with flow in the form of equation 6.9.

We keep in mind that the order in which we apply the signal shifting rules does not
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matter [15]. This algorithm as we discuss later leads to a more efficient gflow finding

algorithm.

Algorithm 1: SignalShift

Input: A measurement pattern P of a flow (f,≺f ) as defined in equation 6.9.
Output: The signal shifted pattern PSS of P .

1 begin
2 toShift = OC ;
3 PSS = P ;
4 while toShift 6= ∅ do
5 select any vertex i ∈ toShift which is the smallest according to ≺f ;
6 toShift = toShift \ {i};
7 while ∃k ∈ toShift s.t. Zsik ∈ PSS do
8 Select the smallest k ∈ toShift s.t. Zsik ∈ PSS according to ≺f ;
9 In PSS , move the Zsik command next to the Mαk

k command;
10 Use Rule 7.1 on PSS to create the signal command Ssik ;
11 // Removes the Zsik command from PSS ;
12 Use Rule 7.3 on PSS to create a new Xsi

f(k) command;

13 foreach j ∈ N(f(k)) \ {k} do
14 Use Rule 7.4 on PSS to create a new Zsij command.

15 In PSS , move Ssik to the end of the pattern and remove it.

Proposition 7.1. Given as input the measurement pattern P of a flow (f,≺f ) defined

in equation 6.9, Algorithm 1 outputs the signal shifted measurement pattern of P .

Proof. We will prove this proposition by showing that:

• Algorithm 1 always terminates.

• Every step in Algorithm 1 that modifies the pattern PSS is a valid application of

a signal shifting rewrite rule.

• The output of Algorithm 1, the pattern PSS , is signal shifted.

Note that the “for” loop in the algorithm terminates because the underlying open graph

is finite. The first “while” loop will terminate since we decrease the number of elements

in toShift on each loop iteration and never add anything to it. As we’ll explain now,

the second “while” loop will terminate since each k is selected only once and the open

graph is finite. Note that since j ∈ N(f(k)) \ {k}, then according to the flow definition

k ≺f j. Every new Zsij command added to PSS is such that k ≺ j and hence no

removed Zsik command can be added to PSS again. This is true also on on subsequent
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loop iterations since we choose k to be the smallest according to ≺f . Hence the second

“while” loop and the whole algorithm terminates.

For Algorithm 1 to actually perform the signal shifting, its operations have to be either

trivial commuting rules or the four signal shifting Rules 7.1 - 7.4. As can be easily seen

from the algorithm, the operations done are indeed the signal shifting rewrite Rules 7.1 -

7.4. We still need to prove, that these rules can be applied in the order shown in the

algorithm. Obviously we can use Rule 7.1 on line 8 to create the signal command

due to the fact that k ∈ toShift ⊆ OC and that every non-output qubit is measured.

Hence we have the measurement required for the creation of the signal command in

the pattern. We know that Zsik has to be in the pattern after the command Mαi
i and

before Mαk
k . The entanglement and creation commands are the first commands in the

pattern and we do not need to move the Zsik command past them. Hence we only need

to move Zsik past measurement commands on qubits that are not i and k and other

correction commands. These can be done trivially and hence we can always move the

Zsik command next to Mαk
k to apply Rule 7.1.

Next we want to move the newly created Sik command to the end of the measurement

pattern. To do that we need to commute it past the commands that appear after

it. The only commands Sik commutes non-trivially with are the ones that depend on

the measurement of qubit k as can be seen from Rules 7.1 - 7.4. Those are the X-

and Z-corrections depending on the measurement outcome of qubit k. According to

equation 6.9 there is exactly one such X-correction in the pattern P , namely Xk
f(k).

The previous steps of the algorithm could not have created any dependencies from

qubit k — the Z-correction commands have only been created depending on vertices

that we already moved from toShift. Therefore we need to create exactly one new

X-correction command using Rule 7.3. We also look at the Z-corrections depending

on k and from equation 6.9 we see that in the original pattern these are on vertices

from the set N(f(k)) \ {k}. Just like for the X-corrections, we have not created any

new Z-corrections from k in the previous steps of the algorithm. Hence this is exactly

the set of corrections we need to commute with and apply Rule 7.4. We are only left

with commands after Sik in the pattern that commute trivially with Sik. We can move

the command to the end of the pattern. The signal command at the end of the pattern

does not influence the computation and we will not add any new commands to the end

of the pattern. Hence we can remove the Ski command.

Finally we show that no more signal shifting rules can be applied after the completion

of Algorithm 1, i.e. the pattern PSS is signal shifted. We eliminate all Z-corrections

acting on a non-output qubit depending on a vertex i after removing it from the set
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toShift and will afterwards never create any new Z-corrections depending on that

vertex. At the end of the algorithm the set toShift is empty, hence there cannot exist

any non-output qubit that has a Z-correction acting on it and Rule 7.1 cannot be

applied anymore. Moreover, since every signal command is at the end of the pattern,

we cannot apply the Rules 7.2 to 7.4 either. This completes the proof.

Proposition 7.2. Algorithm 1 completes in O(n3) steps, where n is the number of

qubits the input pattern acts on.

Proof. The number of times the outermost and innermost loops are executed is easy

to estimate. The first while loop is entered |OC | = O(n) times and the inner foreach

loop deg(G) = O(n) times, where deg(G) is the degree of the graph. The number of

times the second while loop is entered depend on the number of times a Zsij command

is added on line 15. Adding new Z-correction commands cannot create any loops, as

otherwise the algorithm would not halt as proven in Proposition 7.1. Since there cannot

be created any loops, the number of new Zsij corrections added can only be O(n) and

the second while loop can only be entered O(n) times. Therefore the Algorithm 1

completes in O(n) ·O(n) ·O(n) = O(n3) steps.

We consider any trivial commutation of the commands of a pattern resulting in an

equivalent pattern. Therefore given the measurement pattern P of a flow (f,≺f ) as

defined in Eq. 6.9 as input to Algorithm 1, the output will be the unique signal shifted

measurement pattern of P . Note that Algorithm 1 works almost like a directed graph

traversal, where there is a directed edge from vertex i to k if and only if there exists

the command Zsik in the measurement pattern. The only difference from a classical

directed graph traversal is that we allow visiting of a vertex more than once. Hence

we will traverse through every different path in the graph. However we do that exactly

once.

7.2 Constructing the SSF

As mentioned before, the evenness of the number of Z-paths can be used to determine

if a signal is added to a correction command. If an open graph has a flow, the oddness

of ζi(j) can be found as described in the following lemma.

Lemma 7.2. For every two vertices i and j in an open graph (G, I,O) with flow (f,≺f )

ζi(j) mod 2 = |{k ∈ NZ(j) | ζi(k) = 1 mod 2}| mod 2, (7.7)
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i.e. the oddness of ζi(j) depends only on the number of vertices in the Z-dependency

neighbourhood which have an odd number of Z-paths from i.

Proof. ζi(j) mod n can be written as

ζi(j) mod 2 =


 ∑

k∈NZ(j)

ζi(k)


 mod 2

=
∑

k∈NZ(j)

(ζi(k) mod 2) mod 2 (7.8)

=
∑

{k∈NZ(j)|ζi(k) mod 2=1}

(ζi(k) mod 2) mod 2

= |{k ∈ NZ(j) | ζi(k) mod 2 = 1}| mod 2.

All these notions will allow us to define the structure of the pattern after signal shifting

is performed.

Proposition 7.3. Given a flow (f,≺f ) on an open graph (G, I,O), let s be a function

from OC 7→ P I
C

such that j ∈ s(i) if and only if ζi(f
−1(j)) mod 2 = 1. Also define

Ls to be a layering function from V (G) into a natural number:

Ls(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ O, (7.9)

Ls(i) = max
j∈s(i)

(Ls(j) + 1) ∀i /∈ O. (7.10)

Define the strict partial order ≺s with:

i ≺s j ⇔ Ls(i) > Ls(j). (7.11)

Then, the application of signal shifting Rules 7.1 - 7.4 over a measurement pattern with

flow (f,≺f ) will lead to the following pattern:

P =
∏

j∈O,i∈IC
Z
siζi(j) mod 2
j

≺s∏

i∈OC

(
Xsi
s(i)M

αi
i

)
EGNIC . (7.12)

Proof. The proof is divided into three parts. First we will show that signal shifting

creates exactly the commands comprising the pattern shown in equation 7.12. These

commands do not have to be in the same order as in equation 7.12. We proceed by

showing that the layering function Ls is defined for every i ∈ V (G). Lastly, we need to
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prove that using the partial order ≺s derived from Ls for ordering the commands as in

equation 7.12 gives a valid measurement pattern.

Note that the preparation commands (NC
I ), entanglement commands (EG) and

measurement commands (Mαi
i ) are the same for equations 6.9 and 7.12. Because signal

shifting would not change these commands (Rules 7.1 - 7.3) these are as required for a

signal shifted pattern. Hence we need only to consider the correction commands.

We will look at the correction commands that would appear in a signal shifted pattern.

We do this by examining the signal shifting algorithm (Algorithm 1). As mentioned

before, the algorithm works as a directed graph traversal, in a way that every distinct

path is traversed. As seen in the algorithm every Zsik correction acting on a non-output

qubit is removed from the pattern. This is in accordance with the proposed pattern in

equation 7.12. Let us examine which new corrections are created.

The number of newly created Xsi
j depends on the number of times we enter the first

loop with command Zsi
f−1(j)

. As the algorithm is a directed graph traversal algorithm,

this happens as many times as there are different paths over the Z-dependency graph

from i to f−1(j). Because the same two Xsi
l corrections cancel each other, a new X-

correction appears in a signal shifted pattern only if ζi(f
−1(j)) mod 2 = 1. We also

note that no new Xsi
f(i) correction is created since there exists no Z-path between i and

f−1(f(i)). On the other hand Algorithm 1 leaves the already existing X- corrections

unchanged and moreover since we have defined ζi(i) = 1, we have f(i) ∈ s(i). This

implies that the set s(i) does indeed contain all the vertices that have an X-correction

depending on si after signal shifting is performed.

The number of newly created Z-corrections on an output vertex j depending on a vertex

i appearing in the signal shifted pattern is equal to the number of different paths from

i to j. The difference with non-output qubits is that these will not be removed through

the process of signal shifting. As with X-corrections, two Z-correction commands on

the same qubit will cancel each other out and hence the existence of a Zsij in the final

pattern depends on the parity of the number of paths from i to j. This can be written

in short as

Z
siζi(j) mod 2
j . (7.13)

Hence the measurement pattern in equation 7.12 has exactly the same commands as

the signal shifted pattern in equation 6.9.

Another thing we need to prove is that the layering function Ls is defined for every

i ∈ V (G). As proven above, the X-corrections depending on the measurement of
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qubit v correspond to the set s(v). Hence we can interpret the definition of Ls(v) as

finding the maximum value of Ls for every vertex that has an X-correction from v and

adding 1 to it. The recursive definition of Ls(v) is well defined, if for every non-output

qubit we can find a path over X-corrections ending at an output qubit. We know that

signal shifting of a valid pattern creates another valid pattern. This implies that the

X-corrections cannot create a cyclic dependency structure and hence every path over

the X-corrections has an endpoint. Moreover such a path cannot end on a non-output

qubit k since f(k) ∈ s(k) and one could always extend that path with f(k). Therefore

Ls(v) is well defined.

Finally, it is easy to show that the partial order ≺s as used in equation 7.12 gives a

valid ordering of the commands. Every vertex j that has an X-correction depending

on the measurement of qubit i has a smaller Ls number and hence i ≺s j. This

way no X-correction command acts on an already measured qubit and because the

Z-corrections are applied only on output qubits, the correction ordering is valid. Every

other command is applied before the measurement command and hence the pattern in

equation 7.12 is a valid measurement pattern.

Given an open graph with a flow, we refer to the construction of the above proposition

as its corresponding signal shifted flow (SSF). Before stating the first major result of

this part, it is necessary to highlight the following property of SSF. The usefulness of

this property will manifest itself in later sections.

Corollary 7.1. If (G, I,O) is an open graph with flow (f,≺f ) and SSF (s,≺s) then

for every vertex i and j such that f(j) ∈ s(i) \ {f(i)}, we can find another vertex k,

such that f(k) ∈ s(i) ∩N(j).

Proof. If f(j) ∈ s(i), then from the Proposition 7.3 of SSF we can conclude that

ζi(j) mod 2 = 1. We know that j 6= i from the assumptions. Lemma 7.2 says that

there must exist at least one other vertex k from which j has a Z-correction, such

that ζi(k) mod 2 = 1. The flow definition says that j must therefore be a neighbour

of f(k). Definition 7.3 of SSF states that f(k) must therefore be in s(i), hence f(k) ∈
s(i) ∩N(j).

7.3 SSF and gflow

As mentioned before, gflow is a sufficient and necessary condition for determinism while

flow is only a sufficient condition. At first it seems that the simple local rewriting rules
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of signal shifting could not upgrade a flow to the more powerful gflow construction.

Indeed the proof of this statement is not trivial either and is based on discovering

various properties of flow of information in an SSF pattern.

Theorem 7.1. Given any open graph (G, I,O) with flow (f,≺f ), the corresponding

signal shifted flow (s,≺s) is a gflow.

The proof is based on the following lemmas, demonstrating that s is a gflow by satisfying

all the properties of Definition 6.3. The first property (G1) of gflow is satisfied by SFF

implicitly from Definition 7.3, i.e. for every i ∈ V (G) it holds that i ≺s j if j ∈ s(i).
Consider the second gflow property (G2), i.e. if j ∈ Odd(s(i)) then j = i or i ≺s j.
We will prove an even stronger property for the SSF, namely that every vertex with an

odd number of connections to s(i) has to be either i itself or an output qubit.

Lemma 7.3. If (s,≺s) is an SSF then every non-output vertex v 6= i connected to s(i)

has an even number of connections to s(i), i.e.

∀v ∈ N(s(i)) \O ∧ v 6= i ⇒ v /∈ Odd(s(i)). (7.14)

Proof. Let v 6= i be a vertex connected to s(i), we show that the following two sets

have the same number of elements.

{k ∈ NZ(v) | ζi(k) mod 2 = 1} and s(i) ∩N(v) \ {f(v)}. (7.15)

For every j ∈ s(i) ∩N(v) \ {f(v)}, we prove f−1(j) is the unique element in

{k ∈ NZ(v) | ζi(k) mod 2 = 1}. (7.16)

Because j ∈ s(i), from Proposition 7.3 there must exist f−1(j). Also, since j ∈ N(v)

therefore v ∈ N(j) = N(f(f−1(j))). Moreover since j 6= f(v), Corollary 6.1 implies

the existence of a Z-correction from f−1(j) to v, i.e. f−1(j) ∈ NZ(v). Proposition 7.3

says that because j ∈ s(i), it must hold that ζi(f
−1(j)) mod 2 = 1. Therefore f−1(j) ∈

{k ∈ NZ(v) | ζi(k) mod 2 = 1}.

On the other hand, for every vertex u ∈ {k ∈ NZ(v) | ζi(k) mod 2 = 1}, as ζi(u)mod

= 1 then from Proposition 7.3 we have f(u) ∈ s(i). Also f(u) ∈ N(v) because of

Corollary 6.1 and finally, f(u) 6= f(v) because v cannot have a Z-correction from itself,

i.e. v /∈ NZ . Hence it holds that f(u) ∈ s(i) ∩N(v) \ {f(v)} and

|s(i) ∩N(v) \ {f(v)}| = |{k ∈ NZ(v) | ζi(k)mod = 1}|. (7.17)
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According to Lemma 7.2 ζi(v) mod 2 = |{k ∈ NZ(v) | ζi(k) mod 2 = 1}| mod 2. If

ζi(v) mod 2 = 0, then s(i) ∩ N(v) \ {f(v)} must have an even number of elements.

Proposition 7.3 says that f(v) cannot be in s(i) and therefore v can have only even

number of connections to s(i). If ζi(v) mod = 1, then we know that s(i)∩N(v)\{f(v)}
must have an odd number of elements. If f(v) exists, it must be in s(i) because of

Proposition 7.3. In the case of f(v) ∈ s(i), we can conclude that |s(i)∩N(v)| mod 2 = 0

and v has an even number of connections to s(i). On the other hand if f(v) does not

exist, v has to be an output qubit because the flow function f is defined for every

non-output vertex. The only possibility of k having odd many connections to s(i) is

therefore if k is an output vertex, which proves the lemma.

The next lemma directly proves that an SSF also satisfies the last gflow property (G3)

which states that i ∈ Odd(s(i)).

Lemma 7.4. If (s,≺s) is an SSF, then for every i ∈ OC it holds that i ∈ Odd(s(i)).

Proof. First we show that, performing signal shifting creates new X-corrections only

between unconnected vertices. Recall that signal shifting creates a new X-correction

between vertices i and j if and only if there exists a Z-path from i to f−1(j) and an X

correction from f−1(j) to j, therefore from the Flow definition we have:

i ≺f f−1(j) ≺f j. (7.18)

Let us assume that there exists an edge between i and j. According to the Flow

definition

i ∈ N(j)

j = f(f−1(j))

}
⇒ i ∈ N(f(f−1(j))) ⇒ f−1(j) ≺f i. (7.19)

This contradicts the partial order i ≺f f−1(j) ≺f j of the Flow (f,≺f ) and therefore

there cannot be an edge between vertices i and j.

Next we claim that there is exactly one edge between i and s(i). According to

Definition 7.3 of SSF, the set s(i) consists only of the vertex f(i) and the vertices

to which signal shifting created a new X dependency from i. We showed that signal

shifting does not create X dependencies between connected edges. Hence, f(i) is the

only vertex in s(i) that can be connected to i, and there must be an edge between i

and f(i) because of the flow property (F3) (i ∈ N(f(i))).
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Proof of Theorem 7.1

Proof. To obtain the proof of Theorem 7.1, we note that the definition of SSF implies

the gflow property (G1). Lemma 7.3 implies that every SSF satisfies the gflow condition

(G2). As the third and last gflow condition is satisfied by SSF according to Lemma 7.4,

SSF is indeed a gflow and Theorem 7.1 holds.

The above theorem for the first time presents a structural link between two seemingly

different approach for parallelisation, gflow and signal shifting, for patterns with flow.

The next section explores further links between SSF and gflow, showing the usefulness

of SSF in parallelisation. We conclude with a simple corollary showing that SSF is in

fact a special case of focused flow.

Corollary 7.2. Given any open graph (G, I,O) with flow (f,≺f ) and corresponding

signal shifted flow (s,≺s) the function s is a focused flow.

Proof. For (s,≺s) to be a focused gflow, s must satisfy the two properties (FG1) and

(FG2) in Definition 6.7. First, it is clear from Proposition 7.3 that the transitive

closure of the relation {(i, j) s.t. j ∈ g(i)} is a strict partial order over V (G) and hence

property (FG1) is satisfied. Second, Lemma 7.3 proves that Odd(s(i)) ∩ OC \ {i} = ∅
and Lemma 7.4 states that i ∈ Odd(s(i)). Combining these two lemmas creates exactly

the second focused flow property (FG2) ∀i ∈ OC , Odd(s(i)) = {i}.

Note that although SSF is a focused flow, a focused flow does not always have to be a

SSF. Focused flow exists for every open graph with gflow, whereas a SSF by definition

exists only for open graphs with flow.

7.4 Properties of SSF

The notions of influencing walks and partial influencing walks on open graphs with flow

was introduced in [10] to describe the set of all vertices that a measurement depends

on. An influencing walk starts with an input and ends with an output vertex, a partial

influencing walk starts with an input vertex but can end with a non-output vertex. We

will use a modified definition of influencing walks that can start from any non-output

vertex i and end at any vertex j ∈ s(i) and call it a stepwise influencing path. This

will allow us to conveniently explore the dependency structure of a pattern with SSF.
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Definition 7.3. Let (s,≺s) be an SSF that is obtained from a flow (f,≺f ) of an open

graph (G, I,O) and vertices i and j in V (G) such that j ∈ s(i). We say that a path

between vertices i and j is an stepwise influencing path, noted as ℘i(j), iff

• The path is over the edges of G.

• The first two elements on the path are i and f(i).

• Every even-placed vertex k on the path ℘i(j), starting from f(i), is in s(i).

• Every odd-placed vertex on the path ℘i(j) is the unique vertex f−1(k) of some

k ∈ s(i) such that k is the next vertex on the path ℘i(j).

It is easy to see that every second edge, in particular the edges between f−1(k) and

k ∈ s(i), in the stepwise influencing path is a flow edge. Hence the path contains no

consecutive non-flow edges. If we restrict the first vertices of the stepwise influencing

path to be input vertices, the stepwise influencing path would be a partial influencing

path, but not vice versa. Stepwise influencing paths are useful because of their

appearance in the SSF as proven by the following lemma.

Lemma 7.5. Let (s,≺s) be an SSF obtained from a flow (f,≺f ) of an open graph

(G, I,O) and vertices i and j in V (G) such that j ∈ s(i). Then there always exists a

stepwise influencing path ℘i(j).

Proof. We start by constructing such a path backward from j to i. We select j and

f−1(j) as the last two vertices on the path and apply Corollary 7.1 to find the vertices

on the path, until we reach i. The formation of cycles is impossible, as this would imply

a cyclic dependency structure, impossible for a flow. We have to reach i as the set of

vertices we choose from is finite.

Note that there might be more than one stepwise influencing path from i to j. We

conclude the section about influencing paths with the following two lemmas which will

be used to prove the optimality of SSF. First, the structure of stepwise influencing

paths imposes a strict restriction on the way a vertex on the stepwise influencing path

can be connected.

Lemma 7.6. Let ℘i(j) be a stepwise influencing path from i to j in an open graph

(G, I,O) with flow (f,≺f ) and corresponding SSF (s,≺s). Then f−1(j) is the only

odd-placed vertex in ℘i(j) that j is connected to.

Proof. According to the definition of stepwise influencing path, for every three

consecutive vertices v1, v2, v3 in ℘i(j) such that v1 and v3 are odd-placed we have
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7.4. Properties of SSF

that v2 = f(v1) and v3 ∈ N(v2) = N(f(v1)). According to Corollary 6.1 there must

exist a Z-correction from v1 to v3. Therefore the odd-placed vertices in ℘i(j) are on

a Z-path from i to f−1(j) and obviously from every odd-placed vertex in ℘i(j) there

exists a Z-path to f−1(j). Lemma 7.1 says that j cannot be connected to any of the

odd-placed vertices in ℘i(j).

The previous lemma shows, that the stepwise influencing paths can be used to describe

some properties of the connectivity in open graphs with SSF. The next lemma

(illustrated in Figure 7.3) will explain how a stepwise influencing path can be extended.

Lemma 7.7. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with flow (f,≺f ) and corresponding SSF

(s,≺s) and let i and j be two non-output vertices of the open graph such that f(j) ∈ s(i).
If v ∈ N(j) ∩ s(i) \ {f(j)} then every stepwise influencing path ℘i(v) can be extended

by the vertices j and f(j) to create another stepwise influencing path ℘i(f(j)).

Proof. Adding j and f(j) to ℘i(v) satisfies the conditions for stepwise influencing paths.

There exists an edge between vertices j and v and vertices j and f(j), hence it is a valid

path. Moreover, f(j) ∈ s(i) would be an even-placed vertex on the extended path, and

j would be the unique oddly-placed vertex with f(j) ∈ s(i).

s(i)

i f(i)

v

j f(j)

initial stepwise
influencing path

extending the stepwise
influencing path

Figure 7.3: Extending a stepwise influencing path ending at vertex v according to Lemma 7.7.
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Chapter 8

Computational Depth of SSF

Given an MBQC pattern with gflow, finding the maximally delayed gflow of its

underlying graph could potentially further reduce the depth of the computation [9].

A natural question that arises is how SSF is linked with the optimal gflow. In this

section, we prove that if the input and output sizes of the pattern are equal, then SSF

is indeed the optimal gflow. Hence we can conclude the most optimal parallelisation

that one could obtain via translation of a quantum circuit into an MBQC pattern is

achieved by the simple rewriting rules of SSF. This will also lead to a more efficient

algorithm than the one presented in [9] for finding the maximally delayed gflow of a

graph as we discuss later.

Theorem 8.1. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with flow (f,≺f ) such that |I| = |O|. Let

(s,≺s) be the SSF obtained from (f,≺f ). Then (s,≺s) is the optimal gflow of (G, I,O).

The proof of the theorem is rather long, an outline is presented below. A general

reader could omit the next subsections, however various novel constructions have been

introduced in the proof that could be explored for other MBQC results and hence could

be valuable for an MBQC expert. In Section 8.1 we show that the penultimate layers

of an optimal gflow and an SSF of an open graph where |I| = |O|, are equal. Next

we introduce the concept of a reduced open graph in Section 8.2. We prove two key

properties of the optimal gflow and SSF of the reduced open graph. This highlights

the recursive structures of the gflow and SSF leading to the possibility of extending

these notions to new domains1. In Section 8.3 we put the pieces together, by showing

that the previous properties imply that reduced gflow (implicitly also optimal gflow

and SSF) layers are equal to the original gflow layers from layer 1 onward. This allows

1For example, the authors are currently exploring this structure to define the concept of partial
flow, for patterns with no deterministic computation.
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8.1. The last two layers

us to construct a recursive proof for Theorem 8.1, which we present in Section 8.4.

8.1 The last two layers

The equality of the last layers of an SSF and maximally delayed gflow follows from

Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 7.3 — the last layer of a maximally delayed gflow and an

SSF is always the set of output vertices. To prove Theorem 8.1 we need to show that

the penultimate layers of SSF and maximally delayed gflow have the same size. One

might think that because the penultimate layer of a gflow contains all the vertices that

can be corrected by the vertices in the output layer, surely when |I| = |O| = n the

number of elements in the penultimate layer would also be n. If that would be true

we could omit the proofs in this section and skip to section 8.2, but this is not the

case as demonstrated in Figure 8.1. To prove that the penultimate layers of SSF and

maximally delayed gflow are equal we need the following properties of open graphs with

SSF. An illustration of the property proven in the first of the two lemmas is shown in

Figure 8.2.

Lemma 8.1. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with flow (f,≺f ) and corresponding SSF

(s,≺s). If i ∈ OC then for every strict subset S of s(i) containing f(i) there must exist

a non-output vertex v that is oddly connected to S such that f(v) ∈ s(i) \ S, i.e.

∀i ∈ OC ∀S ⊂ s(i) s.t. f(i) ∈ S ∃v ∈ Odd(S) s.t. f(v) ∈ s(i) \ S. (8.1)

Proof. If s(i) = {f(i)} the lemma holds trivially, as there does not exist any nonempty

strict subsets of s(i). Consider the case where s(i) contains more than one element and

S is a strict subset of s(i). Then we select any vertex j /∈ S from s(i) and look at the

stepwise influencing paths from i to j. Note that there might be more than one such

path. We move backwards from j towards i over the stepwise influencing paths in the

following way:

Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer4Layer 1

Figure 8.1: An example of a gflow where |I| = |O| and the penultimate layer has less element
than the last one.
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s(i)

S

i f(i)

v f(v)

Odd many connections

Figure 8.2: For every strict subset S of s(i) containing f(i) we can find a vertex v in the odd
neighbourhood of S such that f(v) is not contained in S. This is proven in Lemma 8.1.

1. Move by two vertices

1.1 If possible, choose any stepwise influencing path where the previous even-

placed element is not in S and move to that element.

1.2 If the previous even-placed elements in all the stepwise influencing paths

from i to j are in S, then stop.

2. Repeat step 1.

Let u be the vertex to where we moved using the above process, u has to exist because

of the way we initially selected j. There are a couple of other observations that we can

make about u. First, u ∈ s(i) \ S, because of the selection of j and the way we moved

on the paths. Second, u cannot be the first even placed vertex on a stepwise influencing

path from i to u because the first element is f(i) ∈ S (according to Definition 7.3).

Third, for every stepwise influencing path ending in u, the previous even-placed vertex

has to be in S as otherwise we could have moved one more step towards i.

Considering the previous three observations we can show that the vertex v = f−1(u)

must be oddly connected to S. We begin by noting that v cannot be connected to any

vertex k ∈ s(i) \ (S ∪ {f(v)}). Otherwise, according to Lemma 7.7, we could extend

any stepwise influencing path ending at k with v and f(v). Hence k /∈ S ∪ {f(v)}
would then be an even-placed vertex on a stepwise influencing path from i to f(v). In

particular, k would be the second to last even-placed vertex on a stepwise influencing

path from i to f(v) = u Every such vertex, except f(v) itself, is in S as mentioned

before. Because, according to Lemma 7.3, v has to be evenly connected to s(i), it has

to be oddly connected to S and Lemma 8.1 holds.

Next we need to show that every non-input vertex i has a corresponding unique vertex

f−1(i), this is only true for those graphs with |I| = |O|.
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8.1. The last two layers

Lemma 8.2. If (f,≺f ) is a flow on an open graph (G,I,O), then |I| = |O| if and only

if for every j ∈ IC there exists f−1(j).

Proof. First, if |I| = |O| then also |IC | = |OC |. The flow definition uniquely defines f(i)

for every i ∈ OC and therefore f−1(j) is uniquely defined for some, but not necessarily

for all, vertices j ∈ IC . The number of vertices for which f is defined must equal the

number of vertices for which f−1 is defined and because |IC | = |OC |, f−1 must be

defined for every element in IC .

Second, Let us consider the case when for every j ∈ IC there exists f−1(j). The number

of elements for which f−1 is defined equals the number of elements f is defined for. f

is by Definition 6.2 defined for every element in OC . Hence |IC | = |OC | which implies

that |I| = |O|.

Note that the above requirement, i.e. the existence of f−1(i), is the only reason why

our proof of Theorem 8.1 fails if |I| 6= |O|. We conjecture that by padding the input

with necessary ancilla qubits without changing the underlying computation we could

extend the above theorem to the general graphs. However the proof of such result is

outside of the scope of this thesis and not relevant for the optimisation of quantum

circuit.

Note that because of Definition 6.6 if a gflow is not optimal, its penultimate layer has to

either be equal to the penultimate layer of the optimal gflow or there exists a vertex in

the penultimate layer of optimal gflow that is not included in the penultimate layer of

the other gflow. In the proof of the main result we assume that the penultimate layers

are not equal, hence we could choose a vertex with particular properties (described in

the next two lemmas) to derive a contradiction.

i

V
�g

0 = O = V �s
0

V
�g

1 V �s
1

Figure 8.3: The initial conditions
required for Lemma 8.3.

Og(i)

s(i)

f(i)

i b0

f(b0) odd  number
of connections

Figure 8.4: The final conditions proved
in Lemma 8.3.

Lemma 8.3. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph where |I| = |O| with flow (f,≺f ),

corresponding SSF (s,≺s) and a gflow (g,≺g) such that V
≺g
0 = O. Assume there

exists a vertex i ∈ V ≺g1 \ V ≺s1 , then
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8.1. The last two layers

• g(i) ⊆ O,

• g(i) ∩ s(i) ⊂ s(i),

• f(i) ∈ g(i),

and there exists a vertex b0 such that

• b0 ∈ Odd(g(i) ∩ s(i)),

• f(b0) ∈ s(i) \ g(i).

Proof. Because i is in V
≺g
1 the set g(i) must be a subset of V

≺g
0 = O according to

Definition 6.4. Proposition 7.3 implies that V ≺s0 = O. This and the fact that i /∈ V ≺s1

implies that s(i) is not a subset of the output vertices O = V ≺s0 . Therefore there

must exist a non-output vertex in s(i) and, because g(i) ⊆ O, this vertex cannot be

contained in g(i). Thus the intersection of s(i) and g(i) cannot be equal to s(i) and

g(i) ∩ s(i) ⊂ s(i).

We now show that f(i) ∈ g(i). Let us assume that f(i) /∈ g(i), and choose a vertex

a1 ∈ g(i) connected to i, such a vertex has to exist because the gflow definition says

that i is oddly connected to g(i). As a1 ∈ g(i) then by the gflow definition a1 cannot be

an input qubit. According to Lemma 8.2, there must exist a vertex f−1(a1) to which

a1 is connected to. By the definition of flow, f−1(a1) cannot be an output vertex and

thus is not in layer V
≺g
0 . As g(i) ⊆ O this also means f−1(a1) /∈ g(i). On the other

hand f−1(a1) is connected to a1 ∈ g(i). Because i ∈ V ≺g1 and f−1(a1) /∈ V ≺g0 we know

from Definition 6.4 that i 6≺g f−1(a1). As f−1(a1) is connected to g(i) we can conclude

from the gflow definition that f−1(a1) has to be evenly connected to g(i) and therefore

has at least one more connection to a vertex a2 ∈ g(i).

Using the same argument for a2 as for a1 we can say that there must exist f−1(a2) /∈ g(i)

to which a2 is connected to. Let us assume that f−1(a2) is not connected to a1. This

means it has only one connection to the set A2 = {a1, a2} ⊆ g(i) and is therefore

oddly connected to it. We can continue this procedure of selecting vertices from g(i)

until we select a vertex an such that f−1(an) is connected to at least one vertex aj

in An−1 = {a1, . . . an−1} ⊆ g(i). If this happens we can no longer say with certainty

that f−1(an) is oddly connected to An ⊆ g(i), which means we cannot select any more

elements from g(i) using this method. Because (G, I,O) is a finite open graph we must

find this an in finite number of steps.
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We created the set An in such a way that:

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} f−1(aj) ∈ N(aj+1) = N(f(f−1(aj+1))) (8.2)

Hence we have a Z-correction from every f−1(aj+1) to f−1(aj) and thus there exists a

Z-path from f−1(an) to every f−1(aj) such that aj ∈ An−1 and, because of Lemma 7.5,

f−1(an) cannot be connected to any vertex in An−1. This leads to a contradiction with

the assumption that it is connected to at least one vertex in An−1. Therefore our initial

assumption that f(i) /∈ g(i) must be false and g(i) must contain f(i).

From the definition of SSF we have that f(i) ∈ s(i) and therefore also f(i) ∈ g(i)∩s(i).
Now we know that g(i) ∩ s(i) is a strict subset of s(i) containing f(i); the existence of

b0 follows from Lemma 8.1.

Now we prove that if we have a vertex with the same properties as b0 in Lemma 8.3

and a (possibly empty) subset A of vertices with particular properties (which will be

defined in the next lemma) we can always increase the size of A and find another vertex

with properties of b0. This would imply the possibility of increasing the size of A to

infinity and will give us the contradiction we need.

Lemma 8.4. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph where |I| = |O| with flow (f,≺f ),

corresponding SSF (s,≺s) and a gflow (g,≺g). If we have a vertex i in the open graph

such that

• g(i) ⊆ O,

• g(i) ∩ s(i) ⊂ s(i),

• f(i) ∈ g(i),

and if we have a subset A ⊆ g(i) and another vertex b0 such that

• b0 ∈ Odd(g(i) ∩ s(i)),

• f(b0) ∈ s(i) \ g(i),

• ∀j ∈ A ∃ b0
Z−→ f−1(j),

then there exists another vertex co and a non empty set B ⊆ g(i) such that

• B 6= ∅,

• B ∩A = ∅,

• c0 ∈ Odd(g(i) ∩ s(i)),
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8.1. The last two layers

• f(c0) ∈ s(i) \ g(i),

• ∀j ∈ A ∪B ∃ c0
Z−→ f−1(j).

Proof. The proof consists of three steps: we start by constructing the set B; we proceed

with finding the vertex c0; and finally we prove that c0 has the required properties.

Define S = g(i) ∩ s(i), since f(b0) exists hence b0 cannot be an output vertex. Also

since g(i) ⊆ O therefore b0 is not in g(i). As b0 /∈ O = V
≺g
0 and g(i) ⊆ O we can

conclude from Definition 6.4 that i ∈ V
≺g
1 and i 6≺g b0. Therefore according to the

gflow definition, b0 must be in the even neighbourhood of g(i). We also know from

the initial conditions of this lemma that b0 is in the odd neighbourhood of g(i) ∩ s(i).
Thus there has to exist a vertex v1 in g(i) to which b0 is connected to, but which is not

included in g(i) ∩ s(i), i.e. v1 ∈ g(i) \ s(i). As g : OC → P I
C

, v1 ∈ g(i) cannot be an

input qubit and because f−1 exists for every non-input qubit according to Lemma 8.2,

there must exist a vertex f−1(v1) = b1. It is also important for the later part of the

proof to note that f(b1) = v1 /∈ A. This is due to Lemma 7.1, which implies that b0

cannot be connected to any vertex in A.

Define B0 = S and consider the case when b1 is evenly connected to B0. Remember

that the flow property (F3) says that there is always an edge between b1 and f(b1).

This means that b1 is oddly connected to B1 = {f(b1)} ∪ B0 which is a subset of

g(i). But again because of the gflow property (G2) we have that b1 must be evenly

connected to g(i). Thus there must exist another vertex b2 such that b1 is connected

to f(b2) ∈ g(i) \ B1, otherwise b1 could not be in the even neighbourhood of g(i). If

b2 is evenly connected to B1, it must be oddly connected to B2 = {f(b2)} ∪ B1 which

is again a subset of g(i). If b2 is oddly connected to B2 there must exist a vertex b3

such that b3 is connected to f(b3) ∈ g(i) \ B2, otherwise b2 could not be in the even

neighbourhood of g(i). We can continue this scheme until we get to vertex bn that is

oddly connected to Bn−1. As Bn = {f(bn)} ∪ Bn−1 and there exists an edge between

bn and f(bn) we get that bn must be evenly connected to Bn. Such vertex bn must

exist, otherwise we could continue selecting elements from g(i) infinitely, but (G, I,O)

is a finite open graph. We select B = Bn \S. Recall that f(b1) must exist, therefore B

must have at least on element.

Next we show bn is oddly connected to S. We note that we have the following:

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} bj ∈ N(f(bj)) ∧ bj−1 ∈ N(f(bj)). (8.3)

Corollary 6.1 implies that for every j > 0 there exists a Z-correction from bj to bj−1.

Thus we have a Z-path from bn to every other bj where j < n, hence from Lemma 7.1 we
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conclude bn cannot be connected to any vertex f(bj) ∈ Bn−1 where j < n. The number

of edges that connect the vertices in Bn−1 to vertex bn has to be the same as the number

of edges between vertices of S and bn, because Bn−1 = {f(b1), f(b2), . . . , f(bn−1)} ∪ S.

As bn was oddly connected to Bn−1, it must also be oddly connected to S. Note that

however bn does not have the required properties for c0, but will be used to find such

a vertex.

The gflow definition says that bn must be evenly connected to s(i). It is also oddly

connected to s(i) ∩ g(i) hence there must exist a vertex c ∈ s(i) \ g(i) to which bn is

connected to. According to Lemma 7.5 there exists a stepwise influencing path ℘i(c)

and due to Definition 7.3, f(i) has to be on on this path. Therefore there exists at least

one element in ℘i(c) that is in S. Let f(a0) be the last element of the path ℘i(c) in S.

Define a1 to be the vertex in ℘i(c) that comes after f(a0). We know that a1 has odd

many Z-paths from i because Definition 7.3 implies that f(a1) ∈ s(i). If a1 is already

oddly connected to S, then we are done and a1 = c0. If a1 is evenly connected to

S ⊂ s(i), then we know that it must be oddly connected to S ∪ {f(a1)} ⊆ s(i). There

must exist another vertex f(a2) ∈ s(i) \ (S ∪ {f(a1)}) to which a1 is connected to for

it to be evenly connected to s(i) as is required by Lemma 7.3. Because f(a2) ∈ s(i)
we know there exists a stepwise influencing path ℘i(f(a2)) (Lemma 7.5) and we can

extend that path by a1 and f(a1) as was proven in Lemma 7.7. We move backward

on this path and find the element a2. If a2 is oddly connected to S, we are done and

set c0 = a2. Otherwise we can continue as was the case for a1 until we find an element

am that is oddly connected to S. This element must exist since graph is finite and the

Z corrections do not create any loops. We select c0 = am. Note that am cannot be i

because f(i) ∈ S = s(i) ∩ g(i) but f(am) /∈ g(i).

There is a Z-path from am = c0 to a1 (we moved backwards along this path to find

am) and from a1 to bn because of the way we selected a1. There also exists a Z-path

from bn to every other bj such that 0 ≤ j < n, thus am will also have a Z-path to every

bj in {b1, b2, . . . , bn}. Moreover, because:

am
Z−→ bn ∧ bn

Z−→ b0 ∧ ∀j ∈ A b0
Z−→ f−1(j) ⇒

⇒ ∀j ∈ A am
Z−→ f−1(j). (8.4)

This completes the proof.

Finally we could put together Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4.

Lemma 8.5 (Equality of the penultimate SSF and optimal gflow layer). Let
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(G, I,O) be an open graph with flow (f,≺f ), corresponding SSF (s,≺s) and optimal

gflow (g,≺g) such that |I| = |O|. Then V ≺s1 = V
≺g
1 .

Proof. Assume V ≺s1 6= V
≺g
1 we show how we can choose infinitely many different vertices

from V (G). Due to Definition 6.6 we have |V ≺s1 | ≤ |V
≺g
1 | and since V ≺s1 6= V

≺g
1 hence

trivially V
≺g
1 6⊂ V ≺s1 and there must exist a vertex i in V

≺g
1 \V ≺s1 . Then from Lemma 6.2

we have V 0
g = O and using Lemma 8.3 we obtain the following:

• g(i) ⊆ O,

• f(i) ∈ g(i),

• g(i) ∩ s(i) ⊂ s(i),

and that there exists another vertex b0 such that

• b0 ∈ Odd(g(i) ∩ s(i)),

• f(b0) ∈ s(i) \ g(i).

These constraints together with an empty set A allow us to apply Lemma 8.4.

Lemma 8.4 is constructed in such a way that whenever we can apply it to a (possibly

empty) set A, it proves the existence of another set B such that that |A| < |A ∪ B|
and Lemma 8.4 is applicable to the new set A ∪ B. Thus it is possible to apply

Lemma 8.4 infinitely many times and construct a subset of V (G) containing infinitely

many vertices. This leads to a contradiction as G is a finite graph.

8.2 Reducing the open graph

The equality of penultimate layers of SSF and gflow might suggest that one could prove

the equality of other layers simply by removing the last layer from the open graph and

reapply the lemmas from the last section. However this would fail as the vertices in

any layers can also use the output vertices in their correcting sets. Therefore we need

to be careful which vertices we remove such that the reduced graph still have a gflow.

Definition 8.1. If (G, I,O) is an open graph with flow (f,≺f ) and corresponding SSF

(s,≺s) then we call the open graph (G′, I, O′) a reduced open graph according to (s,≺s),
where

• R = {v ∈ O | f−1(v) ∈ V ≺s1 } is the set of removed vertices;

• G′ = (V ′, E′) where

V ′ = V \R,
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8.2. Reducing the open graph

E′ = E \ (V ×R);

• O′ = (V ≺s1 ∪O) \R.

We will omit “according to . . . ” and call (G′, I, O′) just reduced open graph when it

is clear from the text which SSF is used for constructing it. An example of a reduced

open graph is shown in Figure 8.5

OTHER O

i f(i)
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j f(j)
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b

c

f(k)

OTHER O' R

i f(i)
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j f(j)

I

a

b

c

f(k)

open graph (G, I, O) reduced open graph (G', I, O')

V �s
1

Figure 8.5: An example of an SSF reduced open graph (right) together with the original open
graph (left).

As we saw in the previous section, we needed the fact that |I| = |O| to be able to prove

that the penultimate layers of SSF and optimal gflow are equal. If we want to apply

the same lemmas to the new reduced open graph, we need to guarantee that if we start

with a graph where input size equals output size, the same holds for the reduced open

graph.

Lemma 8.6. Let (G′, I, O′) be a reduced open graph of the open graph (G, I,O), then

|O| = |O′|.

Proof. Let R be the set of vertices removed from G, then for every vertex i ∈ V ≺s1

we have a corresponding unique vertex f(i) in R since Proposition 7.3 implies that

s(i) ⊆ O and f(i) ∈ s(i). On the other hand, for every vertex in R there exists a

corresponding vertex in V ≺s1 from the definition of R. Therefore for every vertex v ∈ R
that we remove from O when constructing O′ = (V ≺s1 ∪O) \R we add another vertex

f−1(v) ∈ V ≺s1 and it must hold that |O| = |O′|.

The next lemma is used later to construct a gflow of the reduced open graph from the

gflow of the original open graph.

Lemma 8.7. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph and A and B two sets in O such that

Odd(B) ∩OC = ∅. Then Odd((A ∪B) \ (A ∩B)) ∩OC = Odd(A) ∩OC .
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v

A B

odd odd odd
v

A B

even even even
v

A B

odd even even
v

A B

even odd odd
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Figure 8.6: The four possibilities for a vertex v ∈ OC to be connected connected to the sets
A and B. The vertex v can be either oddly (a) or evenly (b) connected the sets A \ B, B \ A
and A ∩B; oddly connected to A \B and evenly to B \A and A ∩B (c); or evenly connected
to A \B and oddly to B \A and A ∩B (d).

Proof. There are altogether four different possibilities for a vertex v ∈ OC to be

connected to the sets A and B satisfying Odd(B) ∩OC = ∅ as shown in Figure 8.6:

v ∈ Even(A) ∩Odd(A \B)⇒ v ∈ Odd(A ∩B)⇒ v ∈ Odd(B \A)⇒
⇒ v ∈ Even((A \B) ∪ (B \A)), (8.5)

v ∈ Even(A) ∩ Even(A \B)⇒ v ∈ Even(A ∩B)⇒ v ∈ Even(B \A)⇒
⇒ v ∈ Even((A \B) ∪ (B \A)), (8.6)

v ∈ Odd(A) ∩Odd(A \B)⇒ v ∈ Even(A ∩B)⇒ v ∈ Even(B \A)⇒
⇒ v ∈ Odd((A \B) ∪ (B \A)), (8.7)

v ∈ Odd(A) ∩ Even(A \B)⇒ v ∈ Odd(A ∩B)⇒ v ∈ Odd(B \A)⇒
⇒ v ∈ Odd((A \B) ∪ (B \A)). (8.8)

We see that every time v is evenly connected to A it is also evenly connected to (A \
B) ∪ (B \ A) and every time v is oddly connected to A it is also oddly connected to

(A \ B) ∪ (B \ A). Because (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A) = (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B) and v is in OC it

must hold that Odd((A ∪B) \ (A ∩B)) ∩OC = Odd(A) ∩OC .

We start by creating a function that will be proven to have the required properties of

the gflow.

Lemma 8.8 (Finding the reduced gflow function). Let (G, I,O) be an open graph

with flow (f,≺f ), SSF (s,≺s) and optimal gflow (g,≺g) such that |I| = |O|. Let

(G′, I, O′) be the SSF reduced open graph of (G, I,O) with the removed vertices set R,

then there exists a function g′ : O′C → P I
C∩V (G′) such that:

1. ∀i ∈ O′C g′(i) ∩O′C = g(i) ∩O′C ,

2. ∀i ∈ O′C Odd(g′(i)) ∩O′C = Odd(g(i)) ∩O′C .

Proof. We start by noting that according to Lemma 6.3 we can create an optimal
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gflow (g̃,≺g̃) of the open graph (G, I,O ∪ V ≺g1 ) = (G, I,O′ ∪ R) by restricting g to

V (G) \ (V
≺g
1 ∪ V ≺g0 ) = O′C and setting ≺g̃=≺g \V ≺g1 × V ≺g0 . We construct our desired

g′ function from g̃.

We consider i ∈ O′C , if there exists a vertex j ∈ R ∩ g̃(i) then from the reduced open

graph definition we have f−1(j) ∈ V ≺g1 . Also from Lemma 8.5 we have V
≺g
1 = V ≺s1 and

thus f−1(j) ∈ V ≺s1 . According to Proposition 7.3 this means that s(f−1(j)) ⊆ O. We

have Odd(s(f−1(j))) ∩ O′C = ∅ since the only odd neighbours of s(f−1(j)) are either

output vertices or the vertex f−1(j) ∈ V ≺g1 ⊆ O′.

Now we define g′(i) = (g̃(i) ∪ s(f−1(j))) \ (g̃(i)∩ s(f−1(j))), hence j 6∈ g′(i). Moreover

Lemma 8.7 implies that Odd(g′(i))∩O′C = Odd(g̃(i))∩O′C . Also g′(i)∩O′C = g̃(i)∩O′C
since s(f−1(j)) ⊆ O′. Note that, since the new set will be constructed via a union

of two sets we might add another vertex k ∈ R to the set g′(i). However, we can

remove any such vertex k added to g′(i) by applying the same procedure recursively.

For every such vertex k, it must hold that f−1(j) ≺f f−1(k) since k ∈ s(f−1(j)) and

Proposition 7.3 implies the existence of a Z-path from f−1(j) to f−1(k). Now we remove

k via the above procedure i.e. defining g′(i) = (g′(i) ∪ s(f−1(k))) \ (g′(i) ∩ s(f−1(k))).

If this would add vertex j again to g′(i), hence there exists a Z-path from f−1(k) to

f−1(j) and f−1(k) ≺f f−1(j) which contradicts the previous relation. This procedure

will eventually terminate and remove all undesired vertices k ∈ R since in the above

procedure we never create any Z-path loops.

We call a function which satisfies properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 8.8 the reduced gflow

function of g. We can interpret these properties as saying that the gflow function g′

differs from the gflow function g only by the vertices in O′, i.e. the other elements in

the correcting set are left unchanged. As a gflow consists of a function and a partial

order, we still need to define a valid partial order. The one that is most useful to us is

such that it preserves as much relations as possible from the original gflow, hence the

layering structures remain similar.

Lemma 8.9 (Constructing the reduced gflow). Let (G, I,O) be an open graph

with SSF (s,≺s), gflow (g,≺g) and (G′, I, O′) a reduced open graph of (G, I,O). If g′

is a reduced gflow function of (g,≺g), then (g′,≺g′) is a gflow of (G′, I, O′), where

∀i, j ∈ O′C i ≺g j ⇔ i ≺g′ j, (8.9)

∀i ∈ O′C ,∀j ∈ O′ ∩ g′(i) ⇒ i ≺g′ j. (8.10)

Proof. We will show that (g′,≺g′) satisfies the three gflow properties (G1) — (G3) in

Definition 6.3. First property requires that if j ∈ g′(i), then i ≺g′ j. This is obviously
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true if j ∈ O′. If j ∈ g′(i) ∩O′C , from Lemma 8.8 we have j ∈ g(i) which implies that

i ≺g j because (g,≺g) is a gflow. Now according the definition of ≺g′ it must also hold,

that i ≺g′ j.

Now we consider the gflow property (G2). For every j ∈ Odd(g′(i)) it must be that

j = i or i ≺g′ j. If j ∈ O′, then again this is obviously true because of the definition

of ≺g′ . If j ∈ Odd(g′(i)) ∩ O′C then we know that j ∈ Odd(g(i)) and j = i or i ≺g j.
According to the definition of ≺g′ , i ≺g j implies that i ≺g′ j and we have that if

j ∈ Odd(g′(i)) then either i = j or i ≺g′ j. Thus the gflow property (G2) is satisfied.

Finally, we require for gflow property (G3) that i ∈ Odd(g′(i)) and as i ∈ O′C this is

true because of the properties of g′.

We call the gflow (g′,≺g′) from Lemma 8.9 the reduced gflow of (g,≺g). Similarly we

can construct the SSF of the reduced open graph. Note that an SSF can only exist if

the reduced open graph has flow. Thus arises the need to prove the existence of a flow

on the reduced open graph, as is done in the next lemma.

Lemma 8.10. If (G, I,O) is an open graph with flow (f,≺f ) and if (G′, I, O′) is the

reduced open graph described in Definition 8.1, then (f ′,≺f ′), where

• ∀i ∈ O′C f ′(i) = f(i)

• ≺f ′=≺f \[(V ×R) ∪ (V ≺s1 ×O)]

is a flow of (G′, I, O′).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that (f ′,≺f ′) satisfies the flow properties (F1) — (F3)

in Definition 6.2 and that f ′ is a function from O′C to IC . It is easy to see that

f ′ : O′C → V ′ \ I. f ′ acts by definition on O′C and

∀i ∈ O′C f ′(i) = f(i) ∈ V \ I. (8.11)

The graph G′ has fewer vertices than G, therefore we need to show that all the vertices

required according to the flow function f ′ are included in G′, i.e. ∀i ∈ O′C it must hold

that f ′(i) ∈ V ′. According to Definition 8.1 every vertex v removed from the initial

open graph (G, I,O) is chosen such that f−1(v) ∈ O′. Therefore it must be that every

vertex j ∈ V ′ such that f(j) /∈ V ′ must be an output vertex in (G′, I, O′C). Because

f ′(j) is not defined for outputs the vertices removed from the original graph G are not

needed for f ′ and f ′ : O′C → V ′ \ I. Hence we have that f(i) = f ′(i) ∈ IC for every

vertex i ∈ O′C and f ′ : O′C → IC .
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Let R be the set of removed vertices as defined in Definition 8.1. The flow property

(F1) states that i ≺f ′ f ′(i) and holds because:

∀i ∈ O′C ⊆ OC i ≺ f(i) = f ′(i) ⇒
⇒ f ′(i) /∈ R ∧ (i, f ′(i)) ∈ ≺f ⇒
⇒ (i, f ′(i)) ∈ ≺f \V ×R = ≺f ′ ⇒
⇒ i ≺f ′ f ′(i). (8.12)

To prove that (f ′,≺f ′) satisfied flow property (F2) we need to show that for every

j ∈ V ′ if j ∈ N(f ′(i)) then either j = i or i ≺f ′ j.

j ∈ N(f ′(i)) ⇒ j ∈ N(f(i)) ⇒
⇒ j = i ∨ i ≺f j ⇒
⇒ j = i ∨ (i, j) ∈≺f ∧ j ∈ V ′ = V \R ⇒
⇒ j = i ∨ (i, j) ∈≺f \V ×R = ≺f ′ ⇒
⇒ j = i ∨ i ≺f ′ j. (8.13)

Finally the flow property (F3) i ∈ N(f ′(i)) holds almost trivially:

i ∈ O′C ⊆ OC ⇒ i ∈ N(f(i)) = N(f ′(i)). (8.14)

Next we prove that the reduced gflow of an SSF is also an SFF.

Lemma 8.11 (Constructing the reduced SSF). Let (G, I,O) be an open graph

with flow (f,≺f ) and SSF (s,≺s). If (G′, I, O′) is the reduced open graph, according to

(s,≺s), then there exists an SSF (s′,≺s′) of (G′, I, O′) such that (s′,≺s′) is the reduced

gflow of (s,≺s).

Proof. Let R be the set of vertices removed from (G, I,O) to get (G′, I, O′). The

reduced flow (f ′,≺f ′) exists because of Lemma 8.10. Define (s′,≺s′) to be the the SSF

derived from this reduced flow. Assume (s′,≺s′) is not a reduced gflow of (s,≺s), then

one of the properties of Lemma 8.8 should not hold, We show a contradiction in both

cases.
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If the first property does not hold then

∃i ∈ O′C s.t. s′(i) ∩O′C 6= s(i) ∩O′C ⇒
∃j ∈ O′C ∩ [(s(i) \ s′(i)) ∪ (s′(i) \ s(i))]⇒
(ζsi (f−1(j)) mod 2 = 1 ∧ ζs′i (f−1(j)) mod 2 = 0)∨
(ζs
′
i (f−1(j)) mod 2 = 1 ∧ ζgi (f−1(j)) mod 2 = 0)⇒

ζsi (j)mod 6= ζs
′
i (j) mod 2. (8.15)

Hence by removing vertices and edges from the open graph (G, I,O) we must have

changed ζsi (f−1(j)) by an odd number to get ζs
′
i (f−1(j)).

We look at how removing the vertices in R from the open graph (G, I,O) changes

ζsi (f−1(j)). Removing a vertex v changes the number of Z-paths from i to f−1(j) if by

removing it we also remove an edge in the Z-correction graph GZ . Let this removed

edge be (k, l), then Corollary 6.1 implies that l ∈ N(f(k)) and v has to be either k,

l or f(k). Corollary 6.1 also implies that for v to have an outgoing edge in GZ , f(v)

has to be defined. Since f is not defined for output vertices and v ∈ R ⊆ O, there

cannot be any outgoing edges from v. Therefore v cannot be k as there is an edge from

k to l in GZ . Also v cannot be l since again v cannot have an outgoing edge in GZ ,

hence v would have to be the last element on the Z-path from i to f−1(j), which is

f−1(j). This is impossible, as f−1(j) cannot be an output vertex. Therefore the only

possibility is that v = f(k).

Let v be the first vertex removed from G, such that ζsi (f−1(j)) changes by an odd

number. Hence all the paths from i to f−1(j) that disappear due to removal of v

have to go through f−1(v). Therefore there must also exist an odd number of paths

from f−1(v) to f−1(j). We know that because of Proposition 7.3, j ∈ s(f−1(v))

and f−1(v) ≺s j. On the other hand because of Definition 8.1 it must also hold that

f−1(v) ∈ V ≺s1 , which together with Definition 6.4 implies that j ∈ V ≺s0 = O. This leads

to a contradiction, because j has to be in O′C ⊆ OC and cannot be in O. Therefore

property (1) must be true for (s′,≺s′).

Now we show that property (2) has to hold. According to Lemma 7.3:

Odd(s′(i)) ∩O′C = {i} = Odd(s(i)) ∩OC . (8.16)

Because i ∈ O′C ⊆ OC , it must also hold that

Odd(s′(i)) ∩O′C = {i} = Odd(s(i)) ∩O′C , (8.17)
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and property (2) has to be true for (s′,≺s′).

In the specific case where |I| = |O|, it will follow from Lemma 8.11 that the unique

SSF of a reduced open graph is the reduced gflow of the original SSF.

Corollary 8.1. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with an SSF (s,≺s) such that |I| = |O|.
If (G′, I, O′) is the reduced open graph, according to (s,≺s), of (G, I,O), then the unique

SSF (s′,≺s′) of (G′, I, O′) has the following properties:

1. ∀i ∈ O′C s′(i) ∩O′C = s(i) ∩O′C ,

2. ∀i ∈ O′C Odd(s′(i)) ∩O′C = Odd(s(i)) ∩O′C .

Proof. Because of Lemma 8.10 (G′, I, O′) has a flow. Since |I| = |O|, then according

to Lemma 8.6 |I| = |O′| and hence (G′.I, O′) has a unique flow [85]. Flow is required

for the existence of an SSF according to Proposition 7.3, therefore there can exist only

one SSF and because of Lemma 8.1 this SSF has to satisfy properties (1) and (2).

8.3 Moving back

We have proven that the penultimate layers of SSF and optimal gflow are equal if

|I| = |O|. Then we showed how to remove some vertices from the open graph and

construct an SSF and optimal gflow on the new reduced graph. Both of them are

reduced gflows, a property which we will use in this section to show that they preserve

the layering of the gflows they were derived from.

Lemma 8.12. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with SSF (s,≺s) and gflow (g,≺g) such

that (G′, I, O′) is the reduced open graph of (G, I,O) with the removed vertices set

R. For every reduced gflow (g′,≺g′) of (G′, I, O′) such that V ≺s0 = V
≺g
0 = O and

V ≺s1 = V
≺g
1 it must hold that

∀n ≥ 0 ∪nk=0 V
≺g′
k = ∪n+1

k=0V
≺g
k \R. (8.18)

Proof. We prove Lemma 8.12 by induction and showing first that equation 8.18 holds

if n = 0, i.e. we need to prove that

V
≺g′
0 = (V

≺g
1 ∪ V ≺g0 ) \R. (8.19)

Lemma 6.2 tells that V
≺g′
0 = O′ and V

≺g
0 = O. Because the penultimate layers of

SSF (s,≺s) and gflow (g,≺g) are equal we also have that V ≺s1 = V
≺g
1 . Now we take
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the definition of O′ from Definition 8.1 of the reduced open graph and substitute the

appropriate sets:

O′ = (V ≺s1 ∪O) \R ⇒ V
≺g′
0 = (V

≺g
1 ∪ V ≺g0 ) \R. (8.20)

Thus equation 8.18 holds for n = 0. For the induction step we assume that equation 8.18

holds for n = m− 1, i.e

∪m−1k=0 V
≺g′
k = ∪mk=0V

≺g
k \R, (8.21)

and show that it holds for n = m. We use contradiction and assume that

∪mk=0V
≺g′
k 6= ∪m+1

k=0 V
≺g
k \R. (8.22)

There are two possibilities: either ∃i ∈ V ≺g′m \ V ≺gm+1 or ∃i ∈ V ≺gm+1 \ V
≺′g
m . We note that

according to Lemma 8.9 i ≺g j ⇔ i ≺g′ j if i ∈ O′C and j ∈ O′C . Because V
≺g′
m ⊆ O′C

for every m > 0 we have that

∃i ∈ V ≺g′m \ V ≺gm+1 ⇒ ∃j ∈ V ≺gm+1 ∩ g′(i) s.t. i ≺g j ⇒ (8.23)

⇒ i ≺g′ j ⇒ j ∈ ∪m−1k=0 V
≺g′
k = ∪mk=0 V

≺g
k ,

∃i ∈ V ≺gm+1 \ V
≺g′
m ⇒ ∃j ∈ V ≺g′m ∩ g(i) s.t. i ≺g′ j ⇒ (8.24)

⇒ i ≺g j ⇒ j ∈ ∪mk=0 V
≺g
k = ∪m−1k=0 V

≺g′
k .

As can be seen above, both of the possible cases lead to a contradiction and hence it

must hold that

∪mk=0V
≺g′
k = ∪m+1

k=0 V
≺g
k \R. (8.25)

This completes the induction step and the proof itself.

From the previous lemma we can construct a proof saying that every layer of a reduced

gflow starting from the second to last one is equal to a layer of the original gflow.

Corollary 8.2. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with SSF (s,≺s) and gflow (g,≺g)
such that (G′, I, O′) is the reduced open graph of (G, I,O) with the removed vertices

set R. For every reduced gflow (g′,≺g′) of (G′, I, O′) such that V ≺s0 = V
≺g
0 = O and

V ≺s1 = V
≺g
1 it must hold that

∀n > 0 V
≺g′
n = V

≺g
n+1. (8.26)
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Proof. This follows trivially from Lemma 8.12. We have that if n > 0:

∪nk=0V
≺g′
k = ∪n+1

k=0V
≺g
k \R, (8.27)

∪n−1k=0V
≺g′
k = ∪nk=0V

≺g
k \R. (8.28)

We can now subtract the elements of the second set from the first.

∪nk=0 V
≺g′
k \ ∪n−1k=0V

≺g′
k = (∪n+1

k=0V
≺g
k \R) \ (∪nk=0V

≺g
k \R) ⇒ V

≺g′
n = V

≺g
n+1 \R.

(8.29)

Because Definition 8.1 of SSF reduced open graph we know that R ⊆ O. Lemma 6.2

says that O = V
≺g
0 , hence we know that no element in R can be included in V

≺g
n+1 for

n ≥ 0 and V
≺g′
n = V

≺g
n+1.

It turns out, that if the gflow we have for the original open graph is the optimal one,

then the reduced gflow will be optimal for the reduced open graph.

Lemma 8.13 (Constructing the optimal reduced gflow). Let (G, I,O) be an open

graph with SSF (s,≺s) and optimal gflow (g,≺g). If (G′, I, O′) is the reduced open graph

of (G, I,O) then the reduced gflow (g′,≺g′) of (g,≺g) is the optimal gflow of (G′, I, O′).

Proof. First, because of Lemma 8.9 (g′,≺ g′) has to be a gflow of (G′, I, O′). Let us

assume that (g′,≺g′) is not the optimal gflow of (G′, I, O′) and let (d,≺d) be the optimal

one. Then according to Definition 6.6

∃n > 0, i ∈ O′C s.t. i ∈ V ≺dn \ V ≺g′n ∧ ∀k < n V
≺g′
k = V ≺dk , (8.30)

and since d(i) ∈ ∪n−1k=0V
≺d
k = ∪n−1k=0V

≺g′
k from Lemma 8.12 we obtain d(i) ∈ ∪nk=0V

≺g
k \R,

where the R is the set of vertices removed from the original graph. Now we know from

Definition 6.6 that i is in V
≺g
n+1 which according to Corollary 8.2 must be equal to V

≺g′
n .

This leads to a contradiction because i ∈ V ≺dn \ V ≺g′n and thus (g′,≺g′) has to be the

optimal gflow of (G′, I, O′).

8.4 Proof of the optimality theorem

We can now prove Theorem 8.1 by showing that the vertex layering of any SSF and

an optimal gflow is exactly the same. Let (G, I,O) be an open graph with flow (f,≺f
) such that |I| = |O|. Let (s,≺s) be the SSF obtained from (f,≺f ) according to

Proposition 7.3 and (g,≺g) the optimal gflow of (G, I,O). According to Proposition 7.3
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the last layer of any SSF is the set of output vertices. Lemma 6.2 says that this is also

true for the last layer of an optimal gflow, therefore V ≺s0 = V
≺g
0 = O. The layers V ≺s1

and V
≺g
1 are equal because of Lemma 8.5.

Now we need to show that layers V ≺sn and V
≺g
n are equal for n > 1. We can construct

a reduced open graph (Definition 8.1) (G′, I, O′) from (G, I,O). We now consider

the unique SSF (s′,≺s′) and reduced gflow (g′,≺g′) of (G′, I, O′), which according to

Lemma 8.13 is optimal. According to Lemma 8.12, V
≺g′
n = V

≺g
n+1 for every n > 0

and because SSF is by Theorem 7.1 a gflow the same lemma also implies that V
≺s′
n =

V ≺sn+1. Because of the way a reduced open graph is defined, we know that |I| = |O′|
(Lemma 8.6). Thus we can again use Lemma 8.5 to say that V

≺g
2 = V

≺g′
1 = V

≺s′
1 =

V ≺s2 . We can now take (G′, I, O′) and find its reduced open graph to show using the

same technique that V
≺g
3 = V ≺s3 . This can be continued until we reach the empty

layers, in which case we have considered all the layers according to (s,≺s) and (g,≺g).
As every layer of (s,≺s) and (g,≺g) will be equal and (g,≺g) is the optimal gflow, the

SSF of a flow of an open graph (G, I,O) is an optimal gflow if |I| = |O|, which proves

Theorem 8.1.

The above theorem together with Algorithm 1 for signal shifting implies a new method

for finding maximally delayed flows on graphs with flow. In particular, if an open graph

has flow and its input size equals output size, the maximally delayed gflow can be found

in O(n3) steps. This is more efficient in the number of operations than previous best

known algorithm which completes in O(n4) steps [9], but can find the maximally delayed

gflow (if it exists) of arbitrary open graphs.

Corollary 8.3. The maximally delayed gflow on an open graph (G, I,O) with flow

(f,≺f ) and |I| = |O| can be found in O(n3) computational steps, where n is the number

of vertices in G.

Proof. We prove that the following process gives us the maximally delayed gflow of

(G, I,O) in O(n3) steps, by showing that each step in the process takes at most O(n3)

elementary operations.

1. Find the unique flow (f,≺f ) using O(n2) operations.

2. Create the flow pattern (equation 6.9) of (f,≺f ) using O(n2) operations.

3. Signal shift the resulting pattern using O(n3) operations.

4. Construct the SSF from the signal shifted pattern suing O(n2) operations.

Step (1) can be completed using O(n2) operations with the algorithm from [9] and

Step (3) takes no more than O(n3) operations if Algorithm 1 is used. To estimate
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the number of operations required for steps (2 and 4) we first estimate the number of

commands in a gflow pattern, since flow is a stricter version of gflow this upper bound

holds also for flow.

• One preparation command Ni for every vertex i ∈ IC — total of O(n) preparation

commands.

• One entanglement command Ei,j for for every edge Ei,j ∈ E(G) — total of O(n2)

entanglement commands.

• One measurement command Mαi
i per vertex i ∈ V (G) — total of O(n)

measurement commands.

• Up to n X- and Z-correction commands per vertex in V (G) — total of O(n2)

correction commands.

The non-correction commands for the pattern in flow Step (2) can be created by

processing the open graph and the correction commands by parsing a description of the

flow. Since the open graph has at most O(n2) elements (n vertices and O(n2) edges) the

non correction commands can be created in O(n2) steps. The measurement commands

should be added to the pattern respecting the flow partial ordering. This can be done

in O(n log n) steps by first sorting the vertices using any reasonable sorting algorithm.

After the non-correction commands are added to the pattern, the correction commands

can be inserted before the measurement command acting on the vertex they act on.

These can be read from the description of the flow (equation 6.9) and since there is a

total of O(n2) of them the whole Step (2) takes o(n2) operations.

The gflow (g,≺g) in Step (4) can be created with one read over the measurement

pattern (equation 7.12) resulting from Step (3). This can be done by taking j ∈ s(i) if

and only if there exists an Xsi
j command in the pattern and i ≺g j if and only if there

exists a Xsi
j or Zsij command in the pattern. Since there are at most O(n2) commands

in the pattern, the gflow can be constructed in O(n2) operations. Finally, because of

Theorem 8.1 the constructed SSF is a maximally delayed gflow
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Chapter 9

Discussion and Results

Initially, 1WQC was proposed as an alternative architecture for the implementation of

quantum computing. However, from early on the distinct parallel power of the model

attracted researchers to explore further this unique feature of the model. In a series

of results the key concepts of flow, signal shifted flow, gflow, maximally delayed gflow,

focused gflow, and information preserving flow were introduced [15, 14, 16, 9, 83].

They address the general question of determinism in 1WQC, while shedding light on

the parallelism as well. Although it is now known that the parallel power of 1WQC is

equivalent to the quantum circuit with unbounded fan-out [11], further investigation

is required to fully take advantage of this extra power. In this part of the thesis we

continued this line of research by presenting a surprising link between signal shifted

flow and maximally delayed gflow. The surprise comes from the fact that the former is

obtained via a simple rewrite rules of pushing the Z-dependencies of a pattern to the

end of the computation, while the latter is constructed directly from the structure of

the underlying graph. This leads to a new efficient procedure for finding the maximally

delayed gflow of graphs with flow, as was discussed in the last section. The structure

of the flows for which our algorithm produces a maximally delayed gflow if |I| 6= |O|
remains an open question.

Moreover, the link between signal shifted flow and maximally delayed gflow opens a new

direction to unify the “flow” structure further and fully characterise the constructions

behind the parallel power of 1WQC. The techniques presented in this work have

already been used to translate computations in the 1WQC model to circuit model

witho neither increasing the depth of the computation nor introducing any auxiliary

qubits [17]. Further application of the different techniques introduced in this paper to

known quantum algorithms, as well as a full comparison with other known optimisation
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methods beyond 1WQC constitute an interesting subject to be explored in the future.

We end this part of the thesis with a few concrete open questions that could benefit

from the 1WQC properties proven in this thesis.

1. Removal of auxiliary qubits from quantum circuits corresponding to

parallelised 1WQC patterns. The usual translation of 1WQC patterns to

quantum circuits introduces a number of auxiliary qubits to the circuits. The

method for translating from 1WQC to quantum circuits without those auxiliary

qubits has existed for a while, but the depth of the computation was not

considered. [86] To benefit from the 1WQC parallelisation techniques, a method

which preserves the depth while not adding any auxiliary qubits is required.

One such method has recently been proposed by Miyazaki et al. [17] using the

techniques introduced in a preprint of the work in Part II of this thesis. There is

another approach to solving this problem, namely da Silva et al. proposed in [87]

a set of rewrite rules for quantum circuits that can in some instances be used to

remove these auxiliary qubits. We worked together with da Silva on this question,

using the rigid structure of SSF [18]. The goal of the collaboration, which has not

been achieved yet, was to show that these rewrite procedures result in a circuit

with no auxiliary qubits if the underlying open graph has SSF.

2. Extending graphs to stepwise strongly uniform determinism by adding

and/or removing edges. Consider a scenario where a group of experimentalists

can create a specific 1WQC resource state corresponding to an open graph. The

structure of the graph is limited by their experiment and they would like to

implement deterministic computations with it. Assume that the graph does not

have gflow, hence stepwise strongly uniformly deterministic computations are

impossible. A graph with gflow could be creatable through minor modifications

to their experiment, which they can do, as opposed to using a completely new set-

up. It would be beneficial if they could find out what kind of modifications they

could do to obtain a resource with gflow. This motivates the following question:

does there exist an algorithm which can in polynomial time give the minimum

number of changes for any open graph to be transformed to an open graph with

gflow by adding and removing edges?
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Part III

Quantum Circuit Complexity
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When designing new parallel algorithms it is beneficial to know how much an algorithm

can be parallelised, i.e. what is the lowest possible depth of a circuit implementing it.

If this is not known, one might be searching for a parallel algorithm for a problem

which does not have one, or trying to reduce the depth of a parallel algorithm which

is already as parallel as possible. We address this problem through examining the

parity function on quantum computers and establishing new bounds on the depth

of circuits implementing it in the quantum computing model. This is done from a

complexity theoretical point of view, starting with a review of the classical and quantum

circuit complexity classes in Chapter 10. It is known that in the classical computing

model parity cannot be computed with constant depth circuits with unbounded fan-

in AND and OR gates [88, 23, 89, 90]. This class of circuits is called constant depth

alternating circuits and is denoted as AC0. On the other hand, computing parity is

possible when additional unbounded modulo 2 gates are allowed, resulting in the AC0

with modulo 2 complexity class, denoted with AC0[2]. This result is not known to

hold for the analogous quantum classes QAC0 and QAC0[2] and proving a similar result

QAC0 6= QAC0[2] is the motivation of this part. In Chapter 12, two new results are

proven regarding the relationship between these two classes. First, it is shown that

the parity of more than two qubits cannot be computed probabilistically with QAC

circuits having only one layer of multi-qubit gates. Second, the QAC0 circuits that

have two layers of multi-qubit gates cannot compute parity of more than five qubits

exactly. These two results are a step towards our ultimate goal, which we intend to

pursue beyond this thesis — the proof of QAC0 6= QAC0[2].
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Chapter 10

Preliminaries

10.1 Classical Low-Depth Complexity Classes

The results of this part focus on quantum complexity classes, but it is useful to have

an overview of the classical counterparts to see where exactly the quantum classes

are in the complexity classes’ hierarchy. This section gives the definitions and relations

between the classical circuit complexity classes, followed by their quantum counterparts’

descriptions in the next section. Most of the definitions of the classical classes here are

taken from [31], with minor differences in formulation and notation for consistency with

the rest of this thesis, especially considering the definitions of the quantum complexity

classes in the next section. Important concepts in these definitions are the depth of a

circuit and the fan-in of gates, defined in Section 1.1. The depth of a Boolean circuit

is the longest path from an input to the output and fan-in is the number of inputs to

a gate. The number of inputs in an unbounded fan-in gate can be arbitrarily large,

contrary to a bounded fan-in gate, where this is fixed to a constant (usually two). In

circuit complexity, inputs of different size are usually processed by separate circuits.

Computational problems are hence associated with families of circuits (Definition 1.3),

which contain a distinct circuit for each input size. Sometimes a uniformity constraint is

imposed on the circuit families, the most common are the polynomial-time and logspace

uniform families of circuits.

Definition 10.1 (polynomial-time uniform circuit families [31]). A circuit family {Cn}
is polynomial-time uniform if there exists a polynomial-time turing machine that on

input 1n outputs the description of the circuit Cn.
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10.1. Classical Low-Depth Complexity Classes
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Figure 10.1: Subsequent AND gates can be merged into one AND with a larger input size.,
but this is obviously not possible if the fan-in of gates is limited. Similar equivalence holds for
the OR gates.

Definition 10.2 (logspace uniform circuit families). A circuit family {Cn} is logspace

uniform if there exists a turing machine that uses logarithmic space and on input 1n

outputs the description of the circuit Cn.

We start with the most basic circuit complexity class, the class which does not allow

any unbounded fan-in gates: the Nick’s Class (NC), named after Nick Pippenger, who

first defined this class [31].

Definition 10.3 (Nick’s Class (NC) [31]). For every d, a language L is in NCd if L

can be decided by a logspace uniform family of circuits {Cn} where Cn has poly(n) size,

depth O(logd n), and the gates have bounded fan-in. The class NC = ∪i≥0NCi.

When the restriction of bounded fan-in is lifted from NC, we get the next major circuit

class: the Alternating Circuits AC, the name referring to alternations between AND

and OR gates in the circuit.

Definition 10.4 (Alternating Circuits (AC) [31]). For every d, a language L is in

ACd if L can be decided by a family of circuits {Cn} where Cn has poly(n) size, depth

O(logd n), and the gates are allowed to have unbounded fan-in. The class AC = ∪i≥0ACi.

Since unbounded fan-in is allowed in AC, sequential gates of the same type can always

be merged into one larger gate (demonstrated in Figure 10.1), the gates therefore always

alternate between AND and OR and hence the name of the class. It is known that for

each i ∈ N [31]

NCi ⊆ ACi ⊆ NCi+1, (10.1)

and the only known strict inclusions in the above sequence are NC0 ⊂ AC0 and AC0 ⊂
NC1 [31]. The next complexity classes considered in this work are obtained by adding

MODq gates to the set of gates allowed in the AC0 class.
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

Definition 10.5 (The MODm gate [31]). For any integer q, the MODq gate outputs

0 if the sum of its inputs is 0 modulo q, and 1 otherwise.

The Modq gates can be interpreted as counting gates since they return true if and only

if the number of input bits equals a fixed count q, thus the name of the next complexity

class: AC with Counters (ACC).

Definition 10.6 (AC with Counters (ACC0) [31]). For every q > 1, a language L is

in AC0[q] if L can be decided by a family of circuits {Cn} where Cn has poly(n) size,

constant depth, and consists of unbounded fan-in AND, OR, NOT, and MODq gates.

The class ACC0 = ∪i>1AC
0[i].

For two distinct primes p and q, AC[q] 6= AC[m], where m is a power of p [19, 20]. It is

also known that PARITY , which is a MODq gate with q = 2 cannot be computed in

AC0, thus the classes AC0 and AC0[2] cannot be equal [23]. The final classical complexity

class included in this work is obtained by adding the unbounded MAJORITY gates

to the allowed set of gates in AC.

Definition 10.7 (The MAJORITY gate [20]). The majority gate outputs one if and

only if at least half of the inputs are ones.

Definition 10.8 (Threshold Circuits (TC) [91]). For every d, a language L is in TCd

if L can be decided by a family of circuits {Cn} where Cn has poly(n) size, depth

O(logd n), and consisting of unbounded fan-in AND, OR, NOT, and majority gates.

The class TC = ∪i≥0TCi.

The class TC0 is known to include ACC0 [21] and to be a subset of NC1 [21], but

neither of these inclusions is known to be strict. We thus have the following hierarchy

of classical low-depth complexity classes

NC0 ⊂ AC0 ⊂ AC0[2] ⊂ ACC0 ⊆ TC0 ⊆ NC1. (10.2)

10.2 Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

Before defining the quantum circuit complexity classes, the concept of clean computa-

tions needs to be explained. Some of the known results described later and one of the

main results of this work apply only to clean computations.
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

Definition 10.9 (Clean computations [8]). We say that a quantum circuit C cleanly

computes a unitary operator U if for any x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn

〈y1 · · · yn0 · · · 0|C|x1 · · ·xn0 · · · 0〉 = 〈y1 · · · yn0 · · · 0|U ⊗ I|x1 · · ·xn0 · · · 0〉. (10.3)

The benefit of clean computations can be seen when considering a quantum algorithm

and its circuit A, which consists of multiple sub-circuits C1, C2, . . . , Cn applied in

sequence. Consider the case when all of the sub-circuits perform clean computations.

Then the final state of these qubits after each sub-circuit is the all zero computational

basis state |0 · · · 0〉 and the auxiliary qubits of one sub-circuit can be used as the

auxiliary qubits of the next one. Thus, if aux(C) is the number of auxiliary qubits

used by a quantum circuit C, the total number of auxiliary qubits required for A is

aux(A) =
n

max
i=1

aux(Ci). (10.4)

On the other hand, if none of the circuits C1, C2, . . . , Cn performs a clean computation,

the auxiliary qubits cannot be reused since quantum circuits in general expect the

auxiliary qubits to be initialised in the all zero computational basis state |0 · · · 0〉 [4].

The total number of auxiliary qubits in A then becomes

aux(A) =

n∑

i=1

aux(Ci). (10.5)

It is of course possible that only some of the sub-circuits are clean. Then the

auxiliary qubits of the clean circuits can be reused, whereby the auxiliary qubits of

non-clean circuits needs cannot. Thus the benefit of clean computations comes from

the reusability of the auxiliary qubits. From complexity theoretical point of view, the

restriction on the final state of the auxiliary qubits can simplify the analysis of the

circuits, as can be seen in the later parts of this thesis.

The quantum language classes are defined in two parts. First, several classes of quantum

circuit families (Definition 1.6) are defined. These classes impose restrictions on the

allowed gates and the depth of the circuits. Whereby the depth of Boolean circuits

is defined as the longest path from inputs to outputs, the depth of quantum circuits

(Definition 1.5) is the number of layers (containing simultaneously applicable gates) in

the circuit. Second, the classes of languages are defined on these circuit families classes.

These classes differ in the probabilities by which an input is accepted or rejected. This

approach was also used in [5] and offers a succinct way to describe of a large number of

complexity classes with different acceptance probabilities and restrictions on the circuit.
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

The first class of quantum circuit families, initially defined in [4], is the analogue to the

NC class. The definition included in this work is taken from [6].

Definition 10.10 (Quantum NC (QNC) [6]). QNCd is the class of quantum circuit

families {Cn}n∈N for which there exists a polynomial p such that each Cn contains at

most n input qubits and at most p(n) auxiliary qubits. Each Cn has depth O(logd n)

and uses only single-qubit and CNOT gates. The single qubit gates must be from a fixed

finite set. The class of quantum circuit families QNC is ∪i≥0QNCi.

The definition of the quantum counterpart of the AC class requires the quantum

equivalent of the classical unbounded AND (or OR) gate. From the Definition 1.10

of the unbounded Toffoli gate it can be seen that if the target qubit b is initialised to 0,

the final state of b will contain the AND of all the remaining qubits. Thus the Toffoli

gate is used as the quantum counterpart of the classical AND gate in the definition of

the quantum AC (QAC) class. The definition included here is from [5] and adapted to

match the rest of the thesis.

Definition 10.11 (Quantum AC (QAC) [5]). QACd is the class of quantum circuit

families {Cn}n≥0 for which there exists a polynomial p such that each Cn contains at

most n input qubits and at most p(n) auxiliary qubits. Each Cn has depth O(logd n)

and uses only single qubit and unbounded Toffoli gates. The single qubit gates must be

from a fixed finite set. The class of quantum circuit families QAC is ∪i≥0QACi.

Note that the QAC class does not contain alternating layers AND and OR classes like

its classical counterpart. Instead, it consists of Toffoli gates, interlaced with single

qubit gates. By adding unbounded MODq gates to the class QAC we get the quantum

counterparts to the AC[q] and ACC classes.

Definition 10.12 (QACC [5]). QACd[q] is the class of quantum circuit families {Cn}n≥0
for which there exists a polynomial p such that each Cn contains at most n input

qubits and at most p(n) auxiliary qubits. Each Cn has depth O(logd n) and uses only

single qubit, unbounded Toffoli and unbounded quantum MODq gates (as defined in

Definition 1.14). The single qubit gates must be from a fixed finite set. The class of

quantum circuit families QACCk = ∪i≥0QACk[i] and QACC = ∪i≥0QACCi.

Surprisingly, Green et al. proved that for any p, q > 1, MODp can be constructed from

MODq gates for any q in constant depth, which implies that for any q, k ∈ N, q > 1,

QACCk = QACCk[q] [5]. This is in contrast to the classical classes, where it is known

that AC[p] 6= AC[q] when p and q are distinct primes [20]. We can also extend the QAC
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

class with unbounded quantum threshold gates to derive the QTC class, the quantum

counterpart to TC.

Definition 10.13 (QTC [7]). QTCd is the class of quantum circuit families {Cn}n≥0
for which there exists a polynomial p such that each Cn contains at most n input qubits

and at most p(n) auxiliary qubits. Each Cn has depth O(logd n) and uses only single

qubit, unbounded Toffoli and unbounded threshold gates. The single qubit gates must be

from a fixed finite set. The class of quantum circuit families QTC is ∪i≥0QTCi.

Given any of the above defined classes of quantum circuit families, QNCk, QACk,

QACk[q], QACCk, QTCk, the classes of languages are defined as follows:

Definition 10.14 (Classes of languages). Let F be a class of quantum circuit families.

• EF (Exact F) is the class of languages L such that there exists {Cn} ∈ F such that

for every x

x ∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] = 1, (10.6)

x /∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] = 0. (10.7)

• BF (Bounded error F) is the class of languages L such that there exists {Cn} ∈ F

such that for every x

x ∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] ≥ 2

3
, (10.8)

x /∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] ≤ 1

3
. (10.9)

• RF (One-sided bounded error F) is the class of languages L such that there exists

{Cn} ∈ F such that for every x

x ∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] ≥ 1

2
, (10.10)

x /∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] = 0. (10.11)

• NF (Non-deterministic F) is the class of languages L such that there exists {Cn} ∈
F such that for every x

x ∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] > 0, (10.12)

x /∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] = 0. (10.13)
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

• PrF (Probabilistic F) is the class of languages L such that there exists {Cn} ∈ F

such that for every x

x ∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] >
1

2
, (10.14)

x /∈ L ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] ≤ 1

2
. (10.15)

Note the difference between classes of languages, classes of circuit families, and circuit

families. For example, for every input size n, there exists a O(log n) depth quantum

circuit Cn, which uses only CNOT gates, 0 auxiliary qubits, and whose output qubit is

|1〉 if and only if the number of qubits in state |1〉 in the input is equal to 1 (mod 2) [8].

The circuits C1, C2, . . . , Cn comprise the family of quantum circuits {Cn}. According to

Definition 10.10, this family of quantum circuits belongs to the QNCd class of quantum

circuit families for each d ≥ 1. Let the language PARITY be defined as follows:

Definition 10.15. PARITY = {x ∈ {0, 1}n :
∑n

i=1 x1 (mod 2) = 1}

Definition 10.14 can now be used to determine if and to which language class PARITY

belongs to. Since the class of circuit families {Cn} ∈ QNC1 is such that

x ∈ PARITY ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] = 1, (10.16)

x /∈ PARITY ⇔ Pr[Cn(x) = 1] = 0, (10.17)

it is obvious that PARITY ∈ EQNC1. But this is not the only suitable language class,

it is easy to see that PARITY ∈ BQNC1, PARITY ∈ RQNC1, PARITY ∈ NQNC1,

and PARITY ∈ PrQNC1.

In additional to comparing language classes, it is possible to compare classes of circuit

families. Since the definitions of the language classes depend on the underlying circuit

family classes (Definition 10.14), an equality in between two classes of circuit families A

and B implies that all the corresponding language classes are also equal to each other,

e.g EA = EB, PrA = PrB, etc.

Definition 10.16. We say that two classes of circuit families F ad G are equal if for

every {Cn}n∈N ∈ F there exists {Gn}n∈N ∈ G such that for every i ∈ N circuits Ci and

Gi implement the same unitary operator, and vice versa.

Due to the impossibility of copying quantum states, the quantum complexity classes

defined above cannot have unbounded fan-out. This is contrary to their classical

counterparts, where unbounded fan-out is allowed. When fan-out in Boolean circuits is
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

translated to quantum circuits, it is replaced with a O(log k) depth sub-circuit (where

k is the size of the fan-out) consisting of a tree of two qubit CNOT gates [4]. Thus the

depth of Boolean circuits increases by O(log n) when translating to quantum circuits.

It is possible to rewrite Boolean circuits such that the depth is preserved, all the gates

have fan-out one, and the unbounded fan-out is performed at the beginning of the

circuit on the input bits. This can be done recursively by starting at the first layer

and replacing the inputs to a Boolean gate, which are results of fan-out, with a copy

of the sub-circuit computing the fanned out value. If c is the maximum fan-in of

the gates in a Boolean circuit, then the total number of gates in the circuit and the

number of input bits to the first layer is O(cd), where d is the depth of the circuit. For

NC0, this results in O(1) size circuit acting on O(1) bits. Thus the fan-out required in

the beginning of the circuit has a maximum size of O(1), which can be computed in

constant depth with a tree of CNOT gates and thus NC0 ⊂ QNC0. For NC1 circuits

this results in O(2logn) = O(n) size circuits acting on O(n) bits with O(n) size fan-out

at the beginning of the circuit. The O(n) size fan-out can be performed by a CNOT

circuit of depth O(log n), thus the NC1 circuit with fan-out at the beginning of the

circuit can be translated to a O(log n) depth quantum circuit and NC1 ⊂ QNC1. For

NCd classes for d > 1 this construction does not work, since moving the fan-out to the

beginning of the circuit will result in super-polynomial circuit sizes of O(2log
d n), which

are not allowed by definition of neither NCd nor QNCd. Therefore it is not known

whether NCd ⊂ QNCd for d > 1. For unbounded fan-in circuits AC0, TC0, moving

fan-out to the beginning of the circuit results in a circuit where the initial fan-out is of

size O(poly(n)). Translating this to a quantum fan-out consisting of two qubit CNOT

gates results in O(log n) depth quantum circuit, which cannot be computed in neither

QAC0 nor QTC0. For unbounded fan-in circuits ACd, TCd, where d > 0 moving fan-out

to the beginning of the circuit results in O(nlog
d n) size circuits, which is not allowed

according to the definitions of the circuit complexity classes, hence it is not known

whether ACd ⊂ QACd and TCd ⊂ QTCd. In classes QACd[q] and QACC, it has been

proven that constant-depth quantum fan-out is possible [5] and thus ACd[q] ⊆ QACd[q]

and ACC ⊂ QACC. Augmenting the quantum classes with unbounded quantum fan-out

gates, described in Definition 1.12, gives rise to new, surprisingly powerful, complexity

classes.

Definition 10.17 (Unbounded fan-out classes [5, 7]). Let F be a class of quantum

circuit families. The class Ff , called the unbounded fan-out F , is defined as the class

F with addition of the unbounded fan-out gates to the set of allowed gates.

The power of unbounded fan-out in quantum circuits was first pointed out by Green,
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et al. in [5], where they showed that QACdf = QACd[2] = QACCd. The first relation

(QACdf = QACd[2]) is a consequence of the fact that a parity gate can be implemented

with one fan-out gate and two layers of Hadamard gates (see Section 1.2.1). Thus

adding unbounded fan-out to the QACd class results in the class QACd[2], which

was proven to equal QACCd in the same paper [5]. Their work was the first to

highlight an important difference between quantum and classical complexity classes

— allowing a quantum operator which is able to fan-out the classical states, i.e.

computational basis states, in quantum circuits results in a new complexity class. In

contrast, unbounded fan-out is allowed for the classical complexity classes. Notably,

the classical counterparts, as explained in the previous section, relate to each other as

AC0
f ⊂ AC0[2] ⊂ ACC0, where AC0

f = AC0 since unbounded fan-out is allowed for the

AC0 class.

More surprisingly, Hoyer et al. showed that BQNCdf = BQACdf and QACdf = QTCdf [7].

Their work left open the question wether every QACdf circuit, regardless of the

probability of accepting an input, can be implemented in QNCdf . Recently, Takahashi

and Tani, solved this problem by proving that it is possible to implement the unbounded

OR (and thus also AND) gate exactly with constant depth using only unbounded fan-

out and single qubit gates [22], thus QACdf = QACd[2] = QNCdf = QTCdf .

The numerous complexity classes and the relationships between them presented in this

chapter are summarised in Figure 10.2. In can be seen from Figure 10.2 that biggest

difference of the quantum hierarchy compared to the classical is between the constant

depth quantum classes with unbounded fan-out and their classical counterparts:

NC0
f ⊂ AC0

f ⊂ AC0
f [2] ⊂ ACCf ⊆ TC0

f , (10.18)

QNC0
f = QAC0

f = QAC0
f [2] = QACCf = QTC0

f , (10.19)

where the suffix f is added to the classical classes to highlight the fact that unbounded

fan-out is allowed implicitly.

The unbounded fan-out class QNC0
f is also the focus of this work. Since parity can

be transformed into fan-out with two layers of Hadamard gates, the circuits with

unbounded fan-out also contain unbounded parity. Thus one approach to proving

that QAC0 6= QNC0
f is to show that QAC0 circuits cannot compute parity. It has

been proven, that when the number of auxiliary qubits is less than the size of the

input, it is not possible to compute parity exactly and cleanly using QAC0 circuits,

i.e. PARITY is not in cleanly computing EQAC0 with less than n auxiliary qubits [8].

It remains an open question, addressed in this thesis, whether this also holds when

the number of auxiliary qubits is polynomial in the number of inputs. Both in the
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10.2. Quantum Low-Depth Complexity Classes

NC¹

QNC¹P

BQP

NC⁰ BQNC⁰

AC⁰

AC⁰[m]

ACC⁰

TC⁰

QAC⁰

QTC⁰

QNC⁰fQAC⁰fQTC⁰f QACC⁰ QAC⁰[m]

BPP

A ⇢ B A ✓ B A = B

Goal of this work
QAC0 ⇢ QNC0

f

Classical  Complexity
Classes

 Quantum Complexity Classes

A B A B A B

Figure 10.2: The hierarchy of classical and quantum low-depth complexity classes.

proofs of BQACk ⊆ BQNCkf [7] and QACk ⊆ QNCkf [22], the number of auxiliary qubits

needed is greater than the input size. Therefore the availability of auxiliary qubits is

an important factor in creating parallel quantum circuits. The work in this part of the

thesis is pushing towards the proof of QAC0 6= QNC0
f by proving that PARITY is not

in PrQAC0 with one layer of multi-qubit gates and not in cleanly computing EQAC0

with two layers of multi-qubit gates.
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Chapter 11

Properties of QAC circuits

For the purpose of this thesis we define a modified version of QAC circuits, the class

QACa.

Definition 11.1 (QACa). QACda is the class of quantum circuit families {Cn}n≥0 for

which there exists a polynomial p such that each Cn contains at most n input qubits and

at most p(n) auxiliary qubits. Each Cn has depth O(logd n) and contains only single

qubit and unbounded ∧Z gates. Arbitrary single qubit gates can be used. The single

qubit layers are always interlaced with ∧Z layers, and the first and last layer in a circuit

is a single qubit gate layer. The class of quantum circuit families QACa = ∪i≥0QACi.

As can be seen from the above definition, the class QACa has three main differences

from QAC. First, the ∧Z gates are used instead of Toffoli gates since they do not have

any target qubit. Each qubit a ∧Z gate acts on is treated equally, hence when analysing

QACa circuits we do not have to consider separately target and control qubits. Second,

arbitrary single qubit gates are allowed. This is a more general condition than in QAC,

but for our purposes, limiting to fixed gate set does not give any benefit. Third, the

single qubit layers are interlaced with two-qubit gates. This rigid structure allows for

an easier analysis of the circuits as will be clear in the following sections.

Definition 11.2 (The multi-gate depth). The multi-gate depth of a quantum circuit

is the number of layers containing multi-qubit gates.

There could be problems solvable by QACa circuits with lower depth than is possible

using QAC circuits. This is possible since all subsequent single qubit gates in QAC

can be replaced by one gate in QACa (where arbitrary single qubit gates are allowed),

thereby possibly reducing depth of the circuit. Since the depths of QAC and QACa
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circuits implementing the same unitary operators cannot be assumed to equal, proofs

concerning the depth of QACa might not be adaptable to QAC. Therefore, we define

the multi-gate depth, which is more persistent between the two circuit family classes.

Lemma 11.1. For each QAC circuit C with depth d and multi-gate depth m there

exists a QACa circuit with depth d′ ≤ 2d+ 1 and the same multi-gate depth.

Proof. Let C be a QAC circuit with multi-gate depth d. To rewrite it to a QACa circuit

we need to

• replace the Toffoli gates with ∧Z,

• guarantee that the circuit starts and ends with a single qubit layer,

• guarantee that single qubit layers are always next to ∧Z layers and vice versa.

• separate the ∧Z and single qubit gates to distinct layers.

First, we replace every two sequential single qubit gates U1U2 with the gate V = U1U2.

This is done until there are no sequential single qubit gates in the circuit and is allowed

since QACa circuits can contain arbitrary single qubit gates. Obviously, this does not

increase neither the multi-gate nor the regular depth of the circuit. Second, we add

a new empty single qubit layer after each existing layer and move all the single qubit

gates from the previous layer to it. This doubles the number of layers and hence the

depth of the circuit, but separates the Toffoli layers from the single qubit layers and

does not increase the multi-qubit depth. Since we add a single qubit layer after each

existing layer, we also guarantee that the circuit ends with a single qubit layer. Third,

if the first layer of the circuit is not a single qubit layer, we will add a single qubit layer

with identity operators to the beginning of the circuit, increasing the depth by one to

2d+ 1 and keeping the multi-gate depth the same. Finally, we replace the Toffoli gates

with two Hadamard and one ∧Z gates as shown in Figure 1.9. The H gates introduced

can be merged with the single qubit gates in the layers before and after the ∧Z gate.

Thus the replacement of Toffoli with ∧Z gates will not increase neither the depth nor

the multi-gate depth. The circuit now corresponds to the definition of a QACa circuit

and the overall depth has increased to 2d+1 and multi-gate depth has stayed the same

as in the original circuit C.

If a problem can be shown to be not computable in multi-gate depth d QACa circuit,

then the above lemma can be used to show that it is also impossible in multi-gate depth

d QAC circuits. This is formalised in the following corollary:
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Corollary 11.1. If a decision problem is not solvable with QACa circuits of multi-gate

depth d, it is also not solvable with QAC circuits of multi-gate depth d.

Proof. Lets assume that a decision problem is not solvable with multi-gate depth d

QACa circuits but there exists a multi-gate depth d QAC circuit solving it. Then

according to Lemma 11.1 there exists a multi-gate depth d QACa circuit solving it,

contradicting with the initial assumption.

The above lemma allows us to use the more rigid structure of QACa circuits in the later

proofs ot prove properties of QAC circuits. In general, the qubits can be either in a

computational basis or superposition state before the first ∧Z gate is applied to them.

The following lemma proves that the auxiliary qubits can always be assumed to be in

a superposition state. This property simplifies the later analysis of QACa circuits.

Lemma 11.2. Every QAC circuit can be rewritten such that all the auxiliary qubits

are in a superposition before the first ∧Z gate is applied to them. This rewrite can be

done by either removing ∧Z gates or by replacing ∧Z gates with smaller ∧Z gates and

removing auxiliary qubits from the circuit.

Proof. We can simplify the circuit such that every auxiliary qubit is in a non

computational basis state before a ∧Z gate is applied to them. If the auxiliary qubit is

in the |0〉 state, then the ∧Z gate would never be applied and we can remove the ∧Z
gate from the circuit by using circuit identity in Figure 11.1. Since the ∧Z gate layers

are interlaced with single qubit gate layers, this can be repeated until the auxiliary

qubit is in some state other than |0〉 before a ∧Z gate. If the auxiliary qubit is in the

state |1〉 before a ∧Z gate is applied, we can simply replace the ∧Z with one that acts

on the same qubits except for the auxiliary qubits in state |1〉 (Figure 11.2). This can

be done since ∧Z is a symmetric controlled gate and if a control qubit is in the state

|1〉 independently of the input, we can remove the control from the gate.
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|0i |0i

Figure 11.1: If an input to the ∧Zn gate
is |0〉, the gate can be removed from the
circuit.

|1i|1i

Figure 11.2: If an input to the ∧Zn gate
is |1〉, the gate can be replaced it with a
∧Zn−1 gate, which does not act on the
qubit in state |1〉.
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Chapter 12

Lower Bounds on Parity

It has been conjectured in [8] that a QAC circuit cleanly computing parity of n inputs

needs to have a depth greater than or equal to 2 log n. We propose a slightly different

conjecture, highlighting the importance of multi-gate layers in a circuit and omitting

the requirement for clean computation.

Conjecture 12.1. A multi-gate depth d QAC circuit can compute the parity of at most

2d inputs exactly.

If the above conjecture would be true, it would imply the inequality of the circuit

classes QAC0 and QAC0[2], since parity can be computed using one unbounded MOD2

gate in QAC0[2]. This chapter presents the two main results of Part III supporting

our conjecture. First, we will prove that multi-gate depth one is not enough to even

probabilistically compute parity with QAC circuits. This property is initially proven

for the QACa class, which has a more rigid structure, but later it will be shown that

this also holds for the QAC class.

Theorem 12.1. Multi-gate depth one PQACa circuits cannot compute parity of more

than two qubits.

Proof. Assume that it is possible to compute the parity of three qubits x1, x2, and

x3 probabilistically with unbounded error using one ∧Z gate. First, one of the input

qubits is fixed to |0〉 and treated as an auxiliary qubit, thus reducing the circuit to

compute the parity of just two qubits. If one of the input qubits is the output qubit,

this will be the fixed qubit, otherwise the fixed qubit can be chosen randomly. Without

loss of generality it can be assumed that the fixed qubit was x3 (the qubits can always

be relabeled). The resulting circuit will have the structure showed in Figure 12.1(a).
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|x2i

|x1i

|0i

|0i

U0,1

U0,2

U0,3

U0,l

U1,1

U1,2

U1,3

U1,l |x1 � x2i

(a) If there exists a depth one probabilistic
QAC0 circuit computing parity, it is
possible to construct the above circuit.

U0,1

U0,2

U0,3

U0,l U1,l

|x2i

|x1i

|0i

|0i |x1 � x2i

(b) Since the gates on the non-output
qubits cannot affect the measurement
outcome of it, they can be discard them
from the circuit.

U0,1

U0,2

U0,3

U0,l U1,l

|x2i

|x1i

|0i

|0i |x1 � x2iZ

AND

(c) By applying the principle of delayed measurement, the ∧Z gate can be replaced with
measurements controlling one Z gate.

Figure 12.1: Simplifying a multi-gate depth one QACa circuit.

The single-qubit operations in the final layer acting on the non-output qubits can be

removed (Figure 12.1(b)) — these operators can not change the measurement outcome

of the output qubit (Lemma 1.1). Since a ∧Z operation is a controlled Z gate, it can

be replaced with measurements controlling a Z gate on the output qubit Z (see the

principle of delayed measurement in Section 1.2). The simplified circuit will have the

structure depicted in Figure 12.1(c).

Let unitary operators U0,1 and U0,2 be the first unitary operators acting on x1 and x2
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correspondingly:

U0,1|0〉 = α1|0〉+ β1|1〉, (12.1)

U0,1|1〉 = α′1|0〉+ β′1|1〉, (12.2)

U0,2|0〉 = α2|0〉+ β2|1〉, (12.3)

U0,2|1〉 = α′2|0〉+ β′2|1〉. (12.4)

Since only single-qubit gates are acting on the non-output qubits, they do not get

entangled and the probability of each qubit being measured in state |1〉 is independent

of other qubits. The probability of either the qubits I∪A\{x1, x2, o} all being measured

in state |1〉 is constant for all of the values of x1 and x2; we will denote this probability

as a. Taking this into account, the probability that all non-output qubits are measured

in state |1〉, and therefore also the probability of the Z gate being applied, is

Pr(Z|x1, x2) = a|〈1|U0,1|x1〉|2|〈1|U0,2|x2〉|2. (12.5)

There are only two possible final states for the output qubit o: U1,oZU0,o|0〉 and

U1,oU0,o|0〉. The probabilities either of these two states being |1〉 is |〈1|U1,oZU0,o|0〉|2 =

CZ and |〈1|U1,oU0,o|0〉|2 = C correspondingly. The probability of the output qubit

being measured in state |1〉 is therefore

(1− Pr(Z|x1, x2))C + Pr(Z|x1, x2)CZ = C + Pr(Z|x1, x2)(CZ − C). (12.6)

Since the circuit computes parity of x1 and x2 probabilistically, this probability needs

to be greater than 1/2 for x1 6= x2 and less than or equal to 1/2 otherwise. Thus if we

consider all possible values for x1 and x2 the following inequalities must hold:

C + a|β′1|
2|β2|2(CZ − C) > 1/2, (12.7)

C + a|β1|2|β′2|
2
(CZ − C) > 1/2, (12.8)

C + a|β1|2|β2|2(CZ − C) ≤ 1/2, (12.9)

C + a|β′1|
2|β′2|

2
(CZ − C) ≤ 1/2. (12.10)

By adding inequality 12.9 to 12.7 and 12.10 to 12.8 we get the relations:

C + a|β′1|
2|β2|2(CZ − C) + 1/2 < 1/2 + C + a|β1|2|β2|2(CZ − C), (12.11)

C + a|β1|2|β′2|
2
(CZ − C) + 1/2 < 1/2 + C + a|β′1|

2|β′2|
2
(CZ − C), (12.12)
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which when simplified will lead to a contradiction:

|β′1|
2
< |β1|2, (12.13)

|β1|2 < |β′1|
2
. (12.14)

Thus it cannot be possible to compute parity with PQACa circuits having only one ∧Z
layer.

The lower bound for parity proven in the above theorem holds for the PQACa circuits,

which have a more rigid structure than QAC circuits. However, the result can easily be

extended to the QAC circuits.

Corollary 12.1. Parity of more than two qubits cannot be computed probabilistically

with multi-gate depth one QAC circuits.

Proof. Corollary 11.1 implies that if a multi-depth one QAC circuit could compute

parity of more than two qubits, there would exits a QACa circuit having the same

multi-gate depth. This is not possible because of Theorem 12.1, hence the corollary

must be true.

The proof ofTheorem 12.1 relies on the qubits being not entangled before the final

∧Z gate. This allowed to analyse the probability of the ∧Z gate affecting the final

measurement and through that the probability of the final outcome being |1〉. In

multi-gate depth two circuits the ∧Z gates in the first multi-gate layer can create

entanglement, thus this assumption is no longer valid. To show that parity cannot

be computed in multi-gate depth two circuits we needed additional restrictions on the

circuits: the exactness and cleanness of computations. Note that we conjectured at

the beginning of this chapter that the cleanness might not be necessary, removing the

cleanness constraint is a possible continuation of this work.

Theorem 12.2. Parity of more than 5 qubits cannot be computed exactly cleanly with

multi-gate depth two QAC circuits.

This theorem is proven for multi-gate depth two QACa circuits, which through

Corollary 11.1 extends to QAC circuits. We start by simplifying the multi-gate depth

two QACa circuits, whose general structure can be seen in Figure 12.2. First, the

single-qubit gates acting on non-output qubits in the final layer can be removed since

they cannot influence the measurement outcome of the output qubit (Lemma 1.1).

Second, due to the principle of implicit measurement it can be assumed that all the
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I IA A I IA A I A

Figure 12.2: The general structure of multi-gate depth two QACa circuits. The empty
rectangles denote arbitrary single-qubit gates.

I IA A I IA A I A O

Z

Figure 12.3: The simplified structure of multi-gate depth two QACa circuits. All of the non-
output qubits acted on by the final ∧Z in the original circuit are measured, and a Z gate is
applied to the output qubit if and only if all the measured qubits were in state |1〉. The output
qubit can be any one of the qubits, but in this figure it is one of the qubits to which no ∧Z
gate is applied in the first multi-gate layer.
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non-output qubits are measured. By applying the principle of deferred measurement

it is now possible to replace the final ∧Z with a Z on the output qubit depending on

the outcomes of all the other qubits this ∧Z acts on. After these simplifications we get

the structure shown in Figure 12.3, which is used throughout the rest of this thesis.

Now, to help us prove Theorem 12.2 we will reveal some properties of multi-gate depth

2 QACa circuits.

Lemma 12.1. In a EQACa circuit, the final ∧Z gate can be discarded if there exists an

input value for which the application of the final ∧Z gate does not influence the final

measurement outcome of the output qubit o.

Proof. Let Uo be the final single-qubit gate applied to o. The circuit computes an exact

output value and thus the output qubit cannot be entangled. As discussed above, the

∧Z gate can be seen as a Z gate, which is applied based on the measurement outcome

of some non-output qubits. Thus there are exactly four states in which o can be before

the final ∧Z:

|ψ1〉 = U †o |1〉, (12.15)

|ψ2〉 = ZU †o |1〉, (12.16)

|ψ3〉 = U †o |0〉, (12.17)

|ψ4〉 = ZU †o |0〉. (12.18)

If there exists a value for which the application of the last ∧Z does not affect the final

measurement of o, then since unitary operators map orthogonal states to orthogonal

states and |ψ2〉 and |ψ4〉 are orthogonal, the following will hold:

|〈1|UoZ|ψ2〉|2 = |〈1|Uo|ψ2〉|2 ⇔ |〈1|UoZ|ψ4〉|2 = |〈1|Uo|ψ4〉|2. (12.19)

Since applying Z to |ψ2〉 and |ψ4〉 does not change the final measurement outcome, we

can just discard the final ∧Z gate altogether.

The proof works on any depth of EQACa circuits, not only depth two ones, which are

the focus of this section. To be able to remove the final ∧Z, it is enough to find one

input value for which the application of the last ∧Z does not matter. This allows to

further restrict the structure of the EQAC in the following lemmas. Next the the qubits

are divided into blocks based on the ∧Z gates applied in the first layer.

Definition 12.1 (∧Z block). Two qubits in a multi-gate depth two QACa circuit belong

to the same ∧Z block, if and only if there exists a ∧Z in the first multi-gate layer that
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I IA A I IA A I A O

Z

Figure 12.4: An example of a multi-gate depth two circuit divided into blocks as per
Definition 12.1. The dashed lines represent borders between distinct blocks.

acts on both of them. The block to which the output qubit belongs to is called the output

block. We define the number of blocks in a quantum circuit C as Bn(C) and the number

of qubits in the same block as the output qubit as Bo(C).

The ∧Z blocks are called blocks for short in this thesis. The division into blocks,

demonstrated in Figure 12.4, and the values of Bn(C) and Bo(C) for a circuit are

central to our proofs in the forthcoming lemmas.

Lemma 12.2. For every input in a multi-gate depth two EQACa circuit, all the qubits

not in the output block must be in a computational basis state before the last ∧Z.

Proof. Lets assume that there exists an input for which one of the non-output block

qubits xi is not in a computational basis state before the last ∧Z. We use the simplified

multi-gate depth two QACa circuit shown in Figure 12.3. Then the application of Z on

the output qubit has a probability of being applied, which depends the measurement

outcome of xi. Lemma 12.1 tells that the application of this Z influences the final

outcome, which will be probabilistic since xi is not in a computational basis state. If xi

would be in the same block as the output qubit, the output could depend on the state

of xi before the last ∧Z and the probabilistic application of the Z gate could result in

a non-probabilistic result. This is not the case, and the probabilistic application of Z

results in the final output being probabilistic, which is impossible in EQACa circuits.

Lemma 12.3. Let C be a multi-gate depth two EQACa circuit. If the number of input
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qubits acted on by two ∧Z gates in the output block of C is less than two, then only the

output qubit can be in a superposition before the first ∧Z.

Proof. The the final ∧Z will always be applied to the output qubit o, otherwise we can

discard the gate from the circuit because of Lemma 1.1. Assume that there exists a

qubit xi in the output block such that it is only acted on by the first ∧Z and xi is in

a superposition before this gate is applied. If o is in a computational basis state before

the first ∧Z, we can choose a value for it that kills the gate and the final output cannot

then depend on xi. The value of xi could be flipped, changing the parity of the inputs,

whereas the output of the circuit would stay the same. On the other hand, if o is in

a superposition, xi will be entangled to it after the first ∧Z gate. The entanglement

between the two qubits cannot be destroyed with the final ∧Z because we cannot

destroy entanglement without acting on both of the qubits. Now we need to consider

the possibility of transferring the entanglement between xi and o from o to another

qubit. All the qubits in the output block will be auxiliary qubits which according to

Lemma 11.2 are also in a superposition before the first ∧Z and thus already entangled

with xi, thus we cannot transfer the entanglement with xi from o to them. The non-

output block qubits on the other hand must be in a computational basis state before

the final ∧Z because of Lemma 12.2. Thus the final ∧Z cannot change their state and

transfer of entanglement from o is impossible. For the final measurement the output

qubit will therefore be entangled and have a probabilistic outcome which is impossible

for QAC circuits.

The following three lemmas can be combined to prove Theorem 12.2. First, we will

prove that in a multi-gate depth two EQACa circuit, there can be only one non-output

block with input qubits. Then we prove that the non-output block can have at most

two input qubits and the output block no more than three, thus limiting the maximum

number of possible inputs to five.

Lemma 12.4. A multi-gate depth two EQAC circuit C cannot compute parity of all its

input qubits if it contains more than one non-output block with input qubits.

Proof. Assume that there are at least two non-output blocks with input qubits. We

can choose inputs to one of the non-output blocks such that one of the qubits acted on

by the last ∧Z gate is |0〉. This is possible because of Lemma 12.2. If we now flip a

input to the other non-output block, the output of the circuit will stay the same, since

the output qubit can’t depend on any value in this block, but the parity of the input

changes. Thus the circuit C cannot compute parity of all its inputs.
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If Bn(C) ≤ 2, it would not be possible to kill the output qubit’s dependency on the

inputs by simply killing the last ∧Z. If Bn(C) = 2, no matter how we fix the one

non-output block, since the output block qubits all have a common ∧Z gate acting

on them, the final outcome will depend on all of the qubits in that block. On the

other hand, if Bn(C) = 1, we cannot kill even the last ∧Z (for now) since Lemma 12.2

states that only the non-output block qubits need to be measured in the computational

basis. Thus a different approach is needed for the case Bn ≤ 2. We prove separately

that the non-output and output blocks cannot contain more than 2 and 3 input qubits

correspondingly.

Lemma 12.5. A multi-gate depth two EQACa circuit C computing parity cannot

contain a non-output qubit block with more than two input qubits.

Proof. Assume that there exists a non-output block with at least three input qubits.

There must be at least one qubit on which both the first and second level ∧Z gate is

applied to, otherwise the output qubit could not depend on all of the inputs in this

block. Out of the qubits that are acted on by both of the ∧Z gates, there needs to be

one, which we label as x1, that is in a superposition before the first ∧Z gate. Otherwise,

the first ∧Z gate would not affect any qubits which are used for the second ∧Z and

through that the output qubit, and thus the the first ∧Z could be removed. Removing

the first ∧Z would mean that the qubits we assumed were in the same block actually are

not. Thus this is impossible. The qubit x1 has to be the only qubit in a superposition

before the first ∧Z, otherwise it would get entangled which cannot happen because of

Lemma 12.2. Assuming that x1 is an input qubit, there are at least two more input

qubits x2 and x3 in the non-output block. They need to be in a computational basis

state before the first ∧Z because of the above argument and also before the second ∧Z
because of Lemma 12.2. We will fix x2 to kill the first ∧Z which leaves two possibilities

for x3. First, if the second ∧Z does not act on x3, then the output cannot depend

on this qubit and if we flip it, the parity of the inputs changes but the output of the

circuit does not. Second, if the last ∧Z acts on x3, we will fix it to kill the last ∧Z gate.

Thus no other qubit in the same non-output block can influence the final outcome of

the circuit, but there is at least one more input qubit in that block which we can flip

to change the parity of the inputs without affecting the outcome of the circuit. We

have fixed only qubits x2 and x3. Therefore if any of the non-output blocks in a depth

two QAC circuit contains at least three input qubits, C cannot compute parity of all

its input qubits.

Finally, we prove the maximum number of input qubits in the output block by using
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the technique presented in [8]. In general, their method will not work if the number

of auxiliary qubits is not bounded. However, it can be adapted to the very limited

structure of the multi-gate depth two circuit we have derived, as is shown in the next

lemma.

Lemma 12.6 (The technique in this proof is adapted from [8]). A multi-gate depth two

EQAC circuit C computing parity cleanly cannot contain more than three input qubits

in the output block.

Proof. This proof focuses on the output block and fixes three qubits in it to a specific

value. These qubits are input qubits q1, q2, and the output qubit o. The requirement of

clean computation is imposed on C so that the output qubit could not be an auxiliary

qubit and thus it is possible for us to select its initial value. Let q2 be one of the

non-output qubits acted on by both ∧Z gates. If no such qubit exists, then according

to Lemma 12.3 all of the non-output qubits will be in a computational basis before

the first ∧Z. Thus we can fix one of the input qubits to a value that kills the first

∧Z. Since Bo(C) > 2, there must exist another qubit such that the second ∧Z is not

applied to it. After the first ∧Z is killed, this qubit cannot affect the outcome of the

final measurement of the output qubit o. We can change the parity of inputs by flipping

this qubit, but the output of the circuit will not change. Now that we have established

that there exists a qubit q2 such that both of the ∧Z gates are applied to it, we will fix

the qubits q1, q2, and o as follows:

q1 = U †0,q1 |0〉, (12.20)

q2 = U †0,q2U
†
1,q2
|0〉, (12.21)

o = U †0,oU
†
1,oU

†
1,o|0〉. (12.22)

Qubit q1 will kill the first ∧Z, since U0,q1U
†
0,q1
|0〉 = |0〉. The state of qubit q2

before the second ∧Z will therefore be U1,q2U0,q2U
†
0,q2

U †1,q2 |0〉 = |0〉, which kills the

second ∧Z. Since both of the ∧Z gates are killed, the output qubit will always be

U2,oU1,oU0,oU
†
0,oU

†
1,oU

†
1,o|0〉 = |0〉. Since C computes parity, it must hold, that parity

for the same assignment of values to q1, q2, and o must also be 0. On the other hand,

the output of a parity computation can be 0 if and only if its input is a computational

basis state, hence the values assigned to q1, q2, and o are computational basis states

and thus valid inputs. Since Bo(C) > 3 and we fixed only three inputs, there must

exist at least one more input qubit in the output block, but the output qubit cannot

depend on this qubit. Thus C cannot compute the parity of all of its input qubits.
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Proof of Theorem 12.2. Lemma 12.4 proves that there cannot be more than one non-

output block in a multi-gate depth two QACa circuit computing parity exactly. This

non-output block can contain at most two input qubits, as is proven in Lemma 12.5.

When we add this to the maximum number of input qubits in the output block, which is

three as proven in Lemma 12.6, we get the maximum possible number of inputs which

is five. Note that the condition of clean computation was imposed in Lemma 12.6.

Finally, by using Corollary 11.1 we can conclude that a multi-gate depth two QAC

circuit can not compute parity exactly cleanly.
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Chapter 13

Discussion and Results

The final part of this thesis resulted in two complexity theoretical results. First, it was

shown that multi-gate depth one QAC circuits cannot compute parity probabilistically.

Second, we proved that multi-gate depth two QAC circuits cannot compute parity

exactly cleanly. These results are a step towards proving that parity cannot be

computed with EQAC0 circuits. This was previously proven to be true only if the

number of auxiliary qubits in the circuit is limited to O(n) [8], whereas we impose not

restrictions on the number of auxiliary qubits. The motivation for this problem lies in

creating a distinction between the quantum complexity classes QAC0 and QAC0[2]. The

latter class having access to unbounded parity gates and hence naturally being able to

compute parity of all input qubits.

The lemmas leading to the proof about multi-gate depth two circuits (Theorem 12.2)

use two techniques: First, reducing the circuit to multi-gate depth one circuits by

killing the final ∧Z. Second, using the exactness of the computation and thus the

impossibility of the qubits to be in a non-computational basis state before the last

∧Z gate. The proof of [8], which we also use, does not fit into these two categories,

their approach is to kill of all the gates acting on the output qubit. In one of our

proofs we need to apply the technique from [8] to the specific circuit structure where

it is possible that the output qubit is entangled in the first layer and disentangled in

the last layer. Interestingly, this is also the main problem in extending our techniques

to depth three and beyond. Namely, in depth three circuits we cannot easily deduce

whether the qubits are entangled or not in the last layer. The larger depth allows for

the possibility of the entanglement being destroyed, whereby one of the techniques we

used relied on the fact that we could identify cases in which the qubits are entangled

at the end of the computation. One approach to extending the result is to try to find
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Figure 13.1: A multi-gate depth two circuit computing parity of four qubits.

an alternative solution to the conditions that required the use of [8] techniques. Since

their method was required in a situation that arises with depth three circuits, perhaps

this would allow to solve the problem initialy to depth three and then for the general

case of arbitrary constant depth. Another benefit in replacing the [8] technique is the

possibility of removing the requirement of the circuits to perform clean computations,

which would make the result presented in this thesis more general. The method in [8]

can only work for non-clean computations if there are no auxiliary qubits.

There are some open questions left even for multi-gate depth two EQAC circuits. We

proved that multi-gate depth two circuits cannot compute parity exactly cleanly for

more than 5 qubits. Conjecture 12.1 on the other hand implies that the parity of

maximally four qubits could be computed. We also conjectured that the cleanness

restriction is unnecessary. It thus remains an open question whether we can improve

the proofs presented here to remove the cleanness condition and reduce the number of

qubits for which parity can be computed. Note that while a circuit computing parity

of four qubits is trivial (Figure 13.1), we could not construct a multi-gate depth two

QAC circuit for computing parity of five qubits.

It remains an open question whether multi-gate depth two QAC circuits can compute

parity with bounded error. Before this thesis, it was only known that it cannot be

computed with QNC0 circuits. This lower bound existed since the output of QNC0

circuits can only depend on a constant number of the input qubits [6]. Theorem 12.1

improves this bound by proving that parity cannot be computed probabilistically by

QAC0 circuits of multi-gate depth one, whose output can depend on every input qubit.

It is unlikely that the techniques in this work allow to improve this bound. The proofs

of Theorem 12.2 is not extendable to bounded error circuits since it relies on the output

qubit being disentangled from the rest of the qubits at the end of the computation. The

proof of Theorem 12.1, is also unlikely to be extendable to arbitrary constant depth,

since it depends on some of the non-output qubits being disentangled before the ∧Z
gate. This assumption only holds for multi-gate depth one circuits.
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